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Abstract
According to some perceptual theories of long-term memory and knowledge,
object representations are organized according to shape similarity and other perceptual
schemes. A prediction derived from the perceptual theories is that participants' free
emission and free recall retrieval sequences should show clustering of object nouns by
shape category, with shorter interresponse times for shape cluster (e.g., snake, rope) as
compared to shape switch (snake, globe) transitions. However, some amodal theories
state that uch effects should not occur. The free emission and free recall results
supported the perceptual theories, with ignificant shape clustering, a shape cluster speed
advantage in interresponse times, and strategies and mnemonics (reported post-task) that
included perceptual similarities and relations. A neural explanation, ba ed in part on
Hebb's (1949) ideas and on recent neuroscientific evidence, is proposed to account for
the result .
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. A Brief Introduction to Shape
In our everyday experience, shapes are all around u . Every physical object or
entity that we know has shape. When we focus on an object or entity, much of what we
see is shape. Our successful interaction with the entities and objects of the world depends
on having neural systems that can capture and organize shape information effectively.
Our ability to process shape information effectively allows u to accomplish a range of
critical tasks: identifying foods; cia sifying predators and prey; distinguishing family,
friends, and foes; selecting potential mates; comprehending gestures and facial
expressions; recognizing everyday landmarks; reading; and o on. Knowing the ba ic
physical properties of shapes is essential in conceiving, making, and using all kinds of
objects, such as tools and utensils, shelters, clothing, vehicles, weapons, and
communicative symbols. If our ability to process visual shape information is disrupted
severely due to neurological damage or dysfunction, there can be severe consequence, ,
including inability to recognize the people and things that are important to us (for
review , see Farah, 1990; Humphreys & Forde, 200 1). Shape information is not only
impm1ant practically, biologically, and socially, but it is a fundamental aspect of art and
design, mathematics, and the science .

1

1.2. Overview and Intentions
The goal of this thesis is to explore the role of shape information in the
organization of adults' knowledge or long-term memory (LTM) for everyday objects.
Previous research has e "tablished that object shape plays a major role in the development
of young children's object knowledge (see below). To date, very little research has
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explored thi topic in adults.
Broadly speaking, shape appears to be implicated in the organization of our object
memory according to two basic schemes. One cheme involves relational organization,
wherein thinking of one thing brings to mind other related information. For example,
hearing the word apple could bring to mind information such as its shape, the locations
where it is found, the actions in which it is used, its taste, other objects that often occur
with it, and other properties and associations. The other basic scheme occurs in similarity
organization, wherein thinking of one thing can remind us of another that is similar. For
example, you may think of a word, and then another comes to mind that sounds like it. Or
you may see someone in the distance whose appearance, momentarily, reminds you of a
friend. I claim that the same principle applies to object shape. (f we perceive, remember,
or think of an object that we know, such as an apple, we activate a hape representation
that, at lea t momentarily, partially activates other object representations that overlap in
shape and other features. Thinking of an apple could remind us of a globe, a ball, and
other things having a similar shape. This tendency, when combined with relational
2

organization, allows us to make u eful generalizations about objects. With experience,
we can infer that a spherical object will roll; a hard object that is pointed with a sharp
edge could cut tissue, and therefore should be handled carefully; a large flat object may
be used a a work surface; and unfamiliar round things growing on a tree may be edible.
With these combined similarity and relational organizational schemes established in the
brain, seeing or knowing the shape of an object can often tell us a great deal about that
object.
The primary focus of this thesis is on shape similarity organization. Some
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cognitive theories can be divided into two classe depending on their claim about the
role of object shape similarity in memory organization. According to perceptual theories
(Barsalou, 1999; Hebb, 1949), object memories are organized in such a way that
remembering or thinking of an object, in its absence, can bring to mind other objects that
are similar in shape. In extending thi view, I suggest that when a per on think of a
baseball, for example, neurons tuned through experience to fire selectively for spheroid
shapes become active, partially activating or increasing the potential for activation of
other object representations that are implemented by many of those same neurons. In
contrast, theories that can be classified as non-perceptual or amodal with respect to
memory organization (Engelkamp & Zimmer, 1994; Shelton & Caramazza, 2001) state
that object memory representations are, generally, not organized according to shape or
other perceptual similarities.
In order to test which of these two types of theories is most consistent with the

evidence, this research examined participants' continuous retrieval of object names in
free emission and free recall tasks. ln.free emission, the task is to list a many items as
one can of a certain kind within a set time limit. In .free recall, the task is to recall as
many items as possible from a previously studied set of items. Examining the retrieval
output sequences from these tasks can give us insights into how the activation of one
object memory (e.g., ball) influences the activation of the next one reported (e.g. , apple),
and so on. Both tasks are discussed in more detail in chapter 2.
This thesis is intended to make four main contributions to our understanding of
human memory organization: (l ). It gives the first major review focussing specifically on
the perceptual similarity and relational organization of items in free emission and free
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recall. (2). It provides empirical evidence demonstrating which one of the two competing
classes of memory theories' claims is most con is tent with the evidence, thereby
advancing the basic science of memory. (3). It involves the development of new
experimental ta ks, tasks that may, in the future, serve as useful tools in helping us learn
more about memory organization in a variety of populations. (4). It lays out a neurallybased theory that attempts to explain shape similarity organization effects in free
emission and free recall, extending the ideas of previous researchers in light of new
evidence (chapter 3). This thesis is part of a project intended to shed light on how object
and shape information, and information generally, is organized in memory.

1.3. The Role of Shape in the Development of Object Concepts
In the first few years of a child's life, shape and the shapes of parts play major
roles in object cia sification, in the learning of object names, and in making
generalizations about object properties and functions (Baldwin, 1989, 1992; Diesendruck
& Bloom, 2003; Eimas & Quinn, 1994; Graham, Kibreath, & Welder, 2004; Imai,
Gentner, & Uchida, 1994; Landau, Smith, & Jones, 1988; Poulin-Dubois, Frank, Graham,
& Elkin, 1999; Quinn, Eimas, & Tarr, 2001; Rakison & Butterworth, 1998; Samuelson &
Smith, 2000). Young children continue to be influenced by shape when they classify
objects, even in some cases where researchers have tried to ovenide shape's influence
(e.g., see Gelman & Markman, 1986).
Particularly striking evidence of the role of shape in the development of object
concepts can be found in young children's figurative language (Gardner, Winner,
Bechhofer, & Wolf, 1978; Gelman, Croft, Fu, Clausner, & Gottfried, 1998; Kay &
Anglin, 1982; Winner, McCarthy, & Gardner, 1980). A toddler may call a wavy line a
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"snake," (Gardner et al., 1978, pp. 16-18), or say "ball" to refer to pea , round beads on a
necklace, pumpkins, pom-poms, and so on, or call various unfamiliar four-legged
mammals "dog" (Anglin, 1983, p. 251 ). In these typical examples, the named analogou
object is generally not present at the time the child is reminded of it by the stimulus that
is pre ent. This suggests that the analogies are based at least in part on the activation of
long-term memories or knowledge representations of object shape_:~

1.4. The Role of Shape in the Object Concepts of Adults
Most research investigating the role of shape in adult object classification has
used recognition and classification tasks. In those tasks, participants must make rapid
judgments about line drawings or photographic images of objects. These studies have
shown that quick and accurate object recognition and classification is provided by overall
object shape (Hayward, 1998; Rosch et al., 1976) and the shapes of object part and their
spatial inteiTelations (Biederman, 1987; Biederman & Cooper, 1991; Braunstein,
Hoffman, & Saidpour, 1989; Tversky, 1989; Tversky & Hemenway, 1984; for a
discussion, see Hoffman & Richards, 1984). Other object features, such as visible surface
texture and colour, do not guide visual object recognition to the extent that shape
4

information does (Biederman & Ju, 1988). Shape was al o found to be an important type
of information when blindfolded participants identified objects through the sense of touch
(Lederman & Klatzky, 1990). Other perceptual features canal o be helpful for making
finer categorical distinctions (Biederman & Ju, 1988; Lederman & Klatzky, 1990), but
those fine distinctions often involve detailed analysis of shape information.
Shape analogie , of the type described above in young children' language, are
reduced in adult discourse in proportion to other types of analogies, but they do continue
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to occur (Vosniadou & Ortony, 1983; Winner et a!., 1980). In everyday discourse, terms
like hammerhead shark, fidd lehead, needlenose p liers, and many others, are used widely
and are understood easily, suggesting that shape remains an important dimension in adult
object concepts. Poets and other writers may u e hape analogies in expressing their ideas
(e.g., Ammons, 1974). Scientists have reported shape-based analogies in their thinking.
Perhaps one of the most famous anecdotes involved the chemist Kekule's mental image
of a snake biting its own tail, thus forming the general shape of the hexagonal benzene
ring (cited in Weisberg, 1986).
Shape-based analogies may be more common than we realize. For example, when
we see a non-meaningful shape or pattern, sometimes we "see" a meaningful object that
is similar in shape. People can be reminded of familiar things by timuli such as clouds,
ink blots (Thomas, Ross, & Freed, 1964), random polygons (Vanderplas & Garvin,
1959), or simple contoured shapes (Shepard & Cermak, 1973). In some studies,
participants reported shape-based analogies spontaneously, though the researcher did not
specifically request such response (e.g., see Medin, Goldstone, & Gentner, 1993; Ro ch,
1973). According to comprehensive reviews, the tendency to see one thing as another,
sometimes called "seeing as" and often involving shape similarity, is common across
societies, has appeared throughout history, and is evident in prehistoric artifacts and in
the behaviour of numerous other animals (Guthrie, 1993; Janson, 1973).
A version of seeing as also can occur in thought, when no stimulus is present.
This might be called "imaging as." For example, participants who mentally image an
ambiguous figure, after having viewed it for only an instant, can sometimes image two or
more different objects, one after another, that share the form of the original figure (for
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reviews, see Palmer, 1999; Peterson, 1993, 2003). People can, in their mental imagery,
constructively combine simple geometric shapes, letters, and numerals to create or
discover familiar objects and scenes (Anderson & Helstrup, 1993; Finke, Pinker, &
Farah, 1989; Finke & Slayton, 1988). Using imagery, people can also combine known
objects as parts in creatively constructing other known objects (Helstrup & Anderson,
1996). In completing these various tasks, people access known object or object part
representations that are often similar in shape to the presented (or imaged) stimulus.
Simple geometric forms can remind us of numerous different objects. A triangle
may be seen as a mountain, a wedge, an arrow (Wittgenstein, 1953/1973); a circle may be
een as a moon, eyeball, wheel, or pie (Barsalou, 1999; Gregory, 1973; also ee the
circles creativity test ofTonance, 1974). In a previous pilot study (Mattless & Anderson,
2000, unpublished), 53 undergraduate cognitive psychology students completed these
"seeing as" tasks. Four stimulu figure for each participant were chosen from a pool that
included line-drawn circles, triangles, rectangles, angles, and letters. For each of four
different stimulus figures, participants typically were able to write the names of everal
everyday objects, within a two-minute time limit for each figure. For the circles,
rectangles, and triangles, participants listed means of 12.1, 12.3, and 7.7 objects per
shape, respectively. In other pilot work (Mattless, 2003, unpublished), each of two
individually-tested pmticipants were shown a simple line-drawn circle and were asked to
say the names of as many objects (and/or object parts) as they could that had the
approximate shape. Within eight minutes, one participant listed 53 objects and the other
Iis ted 85 objects or object parts. Consistent with the predictions of perceptual theories,
objects that were more similar in shape (e.g., ball, grape) were reported clustered together

- - - - - - - - -
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in sequence more often than expected by chance, and were reported more quickly in
succession than were differently-shaped objects (e.g., ring, pole).

1.5. Introduction Summary
Shape is a ubiquitous and important dimension in our experience with the world,
and this is reflected in the organization of our knowledge and memory of objects. A
similarity type of organization involving object shape appears to be established in our
neural sy terns, as shown when people are reminded of an object by its shape similarity to
another object. The fact that these organizational effects occur in everyday experience
and in the experimental tasks considered thus far suggests that they may also occur in
other tasks involving the free retrieval of object nouns. The next chapter will examine
whether shape similarity organization is also evident in people's free emission and free
recall performance.

1.6. Co-authorship Statement
The author (Paul Mattless) conducted all stages of the research, including the
review of past research, the conception and development of the ideas regarding the shape
similarity phenomena and the explanation of the possible underlying mechanisms, the
conception and development of the ideas for the tasks and the experiments, the pilot
studies and the experiments, the analyses of the data, and the writing of this thesis. The
author's supervisor (Dr. Rita Anderson) contributed to this research though discussions,
editorial comments, suggestions, and criticisms during all stages of the research and
writing. The panel members (Dr. Mary Courage and Dr. Carolyn Harley) also contributed
to this research through comments, criticisms, suggestions, and discussions, particularly
on the proposal and the thesis text.
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Cha pter 2. The Role of Sha pe in the Organization of Object Memory: Free Emission
and Free Recall
2.1. Clustering and IR T Phenomena in Free Emission and Free Recall
In standard categorical free emission (FE), also known as categorical fluency, the
person' task is to list as many items as possible from a large category or domain
(Bousfield & Sedgewick, 1944). For example, consider one person's retrieval sequence
for the domain animal: " ... mountain goat, sheep, chicken, duck, goose, mallard duck,
turkey, porpoise, killer whale ..." (Gruenewald & Lockhead, 1980, p. 231 ). This segment
shows a typical pattern of clustering. A cluster is often defined as a unit consisting of two
or more consecutive items that are similar or related in some re pect. In this case, item
are clustered into semantic categories that are subordinate to animal, categories that could
be construed as four-legged hoofed mammals, fowl, and marine mammals. A temporal
effect usually occurs with clustering: Interresponse times (IRTs) for transitions within a
category, such as the transition between "duck" and "goose" in the above segment, tend
to be shorter than those for tran itions between categories, such as between "turkey" and
"porpoise." I will refer to the within-category IRTs as cluster IRTs, and to betweencategory fRTs as switch IRTs.
In standard categorical free recall (FR), the study list is compri ed of items from
different categories or domains such as animals, names, professions, and vegetables (e.g.,
Bousfield, L953; Bousfield & Cohen, L953). The items are presented in randomized
sequence, but participants, when recall ing as many of the studied items as they can, tend
to freely recall them in category clusters (for a review, see Kau. ler, 1974). The clustering
and temporal effects that occur in FE also occur in FR retrieval sequences.

-----------------------------------------------------
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A critical aspect of standard FE and FR tasks is that participants are not given
instructions or hints about how to produce, or study and recall, the items. Hence, any
clustering that occurs is attributable to participants' own organizational tendencies as they
attempt to report or recall as many of the items as po sible (Kausler, 1974; Murphy,
1979; Murphy & Puff, 1982; Puff, 1979; Shuell, 1969; Tulving & Donaldson, 1972).

2.2. Contrasting Claims: Amodal Versus Perceptual Theories
The notion that thoughts and long-term memories are comprised of language-like
amodal symbols has been a central as umption in many theories of cognition for the pa t
few decades (for a review, see Barsalou, 1999, pp. 577-580). Over the past approximately
15 years, an increasing number of re earchers have begun to challenge the amodal view,
presenting arguments and evidence suggesting that knowledge is grounded in
perceptuomotor and bodily representational systems (for overviews, see Barsalou, 2008;
Barsalou, Simmon , Barbey, & Wil on, 2003). In the next section, I describe these
competing theories in more detail, and define them within the context of this project.

2.2.1. Amodal Theories
According to some amodal theories (J. R. Anderson & Bower, 1980; Caramazza,
Hillis, Rapp. & Romain, 1990; Pylyshyn, 1973; Shelton & Caramazza, 2001), perceptual
information does not enter into long-term memories or knowledge. It i assumed that
certain information from perceptual input systems, in the process of being encoded into
long-term memory or knowledge, get extracted and converted to word-like label
through an amodal symbol transduction proces (Pylyshyn, 1984). The resulting symbols
are said to be amodal because the format of the perceptual modality information ha been
removed. There is nothing visual and nothing spatial about an amodal symbol that
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represents a shape; it is merely a label that is in the same f01mat as labels for all types of
information. These amodal symbols are believed to be implemented in a central LTM
system that is separate from the perceptual, motor, and specialized language systems in
the brain. The word "apple" would have a lexical representation in the language module,
plus an amodal label for the concept of apple in the central amodal LTM system.
All amodal theories, as defined here, postulate that categories, relations, and
concepts in LTM are represented in a central amodal semantic L TM sy tern by arbitrary,
language-like amodal symbols (i.e., "Mentalese", see Fodor, 1983). In thi critical
respect, even an otherwise multimodal theory of memory, such as that of Engelkamp and
Zimmer ( 1994), is amodal. Although their theory is multimodal in that it retains a
perceptual format with respect to item-specific perceptual information for individual
objects, it is amodal with respect to categorical and relational representation.
I focus on Engelkamp's and Zimmer's (1994) theory because it is one of the mo t
advanced and explicit with respect to memory organization of objects and human action
They state clearly that object nouns having similarly shaped referents hould not be
clustered in recall. In their view, categorical clustering in recall depends on the activation
of amodal categorical labels that link to other amodal labels for members of their
respective categories. Activation of modality-specific item-specific shape information, a
might occur when a person mentally images each object, should have no effect on recall
organization. Engelkamp and Zimmer (1994) believe that amodallabels for shapes may
already be established in a small number of in tances where there are strong preexisting
associations between the object name and the shape name (e.g., between ball and round),
or may be formed anew when the shape similarities among the stimuli are made very
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salient due to task instructions, cuing, or obvious stimulus characteristic . However, they
also maintain that object shape category is not normally represented amodally for most
objects and is not normally converted to amodal labels in FR of nouns (Engelkamp &
Zimmer, 1994; H. D. Zimmer, personal communication, November, 200 I). If they are
correct, there should be no significant clustering by noun referent shape where (a) the
word association strengths between the object noun and the shape label are minimal, (b)
the shapes are not overly salient, and (c) the participants are not cued, told, oriented, or
given hints to group items by shape. Thus, in standard FR tasks, same or similarly-

shaped items should not be clustered sign(ficantly in recall. Given the dependency
between clustering and IRT effect , a logical implication i that shape cluster IRTs should

not tend to differ in duration from shape switch IRTs. Logically, these hypotheses can be
extended to clustering and IRT effects in FE. This claim is al o consistent with Shelton's
and Caramazza's (2001) a sertion that, in tasks such as standard lex ical decision, there
should be no respon e time saving in judgements of perceptually-similar (e.g., coinpizza) versus perceptually-dissimilar (e.g., coin-paint brush) prime-target noun referents
(e.g., see Pecher, Zeelenberg, & Raaijmakers, 1998).

2.2.2. Perceptual Theories
Some perceptual theories posit that objects are represented in an LTM system that
has uni-, multi-, and supramodal 5 bases (Barsalou, 1999, 2008; Barsalou et al. , 2003;
Fuster, 1995; Hebb, 1949, 1968; Martin, Ungerleider, & Haxby, 2000). In these views,
information from multiple early unimodal sources is coordinated and integrated in later
unimodal, multimodal, and supramodal neural assemblies that are distributed widely
throughout numerous regions of the brain (e.g., see Fuster, 1995), not by an amodal
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system. The word "perceptual" is not limited to ils usual meaning, namely, perception of
stimuli in the environment, 6 but also refers to conceptual, emotional, and memorial
representations. According to perceptual theories, remembering or thinking of an entity,
in its absence, involves reactivation of a subset of the neural systems that were active in
previous experience with that entity. A sampling of the reactivated experiential
information could include the physical aspects of the entity. For example, if we think of a
snake and its long flexible form, movement, and other physical a pects, perceptual and
motor areas of the brain that process form and movement are activated. Although these
aspects of conceptual information may become as ociated with word representations, or
may often be represented in an abbreviated and schematic manner, they retain a
perceptual format; they are neither converted to nor replaced by amodal symbols.
Consistent with perceptual theories, I propose that shape categorical
representations in LTM are implemented in a subset of the neural populations that are
active when we perceive and interact with objects (Barsalou, 1999; Hebb, 1949, 1968). In
extending perceptual theories, I predict that when retrieving a noun (e.g., nake) in a FE
or FR task, some perceptual properties of the referent will tend to be reactivated,
including its form. I po it that the neural assembly for a snake' s form share formselective neurons with those of other entities' forms (e.g., rope, hose, etc.). Once
activated, these neurons may stay active, or may become sensitized temporarily, thereby
increasing the chances of activating other object representations that include the same
form-selective neurons. In part because of this overlapping implementation between
similar object representations, in FE and FR, similarly-shaped items should tend to

cluster sign(flcantly, and shape cluster IRTs should tend to be shorter than shape switch
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lRTs. Alternative clustering schemes that inevitably arise in FE and FR should involve
other perceptual similarities, spatial and action relations, and so on.

2.3. Does Clustering Occur for Perceptual Categories and Relations?
The clustering of words by semantic categories and relations in FE and FR
retrieval is one of the mo t well-established of phenomena in all of memory research.
Several types of semantic conceptual clustering have been found in the retrieval
sequences, including associative (Deese, 1959; Jenkins & Russell, 1952; Pollio, 1964;
Pollio, Kasschau, & DeN i e, 1968), categorical (Bousfield & Cohen, 1953; Bousfield &
Sedgewick, 1944; Cohen, 1963), schematic (Khan & Paivio, 1988; Rabinowitz &
Mandler, 1983), script (Bower & Clark-Meyer , 1980), action (Koriat & PearlmanA vnion, 2003; Zimmer & Engelkamp, 1989), musical genre (Booth & Cutietta, 1991;
Halpern, 1984), and social contextual (Bond, Jone , & Weintraub, 1985; Fi ske, 1995).
The usual speed advantage for cluster over witch IRTs has also been found in a variety
of categories in FE (Bond eta!., 1985; Graesser & Mandler, 1978 ; Gruenewald &
Lockhead, 1980; Rosen & Engle, 1997; Rubin & Olson, 1980; Yumino, 1977) and in FR
(Ashcraft, Kella , & Needham, 1975; Bjorklund, 1988; Hasse1horn, 1992; Kobasigawa &
Orr, 1973; Pollio, Richards, & Lucas, 1969; Patterson, Meltzer, & Mandler, 1971; Rubin
& Olson, 1980; Wingfield, Lindfield, & Kahana, 1998). There have been some failures to

demonstrate semantic clu tering (see Shuell's 1969 review; also see Dabady, Bell, &
Kihlstrom, 1999), but such failures are uncommon for most semantic categories tested.
Despite the generality of semantic clustering and IRT effects, several studies, to
be reviewed briefly in this paper, have found that clustering of items from perceptual
categories is not much more (if more) than would be expected on the basis of chance.
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This suggests a discrepancy, where perceptual clustering is een as an exception to the
general trend of clustering for non-perceptual similarities (categories) and relations. At
first glance, the apparent lack of perceptual clustering seems to support the conclusion
drawn by some researchers that perceptual categories, unlike emantic categories and
associations, are not repre ented in LTM and play little or no role in the organization of
recall (Engelkamp & Zimmer, 1994; Perrig & Hofer, 1989).
Is it really the case that perceptual category clustering has not been demonstrated?
Have some instances of perceptual clustering been overlooked? Is semantic clustering of
concrete entities influenced by perceptual similaritie ? Evidence will be brought to light
that raises doubts about the presumed non-occurrence of perceptual clustering. l will
explore the most likely reasons why orne kinds of perceptual clustering have not been
shown clearly. I will then present new empirical evidence bearing on this issue,
particularly in regards to shape categorical clustering.

2.3.1. Evidence of Primary Perceptuomotor Clustering
Primary clustering occurs in FR or FE when items are clustered according to
characteristic that are physically present in the stimuli or responses. For example, in the
first-letter or first-phoneme fluency (FE) task, where the goal is to list as many words as
possible that stmt with the arne letter, clustering occurs according to sounds or letters
that overlap between the successive word . If the task is to list words that start with s, a
person might list " ... spot, spill, subject, swish, swell, switch, spell ..." (cited in Kolb &
Whishaw, 1990, p. 475; also see Troyer, Moscovitch, Winocur, Alexander, & Stuss,
1998). Words that rhyme may also be clustered in FR (Bousfield & Wicklund, 1969;
Fagan, 1969). Clustering by perceptuomotor similarities or relations has been found in FR
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drawing of abstract geometric figures (Bou field, 'Berkowitz, & Whitmarsh, 1959)7 ,
abstract geometric figure drawing fluency/FE (Jones-Gotman & Milner, 1977)8 , FR
drawing of places or landmarks on a map (Taylor & Tversky, 1992), gesture fluency/FE
(Jason, 1985)8 , FR of melodies (Cutietta & Booth, 1996), and FR of actions (Koriat,
Pearlman-Avnion, & Ben-Zur, 1998; Koriat & Pearlman-Avnion, 2003; but for null
clustering results see Zimmer & Engelkamp, 1989). Primary clustering evidence
demonstrates that there is nothing inherent in the nature of perceptual representations or
systems that precludes categorical or similarity-based organization.

2.3.2. Evidence of Secondary Perceptual Clustering
Secondary clustering occurs in FR or FE when items are clustered according to
simi larities or relations that are not present directly in the physical or temporal aspects of
the stimuli and responses, but which occur in the referents. Semantic category clustering
in the retrieval of nouns is an example of secondary clustering, but a perceptual ver ion of
it is also possible. In a FR pilot study (n = 6; Mattless, 2003, unpublished) where object
names were presented aurally in random order, participants howed significant clustering
by shape in their spoken retrieval output (e.g., " ... rope, snake, noodle, hose, pearl, bubble,
globe ... "). Likewise, shape cluster IRTs were significantly faster than shape switch IRTs.
Although some previous FR studies reported no significant clustering of object nouns by
shape categories (e.g., Zimmer, 1989), those studies, as will be shown later, contained
orne methodological limitations that preclude clear interpretations of the results.
Entities that are close together spatially in the known environment also tend to be
clustered together in retrieval output. This ha been shown in FE tasks, such a in the
retrieval of the names of home furniture objects (Plumert, 1994), campus buildings
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(Hirtle & Jonides 1985), cities (Bousfield & Sedgewick, 1944), and state (Shepard ,
1957). These results support the assumptions of perceptual theories (Barsalou, 1999; al o
see Brewer, 1999). Although Engelkamp and Zimmer (1994) claim that clustering of
known objects in their known relative locations is based on amodal representations, they
had further implied that spatial relational clustering does not normally occur under
standard FR when the to-be-recalled items are randomly-positioned and unrelated.
However, again in support of perceptual theories, there is considerable evidence that
when unrelated items are presented in randomized spatial pos itions at study, they are later
clustered by inter-item spatial proximity in standard written or oral FR (McNamara,
Hardy, & Hirtle, 1989; Maar, 1977; Nida & Lange, 1997; Plumert, 1994; Plumert &
Strahan, 1997; Stukuls, 1975). There was also ev idence of secondary spatial relational
organization in the pilot FR study cited above (M attless, 2003, unpublished), where some
participants reported that they had organized some unrelated objects according to spatial
relational schemes.

2.3.3. Perceptual Similarities May Contribute to Semantic Clustering
Multiple perceptual similarities and relations between items may contribute to
clustering in the retrieval of items from concrete semantic categories. Thi is not merely
possible but is likely because sem anticall y similar objects/entitie tend to be similar and
re lated in numerous respects, including global shape, shapes of pmts, presence of specific
parts (Tversky & Hemenway, 1984), size (Caramazza, Hersh, & Torgerson, 1976;
Henley, 1969), schematic structure, surface properties, various other perceptual
properties; and in associated locations, actions, uses, affective states, and so on (D amasio,
1990; Humphreys & Forde, 200 I ; McRae, de Sa, & Seidenberg, 1997; McRae &
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Boisvert, 1998; McRae, Cree, Westmacott, & de Sa, 1999; Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Ro ch
et al., 1976; Small, Hart, Nguyen, & Gordon, 1995). Inspection of concrete semantic FE
output sequences, such as of animal names (e.g., as in the example from Gruenewald &
Lockhead, 1980, cited previously), supports this hypothesis. Many past FR studies that
used semantic category lists included names of objects/entities that were physicallysimilar. For example, Bousfield's ( 1953) animals category included, among others,
"woodchuck, otter, weasel, badger" (p. 230). In FR, when the concrete noun referents
within semantic categories are high in feature overlap, there is greater clustering than
when there is low feature overlap (Cis

e&

Heth, 1989), and many of these features are

perceptual prope11ies. In other tasks, when perceptual or motor information pertaining to
concrete entities is retrieved from LTM, there is activation in appropriate perceptual and
motor cortical areas (for reviews, see Martin, 200 I, 2007; Martinet al., 2000;
Ungerleider, 1995). All of this indirect evidence supports the idea that concrete semantic
category clustering depends partly on the activation of overlapping perceptual features,
plus numerous other similarities and relations.

2.3.4. Problems in Studies Showing Low Perceptual Clustering
Unlike the concrete semantic clustering examined thu far, which involves the
confounding of many similarities and relation within categories, the items within
perceptual categories used for FR lists have usually contained only a single shared feature
(e.g., a specific colour) between exemplars. In this respect, the standards for
demonstrating secondary perceptual category clustering have been more stringent than
the standards for demonstrating semantic category clustering. To complicate matters,
there were numerous major methodological problems in pa t perceptual category
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clustering research, including the use of items that were not very imilar within
categories. Yet, to demonstrate perceptual category clustering experimentally, the items
within the categories should not be similar in other respects. Quite rightly, if perceptual
clustering according to one set of target categories is to be demonstrated, it must involve
switching across multiple non-target perceptual similarities, semantic categories, and
other interitem relations. For example, clustering based almost entirely on hape
similarity would include a sequence such as " ... volleyball, apple, pearl. .. " where there is
switching between spmts, foods, and jewellery categories. Hence, perceptual theorist
should expect that mean levels of clustering for shape will be lower than for concrete
semantic categories, but significantly above chance, if the methodological problems can
be sufficiently reduced.

2.3.5. Summary
The existence of various kinds of perceptual clustering raises questions about the
assumptions in some amodal theories. Some concrete semantic clustering in FE and FR
may incorporate perceptual similarities between exemplars. The lack of significant
secondary perceptual categorical clustering in some previous FR studies could be due to
various methodological limitations [discussed further in Study 2: Free Recall (FR)
Review]. It is reasonable to suppose that perceptual organization effect could occur if
the methodological problems were reduced. No previous FE studies have examined
secondary perceptual categorical organization effects. Hence, in the next section, I
examine whether perceptual clustering and temporal effects can be observed in the FE of
object nouns.

- - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -
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2.4. Study 1: Free Emission (FE)
To test the perceptual versus amodal hypotheses, this study set out to examine
clustering and IRT evidence from FE tasks. In these tasks, people listed objects from
superordinate shape domains. These domains were long,jlat, round, and straight-sided.
Each individually-tested participant listed objects continually for 7 minutes within one
domain (e.g., listing long objects), and then, after a distracter task interval, listed objects
for another domain (e.g., flat objects) for 7 minutes. Within each domain, there are
different three-dimensional shape subcategories. For example, within the shape domain

round, objects listed may be spheroids, rings, disks, and cylinders (e.g., grapefruit, hula
hoop, plate, and pop can, respectively). The shape domain tasks conform to the standard
categorical FE procedure: A verbal label of the superordinate category is presented; the
possible subcategories are not presented; no information is given regarding clustering
schemes; and participants naturally may use a variety of other clustering schemes (spatial
contextual, semantic categorical, etc.). Therefore, the subcategorical shape clustering that
could be found in the tasks here hould be considered as valid an indication of
organization as that found in other FE tasks.
2.4.1. Why Focus on Simple Shapes?

There are several good reasons for focussing on simple shapes. First. the view
that objects are not organized by shape category in LTM (Engelkamp & Zimmer, 1994)
was based primarily on Zimmer's (1989) FR results that suggested a lack of hape
clustering. His study lists contained object items from simple shape categories such as
spherical, triangular, tick-like cylindrical, flat rectangular, cube/block-like, ring-like,
disks, string-like, and board-like. These shape categories can be sampled in FE under
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round, straight-sided, flat, and long object domains, making this study comparable to
Zimmer's ( 1989) FR study with respect to categorical content. Many of the object name
produced from these imple shape FE tasks will later be used in the FR study (Study 2).

Second, thus far, the role of three-dimensional shape in object representation has
generally been investigated using tasks that present drawings or photos of objects (for
discussions, see Biederman, 1987; Connor, 2004; Peterson & Rhodes, 2003). No previous
FE studies have focussed explicitly on the role of shapes in the organization of object
memory, when no real or depicted object or shape information is presented.

Third, although Rosch et al. (1976) demonstrated the importance of shape in
people's basic-level object categories (e.g., cat, bicycle, etc.), many of their object shapes
were relatively complex. Simple shape , compared to complex shapes, tend to be less
confounded with semantic category membership. For example, imple spheroid objects
can occur in a variety of different semantic categories, such a . ports and games,
mechanical parts, and fruits and vegetables, but dog-shaped things (for lack of a better
term) are generally only dogs, related species, or artificial repre entations of dogs.
Because there is somewhat less confounding of shape and semantic category for simpleshaped objects, the FE shape domains used here allow some opportunitie for sampling
similarly-shaped objects whose pairings in the output series cut across semantic
categories. In pilot work, other FE domains were tried, such a objects, things that can be

held in one hand, and containers. The shapes of the objects reported from tho e other
domains tended to be more complex, and more confounded with semantic category, than
the predominantly simple objects of interest here.

Fourth, simple object shapes should be more easily classified and rated by judges

--~-~-~--------------------------------------------
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than complex shape . The shapes of patts play an impmtant role in object classification
for more complex objects (e.g., see Tversky & Hemenway, 1984, who re-analyzed some
of the data from Rosch et al., 1976), though in the context of the present study would
probably make the classifications and ratings more difficult. Relative to other FE
domains (animals, objects, etc.), those used in the present work eemed to reduce the
percentage of complex objects reported, making the results easier to interpret.
Finally, simple object forms occur in large numbers in our everyday experience.

This is shown not only by observation, but had been revealed in people's FE output in
previous pilot work (Mattless, 2003 , unpublished).

2.4.2. Overview of the FE Study
The FE study had three phases. In Phase l, participants reported as many objects
as they could think of within a general shape domain. Each individually-tested participant
completed FE for two different domains, one domain at a time. After participants
completed the second of the two FE tasks, they described their thought processes that
occutTed during the FE tasks. They then classified and rated the objects in their
transcribed output sequences according to shape category and shape similarity.
Phase 2 involved preparing the materials produced in Phase 1 for measurement
and scoring. Object names produced, classified, and rated by FE participants in Pha e 1
were also classified and rated by other participants in Phase 2. For the set of items from
each shape domain, different participants sorted cards bearing the object names according
to three-dimensional shape, conceptual semantic, or ordinal size categories. Other
participants rated the shape similarity between adjacent items in the FE output lists.
Intetjudge agreement was a sessed for the classifications and ratings.
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In Phase 3, the researcher attempted to obtain shape dominance and typicality
scores for object names, for possible use in the selection of study list materials for the
sub equent FR tudy. For these tasks, participants (a) listed the names of objects for
numerou specific shape categorie that were identified in the Phase 2 clas ification
procedure, and then (b) made shape typicality ratings on large numbers of objects
primarily from a selection of the Phase I FE participants' output. Results for the object
listing and typicality rating tasks are pre ented in Appendix A. Only the typicality ratings
were used in selecting the items for the subsequent FR study.

2.4.3. Predictions
Four hape domains (long, flat, round, straight-sided) were used so that a wide
variety of simple object shapes would be sampled. Comparisons between the conditions
were not of central interest. This FE study was de igned primarily to determine whether
or not there is evidence for the existence of shape organization of objects in human
memory, not to compare domains.
To the extent that semantic and shape categories are naturally confounded in most
objects, including among those having simple shapes, there should be a positive
association between people's shape and semantic clustering scores. There should be some
overlap between semantic and shape cia ification when judge classify the sets of
object items. One should also reasonably expect orne confounding between object size
and semantic category (e.g., food items should tend to be smaller than furniture items).
Both shape and semantic categorical clustering were expected to reach significance, with
semantic clustering generally higher than shape clustering.
According to perceptual and amodal theories, semantic cluster IRT should tend
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to be shorter than semantic switch IRTs, but only the perceptual theories predict that
shape cluster IRTs should be shorter that shape switch IRTs. The perceptual but not the
amodal theories also predict that as the shape similarity between sequential pairing of
object item increases, IRT durations should be reduced, even when other factors such as
semantic IRT type (cluster versu

witch) are pa11ialled out tatistically. In addition, only

perceptual theories predict that as the size difference between listed object pairings
increases, IRT durations should also increase, even with other factors partialled out.
Perceptual, but not amodal, theories predict that when people are requested to
access knowledge of concrete entities, they construct experiential or perceptual
simulations of the entities and the contexts in which they occur. People should rep01t that
they used imagery to access object items, even though there are no instructions or hints to
use tmagery.

2.5. Methods for the FE Study
2.5.1. Participants
In the first phase of the study, 22 Memorial University students patticipated in the
FE tasks ( 11 females, 11 males; median age= 18.5). The majority were enrolled in a
first-year psychology course. Eight of the 22 were pilot participants.
In the second and third phases of the study, 46 Memorial University students
participated in the various classification, rating, and listing procedure (23 females, 23
males; median age= 19). Seven of these participant (4 females, 3 males) completed pilot
versions of the classification and rating tasks.
The research project, including all aspects of the FE and FR studie , was
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approved by the Interdisciplinary Committee on Ethics in Human Research of Memorial
University and was carried out in accordance with the Tri-Council Policy Statement on
Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans. The author (Paul Mattless) was the
experimenter throughout the research project. All participant were volunteers and were
paid $6.50/hr, which was the standard rate set by the Psychology Department. A typical
session for an FE study pmticipant was 2 hrs long, but some were 1 hr 30 min long.
2.5.2. Procedures for FE Phase 1: FE and Post-FE Tasks

2.5.2.1. Prior Knowledge of the Study and Task Content. During the informed
consent procedure at the start of each session, each participant indicated to the
experimenter's satisfaction that she/he did not have specific prior knowledge of this study
or the tasks used in it, and had not participated previously in any word-listing or recall
tasks. At the end of the session, at the end of debriefing, each participant was asked not to
tell other students specific information about the research hypotheses or about the shapes
and shape categories. The importance of this issue was explained to the participant.

2.5.2.2. The Testing Room and the Recording Apparatus. To minimize visual
contextual cuing, testing occun·ed in a small room with no windows and few visual
distractions. The room contained a long table, two chairs, a small garbage can, a small
recycling can, and a closed cabinet. There were no windows or minor . The walls were
bare. Only the experimenter and the pmticipant were in the room. They were both seated
on the same side of the table. The experimenter and participant usually each had a
knapsack and jacket in the room, placed behind them on a cabinet top and door-mounted
coat hanger. A limited number of objects necessary for the procedure were visible in the
room. On the table there were papers, a pen, pencil, eraser, stopwatch, digital audio
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recorder, audio tape recorder, a wire from each of the recorders to the outlets, a small
earphone (for the experimenter), and a clip-on microphone (to be worn by the participant)
with a wire to one of the recorders. Occasionally, a pmticipant happened to bring an
additional object (e.g., a cup of coffee, or a binder, or some such school-related item) into
the room. For those few cases, the experimenter decided to not draw pecial attention to
the object and therefore did not ask that it be removed.
The spoken retrieval output was recorded using a Sony lCD-ST25 digital voice
recorder and a Sony TCM-939 audio cassette tape recorder. The participant wore a Sony
ECM-T6 tie-clip condenser microphone connected to the cas ette tape recorder.

2.5.2.3. FE Conditions. Each individually-tested person completed two FE shape
domains, one domain at a time. To minimize the number of potential objects that could
be listed for both domains by the same participant, participants in one group received
long and flat, and those in the other group received round and straight-sided. The order in
9

which the domains were tested was counterbalanced within each of tho e group . Each
person was a signed randomly to one of the two groups, but with the restrictions that
there be near-equal numbers of people, and of males and females, per group.
Each individually-tested participant completed several tasks, all within a single
two-hour se sion, in the following sequence:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Practice Domain FE, Objects
First Shape Domain, FE
Arithmetic Distracter Task
Second Shape Domain, FE
Questions About FE Thought Processes
Object Shape Classification for First Domain
Shape Similarity Rating for First Domain
Object Shape Classification for Second Domain
Shape Similarity Rating for Second Domain.
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2.5.2.4. Practice FE Task Instructions. The practice ta k was constructed to
prepare participants to list real three-dimensional objects in the shape domain tasks. All
except 3 pilot participants 10 in this study first completed a very brief (duration= I 0 s)
practice task, listing as many real physical things (objects) as they could. The
experimenter avoided providing any examples during the instructions, but did give a clear
brief answer (e.g., "yes," "right"; or "no") if a participant provided an example in asking
a question. The instructions were lengthy because, without the specifications, pilot results
suggested that pm1icipants would list some items that were not real three-dimensional
objects having definite boundaries, or at times would include iiTelevant speech. The
practice task itself was made very brief (10 s) to prevent participants from having the
time to practice extensively any organizational schemes prior to the shape domain FE
tasks. No mention of shape wa made until the shape domain instructions were given.
Instructions for the practice task were as follows:
The audio recorders will be turned on and you'll have your eyes clo ed during thi
brief practice ta k. The practice task will be to list the names of real physical
things for 10 seconds. A real physical thing is any individual, whole, physical
body or object that exists. l want to emphasize some parts of this definition,
because it's important to follow these guidelines when you are thinking of objects
or things and reporting them. Individual means a single thing or object; those are
what you should think of and report. Say single object names; there should be nos
on the end of any word. Whole means whole things, not parts or aspect . Physical
body or object means real physical things or objects that exi t, but does not
include things that are just sub tances and surfaces. Are you clear on what kinds
of things to list? You will need to keep these criteria in mind later when you are
doing the longer listing tasks.
When you list the names, just say the name of each thing, one after
another, and nothing else. You don't have to describe or justify the things you
name. We can talk about certain items, if necessary, after the task. During the
task, say only the name of the things, as soon as you think of each one. I'll let
you know when the time is up. No questions can be asked once you start, so if
you have any remaining questions, you can ask them now. (Pause). lf you're
ready, please close your eye and (Starting recorders here) say the names of as
many real physical things as you can think of starting now.
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2.5.2.5. Shape Domain FE Instructions. FE instructions for a participant' s first
domain trial (e.g., flat) were as follows:
This next task follows the same format as the practice, except it s longer and more
challenging. This task will be to list, for seven minutes, the names of as many
different flat things as you can think of. (Definition) A.flat thing is any individual,
whole, real thing that exists as a distinct physical body or object that i relatively
flat, meaning simply that it is wide or broad, but not very thick. You probably
know hundreds of flat things. The task now will be to report as many of them as
you can. Production is the main goal: You want to list the maximum number of
flat things that you po sibly can. AI o, the flat things that you list should indeed
be relatively wide or broad, but not very thick.
I can tell you that thinking of more and more flat thing will get tougher
after the first few minutes . That's normal. It's important to keep your mind
focussed on the task; this will help you continue to come up with flat things
throughout the seven minutes. Again, you' II have your eyes closed during the
task, and you'll open them when the time is up. I'll let you know when the time is
up. During the task, say only the names of the things, and nothing else. Are you
ready? (Pause for any que tions or comments). Close your eyes and (starting
recorders here) say the names of as many different flat objects as you can think of,
starting now.
FE instructions for the other domains followed the same format fo r .flat, above.
The distinctive elements for the long domain were a follows:
... any .. . thing ... not very broad, and not very thick in proportion to its
length . . .could also be described as slim, or slender, or elongated ... (long) objects
should typically be at least five times as long as any of their other respective
dimensions, such as width or thickness.
Without those stipulations, pilot results suggested that participants would mention
some objects that were not particularly long, or not likely to be described as such. The
stipulation al o reduces overlap between long object and the other domains, especially
flat. Both the flat and long definitions were based partially on dictionary definition . The
distinctive part of the instructions for round and straight-sided domains were as follows:
"(round) . . . any . .. thing ... round."
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"(straight-s ided) ... any .. . thing .. .whose sides are all at least roughly straight."
FE instructions for the second domain were similar to the format of the first, but were
briefer for parts that were already described in the first.

2.5.2.6. Arithmetic Distracter Interval Task. A distracter interval task was used
to give participants a rest from listing objects and to reduce interference from the first FE
task performance on the second FE task. During the 3-minute interval between the first
and second FE tasks, the participant completed pencil-and-paper arithmetic problems.
Half the participants did addition and the other half did subtraction. Participants were
instructed to work continuously and accurately in completing as many of the problems as
they could.

2.5.2.7. Questions About FE Thought Processes. After the second shape domain
FE task had been completed, patticipants answered atl open-ended question about the
thought processes they had used in each of the FE tasks. In total , answering the two
questions took approximately 5 minutes. The participant wrote an answer to the written
question (below) for one shape domain, and then answered the arne question as it
applied to the other shape domain.
I (a). Describe the ways in which were you able to think of so many (e.g., flat)
things. You may use specific examples in your descriptions. 1(b). If applicable,
also describe any difficultie you may have had in coming up with more (e.g.,
flat) things. (If you need more space for your descriptions, please continue on the
back of this heet).
All participants answered the question . No one reported any difficulties in remembering
thought processes that were experienced during the FE tasks.
The written responses to post-task questions regarding thought proces es
experienced during FE were class ified according lo participants' descriptions. This
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classification scheme is described later in the Results section, 2.6.7. , see Table 21.

2.5.2.8. Transcription of the FE Output Sequences. Listening to a digital
recording on earphone (not audible to the participant), the experimenter transcribed the
first domain output item onto an 8.5 x 14" sheet while the participant wa working on
the arithmetic and the post-task questions. The recording of the second domain was
transcribed while the participant worked on the grouping and rating tasks for the first
domain output transcript, tasks that are described next.

2.5.2.9. Object Shape Classification. The purpose of this task was to obtain the
shape classification appropriate for each listed object. During transcription, the
experimenter put a question mark beside any listed object names on the transcript that did
not clearly imply one specific kind of three-dimensional shape (e.g., listed for round,
"candy" could be disk-like, spherical, cylindrical, etc). In the first step of object
classification, for those items having a question mark, the participant was instructed to do
a small rough outline ketch of the specific object and write a more specific name of the
exemplar of the object that they remembered having listed. If the exemplar could not be
remembered, the participant was instructed to make another question mark and then draw
and name the exemplar most familiar to him/her (for the detailed instructions, see
Appendix B). When asked, participants were almost always quite certain of their
classifications about the exemplar object shape that was thought of and li ted during FE.
Next, the task was to classify all of the objects on the transcript by shape. The
participant was instructed to write a letter (any letter from the alphabet) standing for the
three-dimensional object hape category for each object name on the transcript. The
participant made a drawing of the shape category for an example object in each category
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(for detailed instructions, see Appendix B). The experimenter used an example transcript
sheet to illustrate the procedure, though no actual object names or shapes of interest were
shown. In this process, the participant supplied the shape categories and assigned object
to those shape categories. The experimenter examined the classifications when they were
complete. Classifications were discussed when there was a need for clarification, or when
the participant had a question, or when there was an apparent error or inconsistency. In
all instances, the participant made the decision for the shape category assignment of the
item.

2.5.2.10. FE Shape Similarity Ratings. The purpose of this task was to obtain a
shape similarity rating for each successive pairings of item . In this task, using the output
transcript, the participant was instmcted to rate, on a scale of 1-7, the three-dimensional
shape similarity between the successive adjacent pairings of list items. The shape
similarity cale was as follows: 1 =very low; 2 = low; 3 =moderately low; 4 =
moderate/average; 5 =moderately high; 6 = high; 7 =very high. The pmticipant rated the
similarity between the first and second objects, second and third, third and fourth, and ·o
on. The experimenter examined the ratings when they were complete, and pointed out
any apparent errors or internal inconsistencies (e.g., if a transition between a spherical
item and a di k-like item was given a "2" in one case but a "4" in a different case).
Regarding those editorial comments, the participant was informed that she/he had the
fi nal decision on the rating. For detailed instructions, see Appendix B.

2.5.2.11. Second Domain Shape Classification and Similarity Rating. Object
Shape Classification and Shape Similarity Ratings were obtained u ing the arne methods
and in the same order as in the previous section. Instructions were briefer than those for
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the first domain. Each participant was debriefed at the end of the experimental se 1on.

2.5.3. Procedures for FE Phase 2: Classification and Rating of the Materials
In Phase 2, new participants class ified object items according to shape, ordinal

size, and semantic category. Another group of participants completed shape similarity
ratings of the previou FE participants' object lists. All of the participants in Phase 2 were
tested individually in the arne room setting as those in Phase 1. Again, the experimenter
asked the participant not to discuss with other students the hypotheses or contents of the
tasks, especially with regard to shapes and categories.
For the common everyday object item produced in this experiment, shape and
size classifications and ratings from previous norms were not available. Previously,
Shepard and Chipman (1970) had participants in one of their conditions rank the shape
similarity of pairings of 15 of the U.S. state based on memory, with no depictive state
shape stimuli pre ented during that condition. To my knowledge, no psychological
researchers have previously had people classify large numbers of everyday objects
according to shape, using only the object names. In addition, available classifications or
ratings for object size contained too few items to be of use for the present samples.
Semantic category norms for object items exist, but to my knowledge, at the time of
testing, they were out of date and did not contain many of the items from the present
samples.
Interjudge agreement was assessed for each of shape and semantic classifications,
size ranking, and for shape similarity ratings. Levels of agreement for size ranking and
semantic category, respectively, were expected to be high, but the reliability of people'
object shape classifications had not been tested previously.

--
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2.5.3.1. Shape Similarity Ratings (Judges). Seven individually-te ted judge (4
males, 3 females) carTied out shape similarity ratings on copies of the output transcripts,
following the general procedure described for the original FE participants' shape
similarity ratings (see Appendix B). One judge completed two rating essions, and two
others had previously completed the full FE procedure. Other than those cases, the shape
similarity judges did not complete any other task in this study. Judges were informed that
they would be rating lists produced by other participants. They were instructed not to rate
any pairings that contained an item that they did not know. Each output transcript copy
contained all the items produced, but did not show the classifications and ratings by the
original FE participant. Specific drawings or descriptions for ambiguous item , were I isted
or copied from the original FE participant's transcript. Judges were able to complete a
mean of seven FE transcripts within an approximately two-hour session. For each FE
transcript, there were shape similarity ratings from two judges ("Judge 1" and "Judge 2").

2.5.3.2. Shape Classification of the Master Sets. All the different object names
produced within each domain, pooled from FE participants' output for that domain, were
transcribed onto 5 x 9 em cards, with one object name per card. In some cases, for items
originally identified as ambiguous (e.g., "candy"), additional descriptive and depictive
information provided by the original FE participant was noted or copied onto the card.
The numbers of different items per domain were as follow : Long= 259; Flat = 245;
Round= 302; Straight-Sided= 260. Each of these four decks of card con tituted the
master set for its respective domain. Cards were shuffled thoroughly before every
individual session.
Each of fourteen individually-tested participant-judges sorted the cards for a
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domain's master set into separate groups according to the overall three-dimensional
shape similarities and differences between the objects. There were 7 females and 7 males,
assigned to condition randomly under the restriction that, for each shape domain, there
were at least three judges, and at least one male and one female judge. None of the shape
judges performed any other tasks in this study. The experimenter instructed the judge to
take into account multiple shape features such as curvature versus straightness,
proportion of length to width, relative thickness, shape flexibility, and structural shape
complexities of the objects. The judge was also instructed to ignore other aspects like
size, orientation, material composition, and conceptual/semantic category (e.g., food,
sports item, etc.). Each judge completed the classification of a single shape domain,
taking approximately two hours. During the last approximately 20 minutes of the twohour e ion, the experimenter checked over and obtained explanations and descriptions
from the judge for his/her groupings. Detailed instructions for this task can be found in
Appendix C. Once the sort was complete, the anangement of the items was transcribed
by the experimenter for ubsequent analyses.

2.5.3.3. Shape Classification Measurement and Scoring. Under the shape
classification procedures, participants formed their own categories of the object items.
Therefore, the Brennan and Light ( 1974) approach was appropriate to measure the level
of inter-j udge agreement when two independent judges make their own categories, in
classifying the same set of discrete items. In thi

coring scheme, an agreement occurs

each time a given pairing of objects, such as a and b, is grouped together by Judge C
[e.g. , in the group (a, h, b, k)] and is grouped together by Judge R [e.g., in the group (f: h.
e,

g, a) 1. That is a same-same agreement. A second type of agreement occurs when the
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items in a given pair of objects are each assigned to separate groups by Judge C and
JudgeR (i.e., both judges assign a to a different group than b). This is a differentdifferent agreement. Disagreements occur when Judge C puts a and b in the arne group
but JudgeR puts a and bin different groups, or vice versa. Schematically, Judge R 's
categorie represent the rows, and Judge C's categories repre ent the columns, of a rows
x columns table. The agreements are then entered into the appropriate cells of the rows x
columns table in preparation for analysis. As recommended by Brook and Stirling ( 1984),
ordinary x2 tests of association between judges were obtained. 11

2.5.3.4. Semantic Classification of the Master Sets. Eight individually-tested
participant-j udges (4 females, 4 males; assigned randomly but with the restriction that
there be 1 male and l female per domain) each sorted the cards from a single domain into
groups according to conceptual categories and relationships, using the arne procedures
as for the master sets shape classification task, described above. The judge was instructed
to focus on the general conceptual category of the objects (e.g., sports-related, fruit or
foods, kitchen utensil , etc.), and to ignore physical a pects such as shape, size, or
material. Judges typically completed the procedure in about 90 minutes. None of them
performed any other task in this study. Detailed in tructions for this task can be found in
Appendix D. The same measure of agreement as described for shape was used for finding
the levels of semantic category agreement for each pair of judges.

2.5.3.5. Composite Classifications for Shape and Semantic Master Sets. A single
"average" shape cia sification scheme was constructed by the experimenter based on the
judges' master set clas ifications. This single composite was constructed for the shape
classifications so that category assignments of items in FE participants' output lists could
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be determined against a standard scheme. A semantic composite was also constructed for
that purpose. To verify that the composite actually reflected the judges' classifications,
agreement was also measured between each judge and the composite (see below). The
composite classification for each domain is presented in Appendix N.

2.5.3.6. Size Classification of the Master Sets. Four individually-tested
participant-judges (2 females, 2 males) each assigned the cards to the ranked columns
according to the relative size of the objects. Each judge completed two domains, one
domain at a time. One male and one female ranked long and flat domains, and the other
male and female ranked round and straight-sided domains. None of the size judges
completed any other ta k in this study. The experimenter et up headings numbered from
l to 9, making 9 ordinally ranked columns, where l represented the smallest objects and
9 represented the largest. In placing the card into the columns, the judge was instructed
to take into account the length, surface area, and volume of each object in making an
overall size judgment. The judge was given the option to further divide a column if there
appeared to be significant size differences among the objects in the column. The
procedure wa similar in format to those used for the shape and conceptual task . Judges
generally took about 35-40 minutes to complete each domain, such that their entire
session took about 90 minutes. For the detailed instructions, see Appendix E.

2.5.4. Classification and Rating Results
The object classification and rating re ults of Phase 2 are necessary for analyzing
the FE performance of Phase l of this study. Hence, the results of Phase 2 will be
presented first. The Pha ·e 2 re ult include shape, semantic, and size classification, and
shape similarity rating, and agreement.
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2.5.4.1. Shape Similarity Results. Table 1 shows the 1udge 1-1udge 2 (11-12) and
the judge-average (J s-A vg) rating correlations, indicating a good level of agreement. The
average (A vg) rating were entered into the sub equent analyse reported below.

2.5.4.2. Shape and Semantic Classification Agreement Results for Master Sets.
Table 2 displays the levels of agreement between judges (J -1s), between judges and the
composite (Js-C), and between semantic and shape composites (C-C), for each domain's
master sets. (See section 2.5.3.5 for a description of the composite). There were multiple
judges. Thus, rather than report all agreement scores, 1s-1s and Js-C agreement scores are
means based on all 1-C pairings and non-redundant 1-1 pairings. As the Cramer's V
scores indicate, 1-1 agreements are reasonably high, though not as high as the 1-C
agreements. This indicate that the composite in each instance is a representative
" average" of the different judges' classifications.

Table 1
lnterjudge Agreement for Shape Similarity Ratings (FE Output)
3

1 I-12

1s-Avg

3.46

.85

.96

390

3.36

.83

.96

Round

372

3.61

.88

.97

Straight

393

3.34

.87

.97

df

Mean

Long

409

Flat

Domain

Notes. J I-J2 = con·elation between Judge I' s and Judge 2' s ratings on successive pai rings of
objects in FE output sequences. Js-Avg = the mean correlation between judges' ratings and the
average. T he dfs are ba ed on the total numbe r of item pairings in each domain.
3
The mean of the average (A vg) shape similarity rating within the domain (range 1-7, where I =
very low, and 7 = very high).
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The shape and semantic classification results in Table 2 are for the specific level
of categorization, which is shown in the object lists in the final Appendix, N. The general
(or broader) level of classification compo ite is also presented prior to the object list

111

Appendix N. There was near-perfect agreement between the specific and the general
classification composite for shape (mean V = .995) and for semantic (mean V = .992).
The mean agreement between specific shape and semantic classification composites,
listed in Table 2, above, was V =.55, and between general semantic and general shape
classification composites was V = .48. The general classification were taken into
consideration for the classification of the actual FE output.
The comparisons between the semantic and shape composites show that (a) this
type of agreement is, as one should expect, much lower than the levels of agreement
within those respective classification schemes; and (b) there is considerable overlap
between semantic and hape category membership, as expected due to the natural
confounding of those factors in the object population sampled. All of the agreement
results were significant according to the ordinary/ measure, except for the Long Shape
Composite - Semantic Composite comparison. The apparent lack of significance in that
case was likely only an artifact associated with the large number of single-item shape
categories for Long. Removing the single-item categories from the / analysis revealed
significant results, consistent with the semantic-shape compari ons for the other
domain . Moreover, the Z-score calculations (Brennan & Light, 1974), using Hubert's
( 1977) formula, showed that this comparison was significant with those numerous singleitem categories included in the analysis, Z = 14.48.
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Table 2

Shape and Semantic Classification Agreement for Master Sets

Shape: 1-1

Shape: 1-C

Semantic: 1-1

Semantic: 1-C

Shape-Semantic: C-C

2

v

df

X

Long

2923

7450

.78

Flat

1200

4610

.81

Round

1266

5892

.78

Straight

1543

5771

.81

Long

4021

10826

.89

Flat

1631

5804

.88

Round

1998

7915

.87

Straight

1699

7000

.86

Long

1672

7331

.88

Flat

1292

5640

.88

Round

1936

8394

.81

Straight

1554

5361

.77

Long

1558

7689

.90

Flat

1044

5688

.95

Round

1936

9374

.86

Straight

1620

6662

.84

Long

2812

2771

.54

Flat

142 L

2170

.59

Round

2464

3534

.53

Straight

1763

2865

.54

Domain

Notes. J =judge, C =composite. For multiple judge-judge (J-J) or judge-composite (J-C)
pairings, the means of the df, I and Cramer's V scores are reported. Means ar based on all nonredundant J-J or J -C pairings for the relevant comparisons. Mean dfs and I scores are rounded
off to the nearest whole number.
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2.5.4.3. Size Agreement Results. Table 3 shows that high levels of agreement
were obtained between size judges (mean r = .96). There was also clearly significant
as ociation, as measured by the '7 statistic,

12

between shape and ize, and between

semantic category and size. This confirms the common sense expectation that there is
substantial natural confounding between these different dimensions in the object
populations sampled. For example, food items tend to be small, furniture items tend to be
near the middle, and vehicles and houses tend to be at the upper end of the size scale.
Some of the shape-size association is probably due to the semantic variable, and due to
some size-shape similarities across semantic categories (e.g., balls and fruits/vegetables) .
2.5.5. Scoring and Measurement of FE Output

2.5.5.1. Production. Item production was the number of items reported conectly
within seven minutes. An item wa

cored as conect if it conformed to the general shape

domain category. Note that 99.7% of the items were of conect shape. Where an item was
reported a second time in the same list, the later instance (i.e., the item "repeat") was not
counted as a conect listing. Repeats made up 1% of the total production. In the
occasional instances where successive items in a run were extremely similar in both
shape and semantic category (e.g.," ... quarter, nickel , dime, penny .. . "), only two items in
the run were counted toward the production total. This conservative adjustment was made
in order to prevent the inflation of production and shape and semantic clustering scores,
respectively. Only three kinds of these redundant runs occurred, namely, balls used in
sports/games, coins, and paper money. Although 9 of the 22 participants had at least one
such redundant run, the adjustment caused a reduction of only 2% of the total items
produced in the experiment.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Table 3
Agreement for Size, Size-Shape, and Si~e-Semantic Classification: Master Sets

Comparison

Domain

Size: J-J

Size: Js-Avg

Size A vg - Shape C

Size A vg - Semantic C

df

r

Long

250

.93

Flat

211

.97

Round

273

.96

Straight

241

.97

Long

250

.98

Flat

211

.99

Round

273

.99

Straight

240

.99

Long

.72

Flat

.71

Round

.62

Straight

.71

Long

.78

Flat

.74

Round

.63

Straight

.82

Notes. J = judge, C = compos ite, A vg = Average, r = Pearson corre lation, df = degrees of freedom
for r; '7 =eta , a statistic for measuring nominal x interval assoc iation.
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2.5.5.2. Clustering. A cluster is here defined as a sequence of two or more
consecutive items that are in the same category. Clusters consist of categorical
repetitions. For example, consider the sequence abccdefgggh, where the different letter
represent categoric and the individual occunences in the sequence represent items. In
that example there are 11 items, 8 categories, and two clusters. There i one cluster for
category c, and one cluster for category g. Category c, with two consecutive items, is
repeated once, and thus contains one categorical repetition. Category g, with three
consecutive items, is repeated twice, and thus contains two categorical repetitions. The
total number of categorical repetitions in that sequence is I + 2 = 3.
The Adjusted Ratio of Clustering (ARC; Roenker, Thompson, & Brown, 1971)
was used to measure clustering in FE output sequences (for formulae, see Appendix F).
The ARC ranges from a maximum of+ I to a minimum of - 1, and has a chance level of 0
(zero). Other researchers have previously used the ARC to measure clustering in FE data
(e.g., Bond et al., 1985; Fiske, 1995; Plumert, 1994). Using the ARC requires only an
output sequence containing distinct categories of items. It has been shown to be robust to
unequal category sizes and unequal numbers of categories (Roenker et al., 1971 ), and is
not artifactually conelated with list length (Murphy, 1979).
Shape category assignment was determined most strongly by the composite ort
of the relevant rna ter set and by the original FE participant's clas ification, but the shape
similarity ratings for pairings of item , and the original FE participant's hape category
and exemplar information, were also considered. In cases where the mean similarity
rating for a pair of items was approximately 4 and there was not a clear categorical
division between the items in the pair according to the class ifications, at least one item
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that was ambiguous was treated as a filler item. This meant that the item could not score
in a cluster, and was treated, for the purposes of ARC scoring, as a single item in an
additional category. Problematic item such as repeats and enors were also treated the
same way as filler items. Problematic items that occuJTed at the end of an output list were
simply excluded.
Semantic category assignment was based on the composite semantic
classifications of the master sets. Occa ionally, some items could be members of more
than one semantic category. For example, poker chip could be a money or a game item,
but, for scoring, the item had to be assigned to only one of the categories. The FE
pm1icipant's output list context was sometimes used to help resolve such ambiguities. For
example, if the participant had listed game items in addition to poker chip, but not money
items, then poker chip would be assigned as a game item. Items that could not be scored
clearly a clustered or not clustered were treated as filler items in the scoring, as above.
In making u e of the master list composite classification in scoring clusters versus
witches versus fillers, both the general and specific levels of classification were taken
into account (see Appendix N), in addition to the rating and classification information
provided by the FE participant and the shape similarity judges. Because the sets of
objects within an FE list are much more limited than the master li t sets, the
classifications in the latter tended to be more precise and specific than those in the
former. Thus it was often the case that the general or broad level of classification was
most relevant to the set of items a given FE list.

2.5.5.3. Agreement Between Shape Cluster Scoring and Shape Similarity
Rating. The conelation between dichotomous hape (cluster= 1, swi tch= 0) and average
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shape similarity (range 1 to 7) for the relevant lRTs (N = 1536) was r( 1534) = .85. This
level of agreement also held for the subsamples (N = 1301, and N = 1387) that are
described further in the IRT Results sections, below. For theN= 1301 ubsample, the
level agreement was r(l299) = .86. The correlation between the mean average shape
s imilarity and mean shape dichotomou scores of the FE output lists (N = 44) was r(42) =

.91. The transitions that were treated a fillers in the scoring of clustering, which occurred
in the middle range on the average shape imilarity scale, were scored as .5 on the hape
cluster (I) versus switch (0) measure. When those " .5" transitions were included in theN
= 1387 subsample analysis, making a three-level shape variable (0, .5, 1), the con·elation
with the average shape similarity scale measure remained, r(l385) = .85.

2.5.5.4. Size Difference. Using the average of the rankings provided by the size
judges, a size score was assigned to each object in the FE lists for which a size score had
been obtained. The size difference score for each inter-item transition in the FE output
li ts was determined imply by subtracting the s ize of object t1 from the size of object t2,
and so on. Size difference was the absolute value of the difference between the two size
scores. For example, if object t 1was size 5 and object t2 was size 6, the difference in s ize
between those objects was an absolute value of l. If both objects in the pairing had the
same size score, then the s ize difference score would be zero (0). In the output sequences,
cases were excluded where extremely large (e.g., planet) or extremely small items (e.g.,
axon) made a transition with an ordinary object, because their ize relative to the size of
objects on the ordinary everyday scale is not clear.

2.5.5.5. lnterresponse Times (IRTs). The tape-recorded output retrieval
sequences were recorded onto a computer hard-drive (sampling rate= 44100 Hz,
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sampling size= 16 bits) and compact disc for scoring. Wavesurfer software (Sjolander &
Beskow, 2004) was used to provide a graphic visualization of the waveform of the
spoken words in the output sequence . An lR T was measured from the onset of one word
utterance to the onset of the next. This was done by pointing and clicking on the
beginning of one word, scrolling to the beginning of the next word in sequence, and
reading off the interresponse time in milliseconds. For each word, care was taken to
identify the onset of articulation as exactly as possible. In cases where the person voiced
"a" or "an" or "uh" right at the onset of the word and joining the word utterance, the
beginning of those utterances was treated as the beginning of the report for that item. In
cases where there wa a noticeable delay between the onset of one of those preceding
utterances and the word onset, as indicated by a clear visible gap separating the
respective waveforms of the "uh" (or "a," "an," etc.) and the word onset, the word onset
was treated as the beginning of the report for that item.
In scoring IRTs-consistent with the scoring of item production and clusteringruns containing items that were highly redundant in both shape and semantic imilarity
were reduced to two items. In tho e cases, the average IRT within the run was used as the
IRT. In addition, the average of shape similarity, average size difference cores, and
common semantic category within the run were used in those cases. Again, this was to
prevent the inflation of the magnitude of the effects of interest.
To examine the temporal effects associated with item clustering, IRTs were
classified as shape cluster or switch and semantic cluster or switch. This classification
scheme is based on that used by Schreuder, Flores d' Arcais, and Glazenborg (l984; also
see Flores d' Arcais, Schreuder, & Glazenborg, 1985) in their studies of object shape

------------------------------------------------------------
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similarity effects in the processing of object nouns in lexical decision and naming tasks.
The same scoring of FE output item pairings for the shape and semantic clustering (ARC)
measurement was used for assigning items to this four-class scheme. IRTs were classified
as follows: Semantic Switch-and-Shape Switch (SemSw-ShapeSw, e.g., ring, pole);
Semantic Switch-and-Shape Cluster (SemSw-ShapeCl, e.g., ball, grapefruit); Semantic
Cluster-and-Shape Switch (SemCl-ShapeSw, e.g., cup, plate); Semantic Cluster-andShape Cluster (SemCl- ShapeCl, e.g., quarter, penny).

2.6. FE Results

2.6.1. Production
As hown in Table 4, participants produced a mean of 36.7 items (the range of

Table 4
Mean Numbers of Items Produced in FE

Trial
l 51

2 nd

Long

Flat

Round

Straight

M

40.5

39.9

30.5

34.8

11

4

7

6

5

SE

l.66

4.98

2.00

3.12

M

37.4

30.3

40.4

38.3

n

7

4

5

6

SE

5.39

2.10

4.43

4.74

M

38.5

36.4

35.0

36.7

M

36.3

37.6

36.7
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persons' mean production was 22.5 to 56). Production did not increase significantly on
the second as compared to the first trial, t(21)

= -0.3, SE = 2.43, p = .75 (two-tailed), nor

did it differ significantly between domains or domain pairs (the range of two-tailed pvalues was .42 to .94).

2.6.2. Shape and Semantic Clustering
Table 5 shows the significant clustering by shape (M = .29) and semantic (M =
.42) categories. There was no significant change from first to second trial for either of
these types of clustering [both ps >.58 (two-tailed)J. There was greater mean semantic
clustering in Long than in Flat, Ir(IO)

= 2.74, SD =0.173, p = .021 (two-tailed) 1. but

otherwise there were no significant differences among the domains for mean shape or
mean semantic clustering, respectively. Overall, emantic was higher than shape
clustering, as shown on Trial l , 1(21) = 3.52, SE
Trial 2, t(2l) = 4.88, SE

= 0.038, p = .002 (two-tai led), and on

= 0.028, p = .00008 (two-tailed).

As indicated by the t-values displayed in Table 5, mean shape and semantic
clustering were significantly above chance in each of the eight conditions (the one-tailed
p-values ranged from .032 to .000013). Out of the 44 individual shape and semantic ARC
scores, respectively, none (0) wa below chance.

2.6.3. Clustering Density
Clustering density was mea ured as the number of clu ter transition divided by
the total number of transitions. To examine the density of clustering over stages of
output, the pooled data (N = 1301) were divided into approximately equal successive
normalized fifths of output. (For a description of the normalizing procedure, see section
2.6.4. 1, after Table 6). On the first trial, the density of shape and semantic clustering in
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Table 5
FE Shape and Semantic Clustering (ARC)

Trial

Long

Flat

Round

Straight

M

.28

Shape ARC
1st

2 nd

M

.29

.30

.32

.20

n

4

7

6

5

t

10.29

8.44

4.46

3.05

SE

0.028

0.035

0.071

0.066

M

.32

.2011

.38

.26

n

7

4

5

6

t

7.12

2.81

5.78

10.34

SE

0.046

0.070

0.066

0.026

M

.31

.26

.34

.24

.29

.41

.30

Semantic ARC
1st

2 nd

M

.so

.38

.39

.43

n

4

7

6

5

t

12.29

11.43

5.83

7.01

SE

0.041

0.033

0.067

0.061

M

.48

.2811

.so

.42

n

7

4

5

6

8.79

3.03

6.23

5.67

SE

0.054

0.091

0.081

0.075

M

.48

.34

.44

.42

.43

.42

Notes. Number of participants per cell i represented by n. Maximum ARC= I; chance ARC= 0.
The !-scores indicate the extent to which the ARC scores are above chance (0).
"These two low mean are each due to one low-outlying score in the respective analyses.
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the first fifth of output was relatively high, then dropped for the second and third fifths,
then rose slightly across the fourth and final fifths of output. On the second trial, clu ter
density was relatively uniform across fifths of output, but rose slightly in the fomth fifth.

2.6.4. IRT Results
The di 'tribution of IRTs was highly positively skewed, as shown in Figure I.
There were 1536 IRTs, excluding those that bordered a repeated item (n = 35) and
other problematic cases (n = 8), such as those transitions involving an item that could not
be classified by shape, or which involved an unknown or unclear specific hape based on
the information given by the FE participant. Of the l5361RTs, 1387 (90%) were used in
many of the analyses below, which include only IRTs below 25 s, and which make use of
the full shape simi larity scale. In theN= 1387 sample, the slowest IRT was 24.940 s, and
the fastest was 0.476 s. The mean and median IRTs were 8.04 s (SD = 6.277) and 6.48 s,
respectively. In analy es below which are re tricted to the dichotomous shape clusterversus switch transitions (as determined in scoring the ARC), and which also include only
IRTs below 25 s, theN= 1301, which constitutes 85% of the 1536 IRTs.
There are justifications for excluding the longer-than-25 s lRTs. One is that the
occurrence of the long IRTs suggests that participant may have, temporarily, drifted off
task. Another i that item content appears to be uncorTelated with lRT for durations 25 s
and above. For example, semantic tran ition (switch= 0, cluster= I) is unrelated to IRT
duration in the longer-than-25 s subsample [r(147) = -.001]. That is unusual, given that
the association between the semantic variable and IRT durations is well-established by
previous research (as was discussed previously), though it may not be unusual to find no
relation at longer-than-25 s durations. There was also no relation between IRT duration
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Figure I. Distribution of IRT durations (s), with 25 s cut-off mark. !The tail of IRTs that
were 50s or longer (I% of the IRTs) has been omitted from the graph for presentation!.
and (a) shape similarity [r(l47) = .017] or (b) size difference [r(l38)

= -.0501 in the

longer-than-25 s subsample. (These non-relationships with LRT for shape, size, and
semantic variables were also found when the sample was restricted to the 25 s to 35 s
duration range). The problem is that, at time durations longer than approximately 25 s,
tests pertaining to pairwise inter-item content may not be possible. Item content in FE
may genuinely have no detectable effect at such long time durations, which is suggested
by the above non-relationships. (Nonetheless, the statistically ignificant results repmted
below remain when the longer-than-25 s IRTs are included in the analyses).
Two different remedial actions were taken in order to deal with the positive skew.
First, for most of the analyses reported below, unless otherwise noted, only IRTs that
were shorter than 25

were included. Second, for coiTelational and regression analyses
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(reported in later sections, below), IRTs were transformed successfully by using loge(lRT;

+ 0.525), where log(' is the base e logarithm, represented (below) by the abbreviation Ln.
(The constant 0.525 was used simply to maintain positive numbers).

2.6.4.1. Shape and Semantic Cluster Versus Switch IR Ts. To examine the shape
clustering versus switch effect on IRT durations, IRTs were divided into the four-cia
scheme based on Schreuder et al. (1984), as described above (at the end of section

2.5.5.5). The present analysis included only IRTs that were (a) under 25 s, (b) classified
as shape cluster or switch (not as fillers) in the ARC scoring, and (c) not repeats or other
problematic cases. With these restrictions, the remaining N was 130 L. The frequencies
(and percentages) of IRTs in each of the four classes were as follows: SemSw-ShapeSw

= 533 (41 %), SemSw-ShapeCl = 199 (15.3 %), SemCl-ShapeSw = 241
SemCl-ShapeCl

(18.5%),

= 328 (25.2%). In preparation for assessing the shape and semantic

clustering versus switching effects, each participant's mean IRTs for each of the four
classes of inter-item transitions were obtained from IRTs pooled from both of his or her
FE domain outputs (i.e., Trial 1 and Trial 2) to obtain adequate numbers of IRTs per cell
in as many cells as possible. The mean scores are summarized in Table 6.
Participants' (N = 22) mean IRTs of the four types were then entered into a twofactor within-subject ANOV A, with categorie (shape or semantic) a the factors and
inter- item transition type (cluster or witch) as the levels of each factor. (There was one
empty cell out of four cells for the 101h participant. It was replaced with the mean for that
cell across participants for the present analysis. Another analysis, which excluded the
participant, also found the same pattern of significant results for the effects of interest
here). Additional analyses on participants' median IRTs also showed the significant

lOth
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effects, though these effects were slightly less than those for the mean lRT data.
There was a significant main effect for shape. Participants' mean shape cluster
IRTs were significantly shorter than their mean shape switch IRTs, F(l, 21) = 32.89,
MSE

=2.144, p = .00001, 1]2 = .61. The main effect for semantic transition (cluster vs.
12

switch) was also significant, F(l, 21) = 181.59, MSE = 2.246, p = 8.34 x 10-

, 1]

2

= .90.

The interaction was not significant, F(1, 21) = 0.001, MSE = 3.294, p = .98.
Specific comparisons were made to examine the predicted shape effect at
semantic switch and cluster transitions, respectively. At semantic switch transitions
(SemSw), shape cluster were significantly shorter than shape switch mean 1RTs, 1(21) =
3.18, SE = 0.566, p = .002 (one-tailed),

1]

2

= .33. At semantic cluster transitions (SemCI),

shape cluster were significantly shorter than shape switch mean IRTs, 1(21) = 4.26, SE
0.418, p = .0002 (one-tailed),

1/ = .46. These results show that

=

hape clustering is

associated with reductions in mean lRT durations whether or not it occurs with semantic
clustering.
Next, the semantic effect was examined at shape witch and cluster transitions,
respectively. At shape switch transitions (ShapeSw), semantic cluster were significantly
shorter than semantic switch mean IRTs, t(2l) = 8.91. SE = 0.484, p = 7.03 x 10-9 (onetailed),

1]

2

= .79. At shape cluster transitions (ShapeCl), semantic cluster were

significantly shorter than semantic switch mean IRTs, t(2l) = 8.28, SE = 0.519, p = 2.38
x 10-8 (one-tailed),

1]

2

= .77. Thus, semantic clustering is a

sociated with reductions in

mean IRT durations whether or not it occurs with shape clustering.
In addition, at shape switch transitions, semantic cluster mean IRT were
significantly shorter than shape cluster mean IRTs at semantic switch transitions, as
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shown in the SemCl- ShapeSw versus SemSw-ShapeCl comparison, t(21) = 4.98, SE

= 0.505, p = .00006 (two-tailed), '72 = .54. This confirms that the semantic cluster speed
advantage was larger than the shape cluster speed advantage.
The advantage of clustering over switching was largest in the comparison
between double cluster and double switch transitions. The comparison was highly
significant between SemCl-ShapeCl and SemSw- ShapeSw, t(2l) = 16.07, SE =
0.379, p

= 1.42 X

10· IJ

(one-tailed),

17

2

= .93.

It is well-established that IRT tend to increase in duration with increasing output
position in people's retrieval sequences (Wixted & Rohrer, 1994). That trend was also

Table 6
Participants' Mean Shape and Semantic Cluster and Switch IRTs (N

= 22)

Category and Transition

Ma

SE

Mdnb

SE

Switch

8.66

0.258

7.44

0.324

Cluster

6.87

0.331

5.79

0.354

Switch

9.92

0.289

9.15

0.352

Cluster

5.61

0.308

4.07

0.376

SemSw- ShapeSw

10.82

0.322

10.00

0.441

SemSw-ShapeCl

9.02

0.472

8.30

0.589

SemCl- ShapeSw

6.50

0.382

4.87

0.430

SemCl- ShapeCI

4.72

0.362

3.27

0.398

Shape

Semantic

Notes. aMeans of partic ipant ' mean IRTs (s}. bMeans of participant ' median IRTs (s).
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shown in the present data. To examine the pos ible influence of output position on the
above results, the four-class analysis (see above) was conducted on the normalized rank
output positions of the IRTs. The normalized rank output position for each IRT was
calculated by the fonnula ROP In + I, where ROP is the rank output position of the IRT
in the person's recall output for a given trial, and n is the number of IRTs in the trial. The
persons' four types of mean and median normalized ROPs were then obtained in the
same way as their mean and median IRTs were obtained. There were no main effects for
shape or semantic transition, no interactions, and no significant specific pairwise
differences for either mean or median normalized ROPs. (The result remained nonsignificant whether the

lOth

participant's missing score was replaced with the appropriate

cell mean or excluded from the analyses). Therefore, the shape cluster speed advantage,
revealed in the four-class analysis of IRTs above, cannot be attributed to earlier output
position.
There were not ufficient IRTs for assessing the possible differences between
domains and trials, respectively. However, graphical inspection of the means for those
conditions does suggest the presence of some differences. The pattern of a shape cluster
reduction in mean IRT durations across semantic switch and cluster conditions occuned
in each FE domain (see Figure 2). This shape cluster advantage appears tronger in Long
and Round domain , but weaker at semantic switch transitions in the Flat and Straight
domains. The stronger shape cluster IRT effect for Long and Round is consistent with the
higher mean shape clustering scores for those domains relative to Flat and Straight.
There also appears to be a larger shape cluster effect on IRTs in the first as
compared to the second trial domain (see Figure 3). However, the magnitude of the
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Domain
Flat

Round
Shape

12.00

0

Switch
~Cluster

10.00

--....
tn

8.00

a:

6.00
4.00
2.00

Switch

Cluster

Switch

Cluster

Switch

Cluster

Switch

Cluster

Semantic
Figure 2. Mean lRTs for shape and semantic cluster versus switch transitions for each FE
domain (N = 1301). Error bars± 1 SE.

Semantic
Cluster

Switch

Shape

12.00

0

Switch

l§il Cluster
10.00

--....

8.00

tn

a:

6.00
4.00
2.00
0.00
1st

1st

2nd

2nd

Trial
Figure 3. Mean IRTs for shape and semantic cluster versus switch transitions, at Trial l
versus Trial 2 (N = 1301). En·or bars± 1 SE.
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semantic cluster effect on IRTs (not displayed directly here) was consi tent for the first
and second domain trials.
There were not sufficient IRTs per participant to incorporate the inter-object tze
difference in the above statistical analyses. Nonetheless, the shape cluster speed
advantage observed at emantic witch transitions is not attributable to a size difference
effect, because there was no . ize difference effect in that condition. The relation between
IRT duration and the variables of interest is dealt with in the next sections.

2.6.5. Relationships Between IRT Durations and the Variables of Interest
In this section, I will focus on the relationship between IRT durations and each of
the variables of interest, including shape similarity, semantic transition (cluster versus
switch), and size difference, but also output position and verbal response length. I will
present evidence regarding the relationships between these variables, especially a they
relate to shape similarity.

2.6.5.1. Shape Similarity Levels. The mean and median shape similarity scores
for theN= 1387 sample were 3.52 (SD = 1.920) and 3.5, resp ctively. Table 7 shows the
levels of shape similarity at shape cluster versus switch transitions for theN= 130 I
sample. When listing object names, FE participant tended to show shorter IRT durations
between objects that were more highly similar in shape, and longer IRT durations
between objects that were less simi lar in shape. This trend is visible in Figure 4, which
displays the median IRT for each level of average shape similarity. Table 8 lists the
mean and median IRT scores for each level of shape similarity.

- - -·--
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Table 7
Shape Similarity Levels at Shape Cluster and Switch Transitions (N = 1301)

n

M

Switch

774

2. 14

1.030

2.0

Cluster

527

5.56

0.978

5.5

Transition

SD

Mdn

Note. On the shape similarity scale, I =very low, and 7 =very high.

10.00-

8 .00-

-0a: 6.oot-

4 .00-

2.00-

Figure 4. Median IRTs (s) at each level of shape similarity (N = 1387). On the shape
similarity scale, 1 = very low, and 7 =very high.
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Table 8

JRTs (s) For Each Level of Shape Similarity (N = 1387)
n

M

SD

Mdn

1.0

189

10.24

6.299

8.60

1.5

163

9.9 1

6.586

8.51

2.0

128

9.10

6.547

7.25

2.5

118

8.42

6.025

7.02

3.0

78

8.70

6.180

7.56

3.5

90

9.05

6.799

6.79

4.0

84

8.69

6.215

7.57

4.5

106

7.99

6.218

6.07

5.0

115

6.54

5.588

4.36

5.5

81

5.69

4.804

4.53

6.0

74

6.00

5.719

3.80

6.5

90

5.41

5.318

3.49

7.0

71

3.25

3.2 18

1.85

Shape Similarity

Note. On the shape similarity scale, 1.0 = very low, and 7.0 =very high.

2.6.5.2. Semantic Category. As reported above, and consistent with previous
research that used other types of FE task domains, semantic cluster lRTs tended to be
much shorter than semantic switch IRTs in these FE tasks. For semantic cluster versus
switch transitions, Tables 9 , 10, and 11 show the descriptive statistics for IRTs, shape
similarity levels, and size difference levels, respectively. The mean semantic transition
score (where cluster= 1 and switch= 0) for theN= 1387 sample was 0.43 (SD = 0.496).
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Table 9

IRTs' (s) at Semantic Cluster and Switch Transitions (N = I 387)
11

M

SD

Mdn

Switch

785

10.19

6.401

9.05

Cluster

602

5.24

4.850

3.60

Transition

Table 10

Shape Similarity Levels at Semantic Cluster and Switch Transitions (N

= I 387)

n

M

SD

Mdn

Switch

785

2.95

1.717

2.50

Cluster

602

4.28

1.909

4.50

Transition

Note. On the shape si milarity scale, I =very low, and 7 =very hig h.

Table 1 J
Si~e

D(ff"e rence Levels at Semantic Cluster and Switch Transitions (N

= I 358)

n

M

SD

Mdn

Switch

760

2.28

1.800

2.00

Cluster

598

1.02

1.089

0.75

Transition

Note. Zero (0) = no ize differe nce a nd hig he r numbe rs indicate higher le ve ls of size di fference.
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2.6.5.3. Size Difference. IRT durations tend to increase as the inter-object size
difference increases, as shown in Figure 5. For presentation purposes, levels of size
difference are binned into increments of 1. The original size difference increments were
generally of 0.25 throughout most of the distribution, but above the level of 7, there were
fewer scores and some coarser increments of .5. There were 33 increments of size
difference, including zero (0). The binning scheme was as follows: 0 (no binning;
includes scores of zero); 1 included .20 to 1; 2 included 1.25 to 2; and so on. Table 12
shows the mean and median IRT for each level of binned size difference. There were
more inter-item transitions with low as compared to higher size difference.
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Figure 5. Median IRTs (s) and binned inter-object size difference (N = 1358).
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Table 12
IRTs (s) for Levels of Inter-Item Siz.e D~fference (N = 1358)
n

M

SD

Mdn

200

5.65

5.365

3.64

460

7.15

5.995

5.68

2

285

8.61

6.368

7.00

3

170

8.73

5.948

7.70

4

107

10.34

6.817

8.24

5

70

11.23

6.721

10.94

6

34

9.64

6.797

8.84

7

22

11.20

6.561

9.22

>7

10

11.12

5.730

11.07

Size Difference
0

Note. A size difference of 0 indicates no size difference, and a size difference of>7 indicates very
high size difference. Scores are binned into size difference increments of I , except for the value
of zero (0), which includes only scores of zero (i.e., no ize difference).

The relation between IRT duration and size difference occurs across level of
shape similarity (see Figure 6). Likewise, the relation between IRT duration and shape
similarity occurs across levels of size difference (see Figure 7). For other analyses, size
difference transitions were divided by a median split into those of low size difference
(below the size difference median) and tho e of high size difference (above the size
difference median). The low size difference (below median) mean size difference was 0.5
(SD = 0.42), and the high size difference (above median) mean size difference was 3.0
(SD = 1.48) for theN= 1273 subsample (see Figure 8). For theN= 1358 sample, the

mean and median ize difference scores were 1.73 (SD = 1.650) and 1.25.
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Shape Similarity
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Figure 6. Median IRT (s) and size difference (bins 0 to >4) across levels of shape
similarity (binned; 1 to 7, where 1 includes 1 and 1.5; 2 includes 2 and 2.5, etc., and 7
includes only 7) (N = 1358).
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Figure 8. Low versus high size difference IRTs (s) at shape and semantic cluster versus
switch transitions (N = 1273). Error bars± 1 S£. For this sample, the mean size
difference for the low size difference transitions is 0.5 and for the high size difference
transitions is 3.0.

The Figure 8 shows that the speed advantage for transitions of low size difference
was limited to semantic cluster transitions. Figure 9 shows that there are more transitions
of higher shape similarity within the semantic cluster subsample, and more transition of
lower shape similarity within the semantic switch subsample. There are more transitions
of low size difference for the semantic cluster subsample and more transitions of high
size difference for semantic switch subsample. In addition, there are relatively more
transitions of low compared to high size difference as shape similarity increases within
the semantic cluster subsample.
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Figure 9. Frequencies of low versus high size difference transitions at each level of shape
similarity and at semantic cluster versus switch (N = 1358). For this sample, the mean
size difference for the low size difference transitions is 0.5 and for the high size
difference transitions is 3.0. For shape similarity, 1 =very low and 7 =very high.

2.6.5.4. IRT Output Position. IRT durations increased most dramatically over the
first approximately lO IRT output positions, continued to increase somewhat until
approximately the 20th to 25th output positions, and then increased little after that (see
Table 13). Table 13 shows the IRTs for the first 10 output positions, followed by bins of
5 output positions, ending with binned positions 46+. For theN= 1387 sample, the mean
and median output positions were 19.27 (SD

= 12.957) and

17.0, respectively.
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Table 13

IRT Durations Across IRT Output Positions (N

= 1387)

n

Cum.%

M

SD

Mdn

1

44

3.2

1.45

0.943

1.15

2

44

6.3

2.53

2.464

1.55

3

41

9.3

2.95

2.608

1.91

4

42

12.3

4.00

4.2 16

2 .62

5

42

15.4

4.76

4 .309

3.53

6

43

18.5

5.36

5.215

3.02

7

41

21.4

7.06

5.087

6.47

8

43

24.5

6.38

5.288

5.22

9

43

27.6

6.31

3.990

6.10

10

43

30.7

8.47

6.259

7 .83

15

200

45 .1

8.63

5.825

7.33

20

186

58.5

9.47

6.757

7.46

25

162

70.2

9.67

6.114

8.58

30

143

80.5

10.14

6.575

8.85

35

93

87.2

10.09

7.000

7.94

40

74

92.6

9. 12

6.877

7.02

45

48

96.0

8.87

5.944

7.94

46+

55

100.0

9.43

5.68 1

8.30

Output Position

Bin

Notes. Cum. %=cumulative percent. IRT are binned in output position range as fo llows: I 5
includes scores from output positions II to I 5; 20 includes scores from output positions 16 to 20;
and so on; while the last bin, 46+, includes positions 46 to 61.

The conspicuous reduction in IRT durations that begins at about position 40 and
continues to at least position 45 (see Table 13) is attributable to the fact that those
participant who produced more responses than the mean of 36.7 items had horter IRTs
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overall and contributed the higher output positions, whereas those who produced less
IRTs necessarily had longer IRTs and did not contribute the higher output positions. To
adjust for these differences among participants, output positions were converted to
normalized ranks using the formula ROP In + I, as described above. Thus, an output

=21

position of2l in participant A' s output sequence of n

IRTs ha a normalized rank of

.9545, while an output position of 21 in participant B' s output sequence of n

=42 IRTs

has a normalized rank of .4883. Normalized ROP was then transformed by adding the
constant I and us ing the Ln transformation in order to increase, slightly, the amount of
explained variance in IRT for subsequent correlation and regression analyses.
The peed advantages for shape (Figure 10) and semantic clu tering (Figure I J ),
and for low versus high size difference (Figure 12), occur across all stages of output.
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Figure 10. Shape cluster versus switch mean IRTs across successive fifths of Ln
normalized rank output position (N = J 30 l). Error bars± l S£.
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Figure 11. Semantic cluster versus switch lRTs across successive fifths of Ln normalized
rank output positions (N = 1301 ). Error bars ± l S£.
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Figure 12. Low versus high s ize difference IRTs across successive fifths of Ln
normalized rank output positions (N = 1358). EtTor bars± 1 S£.
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For the data presented in Figures 10-12, Ln normalized rank output positions were binned
into successive, approximately equal fifths. Note that the effects for shape similarity,
semantic transition, and size difference increase after the first phase of output.

2.6.5.5. Verbal Response Length. This variable was a composite of the number of
syllables and the number of words in a response. Table 14 shows that as verbal response
length increases, fRT durations also increase, but above a verbal response length of
approximately 3, there is not a consistent increase in lRT durations. There were no
significant correlations between verbal response length and shape imilarity, size
difference, or semantic transition ( ee next section). For theN= 1387 sample, the mean
and median verbal response length score were 2.07 (SD = 0. 946) and 1.81 , respective! y.

Table 14

Verbal Response Length and IRT (N

= 1387)
M

SD

Mdn

139

5.95

5.40

4.30

1.5

399

7.41

6.47

5.75

2

315

8.01

6.29

6.63

2.5

239

9.16

6.69

7.51

3

133

9.01

6.14

7.79

4

120

8.73

5.45

7.52

5

23

10.51

5.31

10.07

6

10

7.14

2.87

7.93

>6

9

10.83

4.37

8.65

Verbal Response Length

11

Note. Binning of verbal response lengths is as follows: I is an original increment that is not
binned; 1.5 includes 1.25 and 1.5; 2 includes> 1.5 to 2; and so on; and >6 includes 6 .25 to 9.
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Verbal response length was added to the correlation and regression analyses
(below) primarily to account for speech production and the cognitive processing costs
associated with it. Words and phrases that are longer should generally be associated with
longer IRTs. Verbal response length, as a composite variable, takes into account (a) the
number of words in the response (usually one or two, sometimes more) and (b) the
number of syllables in the response. These two variables were measured at two points:
(1) in the IRTi, and (2) in the IRTi+ 1• The composite variable was simply the mean of (a)

and (b) at levels ( 1) and (2); i.e., a mean of a l, a2, b l, b2. The composite was used in
these analyses because it was more highly correlated overall with IRTs than were al, a2,
bl, and b2 individually or paired.

2.6.6. Correlation and Regression Analyses
Correlation and linear regression analyses were canied out to estimate the
strength of the relation between inter-object shape similarity and IRT duration, while
taking into account the role of the other variables. To prepare the data, transformations
were carried out to normalize the distributions of some of the variables and to linearize
their relation to IRT. Size difference, verbal response length, normalized rank output
position, and IRT were each tran formed using the base e log transformation (Ln). Before
this transformation, a constant was added to variables that had some values less than I
[ IRT ( +.525), size difference ( + 1), normalized rank output position ( + l) I ·o that the
scores would remain positive.
Autocorrelation in the residuals for IRT was another important concern. For most
FE task , one should expect positive autocon·elation to be present in IRT sequences
because of the significant clustering, which involves runs of IRT residuals that are of the

-
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same sign and of imilar magnitude. Inspection of autoconelation function and partial
autocmTelation function plots of the pooled IRTs (N = 1387) indicated the presence of
autoconelation, beyond the 95% confidence limits, up to 3 to 4 lags. Multiple regression
analyses on the pooled IRTs also showed that, while the first-order (lag-!)
autocoiTelation was reduced by the inclusion of the variables of interest into the
regression model, it was still significant (Durbin-Watson obtained = 1.60 l ).
To deal with the lag-1 and higher-order autoconelation, adding more variables
(besides those included below) to the regression equation was not feasib le. Therefore
other methods were considered. The two methods settled upon were, as suggested by
Frei, " ... to select only points that are far enough apart (in time) so that they are
uncorrelated; or average values over a time period that is longer than the autocoiTelation
time scale" (Frei, 2003). Thus, one method, used below, makes use of mean (or median)
scores for the variable for each output list, and the other includes in the analysis every
ith case at a lag long enough that the autoconelation is no longer significant.

2.6.6.1. Regression Analysis on Mean Scores. For the first correlation analysis,
the mean score on each variable from each participant's FE output sequence (22 x 2 = 44)
was used. The mean cores for the following variables were included: Ln IRT, shape
similarity, shape ARC (clustering), semantic transition (0 =switch, I =cluster), semantic
ARC, and Ln size difference. Production- the total number of conect items reported in
the output sequence-was also included. Thus, each of the 44 output lists had a score for
each variable. The shape and semantic variables were expected to be negatively
con-elated with mean Ln lRT. Mean Ln size difference should be positively con·elated
with IRT. Production was of interest in that shape, semantic transition, and size variable
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might (or might not) be positively con-elated with it, though no specific predictions were
made about those relations. Because the results of this analysis varied slightly depending
on which measure of IRT was used, I have taken the mean of the mean and median

Table 15

Averaged Correlations Between IRT and Other Variables (N

6

7

-.23

.33

.13

.03

Variable

2

3

4

5

l. IRTa

-.35

-.30

-.33

.02

.053

.03

2. M ShapeSim
3. ShapeARC
4. M Semantic
5. SemantARC
6. MLnSizeD
7. MLnVerbRL

= 44)
8

9

-.01

.04

-.46

.77

.78

.002

.55

.40

.23

-.30

.OS

-.02

-.01

.0001

.007

.13

.046

.74

.90

.95

.51

.38

-.32

.07

.OS

.09

.0004

.01

.03

.63

.75

.54

.87
.Od'

-.53

.04

.32

.24

.0002

.82

.03

.12

-.32

.06

.32

.30

.036

.70

.03

.051

-.13

-.45

-.23

.39

.002

.13

.29

.36

.058

.02

.58

8. MNROutPos

.00"

9. Production

Notes. Pearson correlations are in bold; two-tailed p-values are in italics. The above results
involve means of the means and medians of four analyses, each analysis using a different IRT
measure.
niRT is the average of four different measures, mean, median, mean Ln, and median Ln IRT. bp
2.28

X

10' 14 cp

= 3.18 X

10·5.

=
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conelation re ult for four separate measures of IRT. Those four measures included
median ( 1) and mean (2) lRTs, and median Ln (3) and mean Ln (4) IRTs. The results of
this averaged correlational analysis are shown in Table 15.
The shape and size variables were conelated significantly in the predicted
directions with IRT, confirming perceptual theories. Mean semantic ARC, though in the
expected direction for both perceptual and amodal theories, did not reach significance.
Shape similarity, Ln size difference, and semantic transition were significantly
conelated with each other. This is consistent with the classification results reported
earlier, which showed significant a ociations between the three variables.
Mean shape similarity and shape ARC were not significantly conelated with
production, while mean size difference and mean semantic transition were marginally
con·elated with production. Only semantic ARC reached borderline significance in its
con·elation with production. The lack of correlation between mean shape similarity and
production could be due to the fact that there were more SemCl- ShapeSw than
SemSw- ShapeCI transitions. Semantic clustering in the absence of shape clustering
would tend to reduce a conelation between mean shape similarity and production.
Multiple regression analysis was carried out on the mean scores, examining the
portions of variance in lRT accounted for by the variables of interest. Again, the results
are averaged over the four analyses, each of which used one of the measures of IRT. Only
the specific variables that had the strongest relation with IRT were included in the
analysis. Consequently, shape and semantic ARC were removed, and median replaced
mean Ln size difference. Portions of variance were measured using partial and part
correlations. As Tables 16 and 17 show, of the three main variables, median Ln size
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Table 16

Averaged Regression Coefficients and Significance Tests (N
Component

B

SEs

(Constant)

-4.007

2.456

M Semantic

-0.611

0.879

M Shape Sim

-0.339

MdnLn SizeD

= 44)

fJ

t

p

-1.24

.14

-.07

-0.60

.29

0.190

-.20

-1.81

.04

1.575

0.552

.36

2.86

.004

M Ln VerbRL

0.570

0.518

.15

1.35

. 10

M NROutPos

25.569

4.737

.67

4.89

Production

-0.084

0.011

-.80

-6.35

.000017
3.3 x

Notes. Combined mean of mean and median regression results. P-values are one-tailed.

Table 17

Averaged Correlation for Each Variable with IRT (N

= 44)

Variable

Partial

Zero-Order

Patt

M Semantic

-.33

-.10

-.06

M Avg Shape Similarity

-.35

-.29

-.18

Mdn Ln Size Difference

.33

.43

.28

M Ln Verbal Response L

-.0 1

.22

. 14

.04

.62

.48

-.46

-.72

-.63

M N Rank Output Position
Production

w-7

73

--------
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difference on average had the strongest unique association with IRT duration, followed
by mean shape similarity and, lastly, by emantic transition.
2

Using the standard method of multiple regression, the averaged R = .63, adjusted
2

R =.57, and F(6, 37) = 10.92, MSrcsiLiual = 0.539, p = 8.3

X

7

10" . Multicollinearity was

not a problem: The mean variance inflation factor (V IF) values in thi set ranged from 1.2
for mean Ln verbal response length to 1.9 for mean normalized rank output position.
The fact that the perceptual variables each, on average, accounted for more
variance in IRT than semantic transition here could be due to the fact that participants'
shape similarity means and size difference medians, respectively, were derived from
more precise ordinal measures, as compared to the means based on the coarse
dichotomous (0 =switch, 1 =cluster) semantic measure. To examine this issue, another
multiple regression analysis was carried out, the same as the one immediately above (N =
44), except that mean dichotomou

hape (0 =switch, 1 =cluster) replaced mean hape

similarity, mean dichotomous size difference (median split of low vs. high) replaced
median Ln size difference, and the original sample from which the output list scores were
derived had N = 130 L instead of N = 1387. The mean of the analyses using the four IRT
measures was assessed. The dichotomous shape part r = -.10, the semantic pa1t r = -.15,
and the dichotomous size difference part r= .17; none of these reached significance. Only
normalized rank output position and production were significant in that analysis. Hence,
using a coarse dichotomous level of measurement here does re ult in some loss of
information. In addition, one should expect there to be some loss of information due to
using, as the units of analysis, mean (or median) scores from whole FE output lists
instead of individual inter-item trans itions. The size difference median or mean for an FR
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output list also would not be sensitive to the difference between semantic cluster and
switch transitions. (Size difference is associated with fRT durations at semantic cluster
transition but not at semantic switch transitions). The semantic part r is only -.15, which
is less than the part r for dichotomous size difference, and which is not much higher than
the part r for dichotomous shape. One should expect semantic transition to account for

much more variance than either shape or size. It is possible that this size difference result
is specific to this analysis of mean (or median) scores, which may be insensitive to
differences associated with semantic cluster versus switch transitions. This possibility
will be examined in the course of the next analysis on the pooled data, presented below.

2.6.6.2. Regression Analysis of the Pooled Data at Lagged Intervals. First, a
multiple regression -analysis was carried out on the relevant pooled fRT sample (N =
1387) in order to obtain approximation of the coefficients and their standard erTors.
These values were noted for later comparison. Another variable, Number of fRTs in an
output sequence, wa added to capture additional variance and to further reduce the
autocorTelation.
Next, analyses were canied out to find the inter-IRT lag at which autocorrelation
was no longer present. AutocorTelation was mea ured using the Durbin-Watson statistic.
Although the Durbin-Watson statistic only tests for lag- 1 autoconelation, in this analysis
SPSS ( 13.0, Grad Pack) "ignores" the skipped IRTs (omitted from the analysis using the
"select if' option) and treats the ith fRTs as though they are directly adjacent, that is, lag1. Thus, the Durbin-Watson test on a sample consisting of every ith IRT gives an
indication of how much lag-1 autocotTelation is sti ll present in the ith interval ample.
Although the autoconelation and partial autocorrelation function plots indicated that
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autoconelation in the pooled fRT was not significantly present beyond lag-4 (with 95%
confidence limits), the Durbin-Watson is a stringent test that ha a large indeterminate
region wherein the presence of autoconelation can neither be accepted nor rejected. To
conclude that autoconelation is not present, the obtained Durbin-Watson value must be
outside the bound of the indete1minate region in the direction that is closest to
approximately 2 (see Neter, Kutner, Nachtsheim, & Wasserman, 1996). Through
conducting multiple regression analy es at progressively longer distances between ith
IRTs, I found that using every 8th IRT removed the lag-1 autoconelation decisively.
Aniving at that finding involved carrying out multiple regression on 8 different
subsamples (or sets), using every 8th IRT of Set 1, every 8th IRT of Set 2, and so on, up
to and including every 8th lRT of Set 8. A Durbin-Watson test result was obtained with
the multiple regre ion analysi for each of the eight samples. The eight Durbin-Watson
obtained values were then compared against the corresponding critical values for the 5%
significance level (for critical values, see Cummins, 2006). Note that there were
approximately 173 IRTs on average per sample (approximately 170 for size difference).
It was found that the upper bound of the indeterminate region (Mow:uppcr = 1.82) was less
than the obtained values (Mow:ob1 = 1.99), t(7) = 2.65, SE

=0.063, p = .03 (two-tailed).

It

is safe to conclude that lag- I autocorrelation was not present in the lag-8 samples.
The above procedure, using the 8 samples, captured the full pool of 1387 IRT
( 1358 for ize difference). There were some minor differences among the eight samples.
Therefore the conelation and regression results below (Tables 18, 19, and 20) are
averaged (i.e., taking the mean) of the mean and median results of the 8 samples. (Note
that Ln IRT was the best and only fRT measure used in all of these analyses, though other
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analyses using raw IRTs also showed the same pattern of results). Nevertheles , the
decision regarding the statistical significance of the relations among variables was not
affected by whether mean or median values were used.
The averaged zero-order con·elations amongst the variables of interest are shown
in Table L8. Average shape similarity was transformed using an exponent, 2.5, in order to
increase ( lightly) the amount of explained variance, though the results are ignificant for
shape similarity whether the transformed or original variable is used. Shape similarit/' 5 ,

Table 18

Averaged Correlations Between the Variables of Interest (Pooled)
Variable
I. Ln IRT

2

-.42
.OO(f'

2. Semantic

3

5. YerbaiR.Ln
6. LnNROutP

6

7

.45

-.12

.26

.21

.001

.008

.ood'

.36

-.40

-.07

-.oott

.06

.40

.55

.28

-.07

-.04

.02

.36

.59

.48

.02

-.03

-.05

.58

.65

.40

.oooc

-.31
.001

4. SizeDiff.Ln

5

.0005

-.33

.005

3. ShapeS. 2·5

4

.17

.19

.20

.046

.02

.04
.64

7. N IRT
Notes. Mean n = 173; for Ln size difference, mean n = 170 . Averaged p-va lues are two-tailed.
"p = 1.26 X 10-6, "p = 3.26 X 10-7, 'p = 2.69 X 10-6, "r = -.00025 .
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Ln size difference, and semantic transition were all con·elated significantly, in the
predicted directions, with each other and with IRT. In addition, verbal response lengths
increase as output position increases. The number of IRTs in an output sequence (N
IRTs) did not have a significant zero-order corTelation with Ln IRT. However, besides
helping to reduce autocorrelation, theN IRTs variable was useful in the regression and
partial and part conelational analyses. There was also a subtle but significant tendency
for verbal response length to increase for higher N IRTs.
The averaged lag-8 results for correlations (zero-order, partial, and part), fJi for the
individual variables, and R2 and adjusted R 2 for the set of variables, approximated closely
the results on those measures for theN= 1387 pooled data. Using the standard method of
2

2

multiple regression, the averaged R = .46, adjusted R = .44, and F(6, 163) = 23.16,
MSn:sidual

= 0.393, p = 1.26 x 10·

18

.

(The average n for that analysis was approximately

170, which was the average n for size difference). The mean V IF values ranged from 1.05
for Ln verbal response length to 1.26 for Ln size difference, indicating that
multicollinearity was not a problem. Compared to the results for the original pooled (N =
1387) data, the removal of the autocorrelation and the reduction in (mean) sample size for
the lag-8 analysis led to increases in the standard errors of the regression coefficients
(S£8 ), and thus to increases in the p-values, as should be expected (see Neter et al. , 1996).

Table 19 shows the individual fJi and p -values for each of the explanatory
variables. Table 20 shows the zero-order, partial, and part correlations for each
explanatory variable. Shape similaritl- 5 was significantly associated with Ln LRT
duration, p = .01 (one-tailed),

fJ = -.18, part r = -.16. This is only slightly less than the

part r(42) = -.18 in the analysis of participants' mean scores reported above. In the
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Table 19

Averaged Regression Coefficients and Significance Tests (Pooled)
Component

B

SEa

(Constant)

1.6355

.2401

Semantic

-.5099

.1108

Shape Similaritl·5

-.0039

Ln Size Difference

f3

f

p

6.90

7.9 x

-.30

-4.61

.0002

.0014

-.18

-2.83

.01

.1383

.0941

.09

1.39

.11

Ln Verbal R. Length

.2792

.1270

. 14

2.27

.032

Ln N R Output Pos.

1.8954

.2599

.43

7.28

6.35

Number of IRTs

-.0108

.0046

-.14

-2.28

.026

Note. Repo1ted p-values are one-tailed. Mean n per subsample = 170. Total . ample N

X

w-

9

10-9

= 1387.

Table 20

Averaged Correlation of Each Variable with Ln JRT (Pooled)
Variable

Zero-Order

Partial

Part

Semantic

-.42

-.34

-.27

Shape Similaritl·5

-.33

-.22

-. 16

Ln Size Difference

.26

.11

.08

Ln Verbal Respon e Length

.21

.18

.13

Ln Norm. Rank 0 Position

.45

.49

.42

-.12

-.17

-.13

Number of IRTs

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

- - - - - - - -
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present analysis, the association between Ln size difference and Ln IRT did not reach
significance, p

= .11 (one-tailed), /3 = .09, and part r = .08, though it was positive in all 8

of the ubsamples. This is substantially less than the result found for median Ln size
difference in the pmticipants' mean scores analysis, where part r(42)
transition was significantly associated with Ln IRT durations, p

= .28. Semantic

= .0002 (one-tailed), f3 =

-.30, part r= -.27. This is obviously much higher than the part r(42)

= -.06 obtained in the

participants' FE output mean cores analysis. Another difference between the mean
scores (N = 44) analysis and the pre ent one using pooled individual inter-item transitions
(based on N = 1387) is that the former gives equal weight to each participant's output list,
whereas the latter nece sarily give more weight to those output lists that contain more
IRTs. Also, again, the mean scores analysis is insensitive to differences between semantic
cluster versus switch trans itions (e.g., that size difference is related to IRT duration
within emantic cluster but not within semantic switch transitions). Those differences
could account partly for the discrepancy between the results of the two analyses, which
was most dramatic for semantic transition and size difference. The remaining three
variables- Ln verbal response length, Ln normalized rank output position, and number of
IRTs-were each significantly associated with Ln IRT durations when the con·elations
with the other variables were taken into account.
To find the unique association between shape similarity and Ln IRT durations
within different subsamples of interest, eparate multiple correlational analyses, using the
above six explanatory variables, were canied out within domains , trials, semantic
transition, and first ver us ·econd half of normalized output. The e analyse were carried
out the same way as those repOtted above for the lag interval pooled (N = 1387) IRTs.
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Within each domain, shape imilarity was uniquely associated with Ln IRT
duration, but the association differed in magnitude between domains. In particular, the
magnitude of that as ociation was relatively high within the round domain (shape
5

similaritl part r = -.25), higher even than for semantic trans ition (part r = -.2 1), but was
low in the flat domain ( hape similarit/

5

part r = -. 11; semantic part r = -.28). The mean

5

con-elation for hape similaritl , Ln size difference, and semantic transition in straight
and long domains did not depart substantially from the averages displayed in Table 20.
The unique relation between shape similarity and Ln IRT was only sl ightl y
stronger on the first (part r = -.18) as compared to the second trial (part r = -. L5). The
unique relation between dichotomou shape (cluster= 1, switch= 0) and Ln lRT was also
only s lightly stronger on the first (part r = -.16) compared to the second trial (part r =
-. 13). Semantic transition and Ln ize difference were associated with Ln IRT at
magnitudes that were relatively consistent between trials.
At semantic cluster transition , the unique association with Ln IRT fo r shape
similarit/

5

was part r = -. 19, and for Ln size difference was part r = .16. At semantic

switch transitions, the unique association with Ln IRT for shape similarit/
-. 15, and for the Ln s ize difference was pmt r
between shape imilarit/

5

5

was part r =

= .04. Thus, for these data, the association

and Ln IRT is relatively independent of the semantic variable,

while the association between Ln ize difference and Ln IRT i dependent on the
semantic variable. Similar analyses were conducted in shape switch versus cl uster, and
low versus high size difference subsamples. These results again showed that semantic
transition and Ln size difference were more dependent on each other for their relation
with Ln IRT than was the case for shape similaritl

5

.
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In the first half of normalized output, semantic transition was less strongly related
(i.e., part r =-.22) to Ln IRT than in the second half (part r =-.39); the reverse was true
for output position (first half, part r = .43; second half, part r =.I 0). TheN IRTs variable
was more strongly related to Ln IRT duration in the second half as compared to the first,
but verbal response length was more strongly related to Ln IRT duration in the first as
compared to the second half. For shape similarit/' 5 and Ln ize difference, there wa
very little increase in correlation with Ln IRT in the second half.
Finally, a partial correlation analysis using the whole pool of individual IRTs (N
=1358 for size difference) focussed on the relationships between shape similarit/·5 , Ln
size difference, and semantic transition. Controlling for all other variables, the partial
conelation between Ln size difference and semantic transition was r = -.32; between
hape similarit/ 5 and semantic transition was r = .25; and between shape similarit/·5
and Ln size difference was r = -.22. This provides further confirmation that, for these FE
domain outputs, size difference and semantic transition are more interdependent than
shape similarity and semantic transition, and the latter are in tum more interdependent
than shape similarity and size difference. These results are also consistent with the pattern
of zero-order correlations between the hape similarity, size difference, and semantic
transition variables, reported above.
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2.6.7. Reported Thoughts in Written Answers to the Post-Task Questions
In responding to the questions about how they retrieved objects, participants
generally noted multiple types of thought contents or schemes. For convenience, I will
call these thoughts "strategies." Although strategy(ies) is the conventional term, there are
limitations in applying it broadly to the thoughts described by participants in these FE
tasks. Strategy can imply a high level of premeditation and planned, highly controlled
execution. That limited meaning does not capture the variety of thought contents and
processes reported by participant . I use the term strategy with that caveat.
A report of a strategy (e.g., Imagery) was counted as a single report per question,
even if the participant mentioned it more than once for an FE trial. Each trial's question
was scored separately, such that if a participant reported a strategy on one trial's question
and reported it again for the other trial, that trategy would be counted once for each trial.
A given statement could be scored for more than one type of strategy. For example, one
participant wrote: " .. . I would ... think of object in my fridge that are round, mostly food
objects ... " This was scored as Location (inside fridge) and Semantic categorical (food).
The names and descriptions for the various strategies are presented in Table 21.
Participants provided the terms and descriptions in their responses, which were later
classified by the re earcher after all the an wers had been collected and read. The
classifications are tied closely in content to the example descriptions provided by
participants. In examples below, note that the words inside a quotation are the
participant's, including portions in parenthe es ( ). I have added words in brackets [ I
inside a quotation to clarify the meaning. Unles noted otherwise, the reported strategy
was attributed generally to facilitation of retrieval, not to difficulties encountered.
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Table 21

Types of Reported Strategies
Strategy

Description

Location

Refers to the locations thought of in retrieving object names. The mo t
frequent included one's own home, apartment, or living space, but also
included parent's home, friend's or relative's home, classroom,
campus, workplace, indoor, outdoor, street, mall. downtown. or store.
Specific rooms were often mentioned (e.g., kitchen, living room,
bedroom, etc.). Less frequently, some objects were reported to have
been found inside other object · such as fridge, car, or bookbag-these
too were scored as Locations. Note that scoring of Location here did
not include the testing room (see below).

Imagery

Explicitly uses terminology such as "pictured," "visualized,"
"imagined," "imaged," " canned," "looked," etc., in describing the
strategy. Example: "I would flash pictures of my home and the
university in my head and kind of look at the picture to find something
round." Although other descriptions may have implied imagery (e.g.,
Location and Mental Travel), a statement had to have an explicit
imagery term to be scored as Imagery. When imagery tetms were used,
they occutTed most often with reference to "seeing" objects in some
spatial context (i.e., Location), but sometimes also refened to imaging
a representation of the hape category or it general boundaries.

Self In
Environment

Refers explicitly to imagining oneself placed in the environment(s)
where object items are retrieved. Examples: ( 1) " ... pictured myself in
those places to see what I could see"; (2) " ... imagined myself being
there and thought of every possible thing around me"; (3) "I then
placed myself in familiar places ... and ... [would! mentally 'look'
around for round things."

Mental Travel

Refers explicitly to imagining moving physically through orne
environment where object items are retrieved. Examples: (1) " ... I
then ... began 'walking through downtown' ... "; (2) " ... I would imagine
myself. .. (e.g., flying through a heavily industrialized and populated
city) and imagine what I could see there." Although mental travel was
often implied, it was only cored if mentioned explicitly.

Shape
Similarity

Refers to inter-object shape similarity or shape-based reminding as a
basis for retrieving item . The shape similarity is at a level subordinate
to the general shape domain (e.g., spheres, within round). Examples:
( I ) "When I had exhausted that [other strategy], I took what I had
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already listed (i.e., ball bearings) and allowed it to serve as an
inspiration for other, similar round objects (i.e., marbles),"; (2) "I for
flat objects] ... try to think of shapes which are frequently flat (circle
includes pancake, shield, looney) ... "

Semantic
Categorical or
Relational

Reports a general semantic category or relation as a basis for retrieving
items. This could be indicated by explicit mention of a category or
through a clear example of a semantic association. Examples: ( l)
" ... associate other objects from the idea of one. For example, from
'Book' I thought of 'Newspaper'"; (2) " ... I thought of things such as
Sports, Foods, etc."; (3) "[generally put things into bigger categories,
thought of a category, then listed all long things I could within that area
(i.e., Sports: golf club, hockey stick, baseball bat, etc.)."

Unspecified
Relational

Indicates retrieving items that were related or linked in ome way, but
does not specify the nature of the association or give a clear example.
Examples: ( l) " ... I could think of more flat objects that are related in
orne way"; (2) " ... I used one object sometimes to connect me to a
different object."

Personal
Knowledge

Refers explicitly to self or some autobiographical fact in describing the
basis for retrieving items. These reports were le s contextualized than
Location and Episodic, did not refer directly to events or episodes, and
were more self-referential than Semantic categorical/relational.
Examples: (1) "I would think of things that might be associated with
round things. For example, [in thinking of] my dog, I first thought of
frisbee"; (2) " ... thinking of things that are most common in my life, for
example the sports references and the CD."

EpisodicExperiential

Mentions lived events or experiences as a source of item retrieval.
Examples: (1) " ... thing that I see every day ... "; (2) " ... recalling
things that I have recently done . .. "; (3) "tracing footsteps of my life";
(4) "I remembered different flat objects from my past experiences with
them ... "; (5) " ... thought about my cunent day and all of the round
things I encounter."

Criteria for
Object or
Shape

These reports were generally associated with difficulties encountered in
the course of the task. The person reports having thought of the
definition or critical features that could qualify or disqualify items as
objects, or as members of the shape domain. For example, a participant
wrote (l) " ... [if I thought of long] objects with an apex or ba e that is
shaped differently than the remainder of the object, such as 'spatula,'
this would cause me to pause." One participant commented that (2)
becau e rope and string could be balled up short, he or ·he did not
repot1 them for long. Another participant, referring to difficulties
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encountered in the straight task, wrote (3) "I would think of an object
that had ... straight, and curved sides, which could not be included."
Another noted: (4) " ... when I wasn't complete! y sure if the object was
round, I wouldn't say it."

Previously
Reported
Content

When cited, this generally involved some difficulty in task
performance. (A normal part of FE performance, though not mentioned
explicitly in the instructions, is having to keep track of, or otherwise
having potentially available, what one has already listed). The person
reports having thought of objects listed previously within the trial or in
a previous trial (practice task or fir t shape domain). Examples: ( 1)"The
rounded objects task interfered with this one a bit, as I thought of more
rounded objects while naming straight ones,"; (2)"[ couldn't get
previous answers [from within the same trial I out of my head,"; and
(3)"1 lhad difficulties] trying to remember if I had already said it. .. "

Switched

Explicitly reports having changed from one subject matter or method to
another in order to continue to retrieve items. Although switching can
normally be assumed to have occulTed several times within every trial
for every participant-given that multiple categories or contexts were
normally mentioned- switching was only scored once, and only if a
transition was explicitly described directly or through narration.
Examples: (1) "I found it hard to identify many flat things in the same
group so I found myself getting fru trated and switching back and
forth ... "; (2) "Once I ran out of objects I started thinking of different
things like my hou ehold, sports and equipment, etc.'·; (3) "Once I had
exhausted these options [real locations 1... I began to think of [media
sources !,"; (4) "Originally many objects initially come to mind. After a
long list at the beginning I began to imagine an area, empty box, which
was long. I tried to imagine long items that would fit into the box. Once
I had difficulty with this task I envisioned my house. I would visually
walk around my house searching for things which were long."

Objects in
Testing Room

Explicitly reports having thought of items in the te ting room. This
trategy and Location (see above) were scored as if they were mutually
exclusive. The trategy, when reported, did not appear to have been
pursued very far, given the limited number of relevant object in the
testing room ver u the total objects typically reported per trial , and the
numerous other strategies typically mentioned by the same participant.
Example:"[ began with what was immediately in the interview room."

OtherMiscellaneous

Any strategy that happened to be reported only once or twice within
this study. Other was cored once per each different additional strategy
mentioned. Not all example are cited for each type. (a) Unknown:
Reports that items came to mind but does not implicate a strategy, a
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cause, or a source. Even a general relation per se is not implied.
Examples: (1) " .. .just popped into my head .. ." and (2) " ... things I
could think of immediately." (b) Orientation: "When I thought oflong
I would think of tall more often, since those tall objects stand out more.
I would be more likely to notice a tree in the forest or in a field than a
log." (c) Media:" I began to think of things that I had not seen directly,
but indirectly through T.V., movies, books (i.e., the Empire State
Building)." (d) Material Similarity: Wooden. (e) Physical Connection/
Close Together Spatially: One object physically connected to another;
one object normally positioned close to another, e.g., " .. . steering wheel
and gear shift ... " (f) Directed Word Priming: "Start with saying the
word 'flat' and see what comes to mind. Then say the word ' flat' again
and try to complete the object e.g. 'a flat pancake, window, sheet of
wood."' (g) Imaginal Placement of Objects: lrnaginally placed objects
on a desk. (h) Previous Conversation: Thought of items related to the
topic of a brief conversation that had taken place just prior to the
experiment. (i) Inference: "I focussed mainly on household items and
structure because I knew they had to be straight."

2.6. 7.1. Frequencies of Reports For Strategies. Figure 13 shows the frequencies
of each reported strategy type for Trial 1 and Trial 2 FE performance. The relative
frequencies of the 14 types of reported strategies remained the same from Trial 1 to Trial
2, r(l2) = .96,p = 2.99 x 10-8 (two-tailed). There was no change in the frequencies of
reported strategies from Trial 1 to Trial2, t(l3) = -0.33, SE = 0.430,p = .75 (two-tailed).
Remarkably, all of the participants for at least one of the trials reported having thought of
objects in their Location contexts. Imagery was reported by 82% of participants for Trial
1, and by 77% for Trial 2. Self-referential and embodied strategies, such as Episodic,
Personal, Mental Travel, and Self In Environment, all together, made up a considerable
number of reports. Semantic strategies were reported for at least one trial by 64% of the
participants. Nine participants (41 %) reported having thought of the shape criteria for at
least one trial, but only 4 (18%) reported a shape similarity strategy for at least one trial.
The possible reasons for the latter result are discussed next, in section 2.7.
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Figure 13. Number of reports of each type of strategy for Trial 1 and Trial 2 FE
(maximum= 22). Each type of strategy, if reported, was scored only once per participant.
except for Other strategies (see Table 21 for details).
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2. 7. Free Emission Discussion
Consistent with predictions derived from the perceptual theories (Barsalou, 1999;
Hebb, 1949), there was significant clu tering according to three-dimensional shape
subcategories when participants retrieved object names from their LTM or knowledge
systems. Shape cluster IRTs were ignificantly shorter than shape switch IRTs, at both
semantic cluster and semantic switch transitions. This pattern of IRT results is generally
consistent with the pattern of reaction time results found in lexical decision and naming
experiments involving object nouns in the studies by Schreuder et al. ( 1984) and Flores
d'Arcais et al. (1985). Furthermore, IRT durations tended to be shorter when the interobject shape similarity was higher. This association between shape similarity and IRT
occun·ed across semantic transition type (cluster vs. ·witch), size difference, verbal
response length, and , tages of output.
There was significant semantic clustering, consistent with past research. The
semantic cluster IRT speed advantage occuned across differences in shape similarity,
size difference, verbal response length, stages of output, and FE domains. However, the
semantic cluster IRT were faster at shape cluster as compared to shape switch
transition , and were faster at low as compared to high size difference transitions.
The classification results revealed extensive confounding of object shape, size,
and semantic category in peoples' organization of object knowledge. When judges sorted
object words into emantic categories, for example, those categories overlapped
significantly with the hape and size categories made by other judges on the same object
words. Those classification findings were con istent with the compositions of FE
participants' output sequences in that transitions of higher shape similarity and lower size
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difference tended to occur more frequently within the semantic cluster subsample, while
transitions of lower shape similarity and higher size difference occurred more frequently
within the semantic switch sample. Further evidence of confounding was shown in that
semantic transition, shape similarity, and size difference were all significantly con·elated
with each other, whether the units of analysis were individual inter-item transitions in FE
output lists or averaged scores from whole FE output lists. In people's knowledge or
LTM systems, then, objects within semantic categories tend to be more alike in shape and
size, and objects from different semantic categories tend to be les alike in shape and
size. The confounding between object shape and concrete semantic category is consistent
with that reported by Rosch et a!. (1976), who used other tasks and studied objects that
were generally more complex.
The correlation between shape similarity and IRT duration occurred across
domains, but was weaker in some domains than in others. For example, in the round
domain, shape similarity had a stronger correlation with IRT duration than did semantic
transition, whereas, in the flat domain, shape imilarity had a weak correlation with IRT
duration. Further experiments and more detailed analyses would be needed to find out
why the shape similarity-IRT relation is stronger in round than in flat.
The shape cluster speed advantage appeared to be stronger on the first as
compared to the second trial. Possibly, there were persistent hape activations from the
first trial that interfered with the activations in the different shape domain on the second
trial. In future research, thi apparent reduction in effect on the second trial could be
examined by comparing the shape cluster speed advantage for same-domain (round,
round) versus different-domain (round, straight) pairs of trials.
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Consistent with the simple perceptual hypothesis that [ made before can·ying out
this study, fRT durations increase as the size difference between successively-listed
objects increases. This relation occurs across changes in shape similarity, verbal response
length, and stages of output. However, the relation is primarily limited to semantic cluster
transitions. Other studies have found that size may be an important dimension within
semantic domains. For example, Chan et al. ( 1993) found that ize was a significant
dimension in the organization of a sub et of mammals from animals FE task output. Size
appears to be associated significantly with the clustering of mammal names in free recall
(FR), though the association was weaker within the birds and fish categories (Caramazza,
Hersh, & Torgerson, 1976). Using a variety of tasks, Henley ( 1969) also found that size
emerged as a significant dimension in people's organization of animal concepts, though
she did not assess directly the role of size in the FE animals clustering obtained in her
study. The question remains whether clustering and IRT effects would be shown for size
in switching between semantic categories in FE.
Size difference in the present study is a measure of the difference between two
ordinal size scores. Possibly, this difference score may incorporate more measurement
en·or than direct ratings of inter-object size difference. Of course, the pos ible limitations
in measurement are unlikely to account for why the as ·ociation between size difference
and lRT duration differed between semantic cluster and switch transitions.
The semantic clustering and lRT effects may be due to other factors. One of those
factors is object location. There i a tendency for objects in semantic clusters to be found
in the same locations (e.g., kitchen items, bathroom items, etc.). Given the fact that all of
the pmticipants in the post-task interview reported having used a search-of-locations
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strategy to retrieve objects in at least one of the two FE domains, and given that
clustering of objects by locations has been demonstrated previously in FE tasks (e.g., see
Plumert, 1994; Hirtle & Jonides, 1985), it is probably the case that some significant
portions of the IRT and clustering effects classified here as semantic transition are due to
the explicit spatial location strategy.
The pervasive use of spatial location/contextual strategies reported here is
consistent with finding from a wide variety of FE domains, including fruits, animals,
birds, vehicles, fumiture, pocket things, and other domains (Rende, 1999, cited in Rende,
Ramsberger, & Miyake, 2002; Vallee-Tourangeau, Anthony, & Austin, 1998; Walker &
Kintsch, 1985), and names of "people you know" (Bond et al., 1985; Williams & Hollan,
1981; Williams & Santos-Williams, 1980). The pervasiveness of spatial
location/contextual strategies probably reflect the adaptation of the brain' neural
systems to powerful and ubiquitou real-world con traints. A person needs to be able to
remember (or infer) where entities and objects are (or might be) located. FE tasks are in
some re pects like mental foraging, hunting, gathering, or, in modem contexts, shopping
(see the supermarket fluency/FE task, e.g., Troster et al. , L995). In these various FE tasks,
people retrieve numerous objects that are appropriate to some goal or criteria. The ability
to travel mentally through various known contexts to search, in advance, for appropriate
objects probably save a great deal of time and effort. One can think through and decide
the shortest and perhaps safest travel route to where the most appropriate and/or plentiful
objects can be found.
Moreover, people an·ange their object and environments so that things used for
the same kinds of activities are in the same locations, thus saving travel and search time.
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In their experiences, people tend to interact with s imilar things in locations that are
associated with those types of things. Hence, it is understandable that there could be
confounding of location, semantic category, shape, and size in people's output sequences
when they retrieve the names of tho e things in FE.
In their reports of strategies, few participants reported explicit attention to object
shape subcategories. Perhaps most people did not consciously engage much in shape
subcategorical strategies under these conditions. This is in contrast to the semantic
subcategorical organization that probably occurs explicitly in some FE ta ks such a

animals, and to some extent in the shape domain tasks used here. However, it is also
possible that people do tend to use shape subcategories, but that in these tasks they may
be less aware of shape as opposed to semantic categories. Performing a categorical FE
task seems to require that participant consider, at least briefly, the appropriateness of
various subcategories as members of the domain, such as reptiles, mammals, birds, and
other subcategories within animal ; or spheres, disks, cylinders, rings, and so on, within
the round domain. Poss ibly, participants thought of orne shape subcategorie in order to
check that they were listing appropriate objects, but that, in response to the question
about how they were able to list o many objects, the most productive strategyprobably, spatial location/contextual search- was reported. Another possible reason for
the low frequency of reported shape subcategory strategies is that shape ubcategory
words may not be as common, relative to semantic category labels, in people's
vocabularies, thereby reducing the chances that people would mention shape terms in
their post-task reports. Nevertheless, in answering the post-task questions, mo t FE
participants did not use more general terminology that might have implied the use of a
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shape similarity strategy, such as mentioning that some of the objects looked similar to
each other, despite the fact that imagery was commonly reported here. This suggests that
physical similarity, including in terms of shape subcategory, wa not predominant in
people's conscious thinking. Under the present task shape domain restrictions, and due to
natural confounding of semantic category with hape, explicit use of a semantic strategy
will tend to result in shape clustering. For example, many sport. items listed in the round
FE domain are spherical. If people generally are more aware of semantic categories as
compared to shape categories, then the semantic categorie

hould indeed be more salient

in people's actual FE retrieval processes and in their reports.
The open-ended nature of the post-task que tions used here ha the clear
advantage of ensuring that people' reports are not unduly influenced by the
experimenter. On the other hand, there are problem with the open-ended format. For
example, participants may have used some strategies, such as the shape subcategory
strategy, more than was hown in their responses to the open-ended questions. For a
variety of reasons, participants may not mention all the strategies that they used. In
addition, the procedure does not give an indication of how extensively each strategy was
used within a trial. These limitations could be dealt with in future research by giving
participants, after the open-ended question about methods of retrieving items, a checklist
of strategies that are known from previous research or which are of theoretical interest.
Ranking scales could be added beside each listed strategy where participants could
indicate how much each strategy was used, how effective it was, and so on .
The mean overall number of item produced by participant within seven minutes
for these FE tasks was 36.7, according to the scoring scheme used here. This is close to
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the mean of approximately 41 items produced in six-minute duration FE of other
superordinate domains (professions, clothing, sports, kitchen utensils, four-footed
animals, fruit, and crime ), obtained by Graesser and Mandler ( 1978). If, in future
research, some adjustments were made to the present FE task instructions, such as
relaxing the object and shape criteria, participants might list a larger number of objects
for the shape domains.
The quantities of items produced in the FE domains here are probably less than
ideal for the use of multiple regression analyses of item content variables (e.g., shape
similarity, size difference, semantic transition) in relation to IRT durations. For example,
the part correlation results from the main analy is on the pooled data indicated that only
approximately 7%, 3%, and 1% of the variance in IRT duration was accounted for by
semantic transition, shape similarity, and size difference, respectively (i.e., altogether,
11 %). Yet approximately 18% of the variance in IRT duration was accounted for by the
normalized rank output position variable alone. (To my knowledge, it is not yet known
what exactly constitutes a high or low amount of variance accounted for in this type of
analysis of FE output). To account for substantially more item content-related variance
IRT duration, it is probably necessary to use much broader FE domains that contain much
larger numbers of objects. For example, multiple regression analyses might show that
item content accounts for more variance in IRT durations when analyzing output
sequences from domains such as objects, animals,Joods, and others that are likely to
yield a larger number of responses per unit of time. With steeper deceleration in IRTs,
such as in the early phase of FE output or where there is a relatively low number of items
and high percentage of between-category switches, there is less variance in lRT
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explained by item content and more by output position. The much larger numbers of
items, and thus the larger number of IRTs produced per person in the broader domains,
would better facilitate the use of multiple regre sionlcorrelational analyses on individual
output lists (see Michela, 1990, for a discus ion of within-person correlational analysi ).
The proportion of variance in IRT durations accounted for by item content can
also be increased, of course, by adding more content variables. Object location would
probably account for substantial variance, given its prominence in people's post-task
reports of trategies. Other variables of interest could be obtained by having participants
label directly their own output transcripts according to their own clustering schemes.
This study was limited in focussing on the relationship between IRTs and the
explanatory variables as measured at IRT output position lag 0. Further analyses 13 could
take into account lags and leads of 1, 2, and 3, or more, within some reasonable limit. An
alternative approach would be to make measurements of IRT and shape similarity,
respectively, not just between t 1 and t2 , but also between items t 1 and t3, t 1 and t4, and so
forth, within a reasonable limit. With that information, for example, the researcher could
examine the association between inter-item shape similarity and IRTs measured between
the items at those distances. The analysis of inter-item distances (e.g., see Friendly, 1979)
could also replace the popular clustering measures, such as ARC, which measure only the
directly adjacent (i.e., lag I for items) relations between items in the output sequences.
In sum, this FE study revealed significant shape organizational effects in people's
retrieval of everyday objects from their LTM or knowledge base. The post-task reports
revealed an exten ive and pervasive use of search-of- patial-locations/context strategies,
suggesting that human memory for everyday objects is strongly organized by object
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location-a finding that wa consistent with past research that used other FE domains.
This study also revealed extensive confounding of shape, size, and semantic variables in
people's clas ifications and retrieval outputs of objects. Some of that confounding was
untangled statistically in the multiple regression analyses on individual IRTs in FE
outputs. However, to arrive at more confident conclusion about the role of object shape
in memory organization, it is still necessary to isolate shape from the size, semantic, and
other variables, experimentally. The influence of those other variables can be largely
removed through careful selection and composition of object lists that are then used in a
free recall (FR) study. Hence, the next study set out to examine shape organization under
the experimental controls available in the standard FR methodology.
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2.8. Study 2: Free Recall (FR) Review
2.8.1. Problems in Previous Recall Studies of Perceptual Clustering
In this review, I examine the methodological problems and issues in previou
studies that examined perceptual category clustering in free recall (FR). I discuss how
these issues affect our interpretation of the clustering results. Some of the studies
mentioned below dealt with perceptual category clustering only incidentally, and were
not designed to address the issues raised in this review. Nonethe less, the examination of
these issues and problems touches upon general principles that are of concern to anyone
who is attempting to assess and interpret the results of any FR stud y, not just those
focussing on perceptual variables.

2.8.2. Organizational Effects in Standard Versus Non-Standard FR
In standard FR, no hints, cues, or instructions concerning organizational strategies
are given, and the items are presented in randomized or otherwise unblocked order with
respect to the experimenter-defined categories or associations in the list (Kausler, 1974;
Murphy & Puff, 1982). Due to the open-ended nature of standard FR, clustering that
occurs according to the experimenter-defined categories or associations can be attributed
to the natural preexisting organizational tendencies of the participants.
On the other hand. some non-standard recall paradigms that use organizational
aids often boost the levels of clustering beyond what is obtained under standard FR
conditions. For list containing semantic categorie , clustering in recall is usually
increased, relative to the clustering found in standard FR conditions, by instructions to
use the categories to aid memory (Gershberg & Shimamura, 1995; Gollin & Sharps,
1988; Miotto et al., 2006), or by blocking the items by category (Cofer, Bruce, &
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Reicher, 1966; Gollin & Sharps, 1988; Puff, 1966), or by categorical or property cuing
(Cisse & Heth, 1989). Freely sorting items (printed on cards) into groups during study
can also lead to higher clustering in recall and increased awareness of the categories, as
compared to standard FR encoding of randomly ordered items (Hasselhom, 1992). In free
sorting, participants are not told the categories but are told to organize, and they are able
to physically mTange the items in a blocked (non-random) format.
Consistent with the findings for semantic categories, statistically significant
increases in secondary clu tering have been found for perceptual category list in
conditions with category information or cues (Hudson, 1968, l 969; Wood & Underwood,
1967) and categorical blocking (Wood & Underwood, l 967), as compared to tandard FR
conditions. Hudson (1968, 1969) did not report whether the low levels of apparently
above-chance clustering observed in the standard FR condition were significantly above
chance. The standard FR (random-presentation, no-cuing) condition in Wood and
Underwood ( 1967) did not produce above-chance clustering of items by noun referent
colour category. Stukuls (1975) found that participants who tudied an array of 24 objects
that was divided into three framed ubsections (i.e., spatial blocking of items) had
significantly higher spatial regional clustering in recall than did participants who saw the
array of objects without the framed subsections. Clustering by spatial region was
significantly above chance in the array-without-sub ections (unblocked) condition when
participants were given adequate study time (Stukuls, 1975).
Conditions involving categorical cuing or instructions to use categories also
appear to increase the difference between cluster- and switch IRT durations, relative to
the difference obtained in standard FR, for semantic categories (Kellas, Ashcraft,
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Johnson, & Needham, 1973; Patterson et al., 1971; Pollio et al., 1969). Because this
increase might also occur in the recall of perceptual category lists, it is necessary to first
establi h whether or not the speed advantage within clusters occurs for the perceptual
categories in standard FR.
The above evidence indicates that blocking, cuing, and instructions to organize all
normally have the effect of increasing clustering for the experimenter-defined categories
beyond what would be obtained on the basis of participants' own unaided organizational
tendencie in standard FR. These effects occur for both semantic and perceptual
categories. Although organizational aids can be useful methodological tools in the study
of memory organization, when the objective of the research is to study people's natural
pre-ex isting organi zational tendencies with regard to a particular type of category
information, one must examine how tho e tendencies emerge in tandard FR.

2.8.3. Nuisance Associations
Nuisance associations are unintended, unwanted associations and similarities
between items within a list. They are present to some extent in all FR lists of the usual
lengths, particularly those that contain meaningful items, such as the names of common
objects. Items that can be linked by nuisance associations tend to cluster in recall, such
that the null hypothe i assumption of chance level clustering in recall is violated to some
extent for the target categories of interest.
Wood's and Underwood's (I 967) list contained items from different colour
categories, but several of the items were also foods [e.g., rice (white), corn (yellow),

bean (green), and beet (red)]. Participants are likely to become aware of the food items
and to cluster them in recall. Food ite ms have several overlapping features and share
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location and action associations. Consequently, the probability that those items will
cluster in colour categories in recall is greatly reduced. These types of nuisance
associations would interfere with clustering within perceptual categories such as smelly,

round. soft, white, and small things (Bousfield & Puff, 1964; Hud on, 1968, 1969).
Several strong semantic categories of items (food, animal, clothing, etc.), other perceptual
categories, and phonologically- and orthographically-similar words, were also included
together in the lists used in the studie cited above. It is not surprising, then, that the
clustering by the target categories in these studies was, generally, low or minimal.
There were also some within-category nuisance associations. Among Wood' s and
Underwood's (1967) green items, bean and spinach, and other plant items, would tend to
inflate clustering within the target perceptual categories. Thus, some clustering may occur
within the perceptual categories that is actually due to other associations.
In preparing lists of meaningful words for use in FR studies, it is practically
impossible to remove all nuisance associations. Researchers can minimize nuisance
associations by carefully selecting and compo ing item sets; by using multiple
randomizations so that no particular pairings of items occur substantially more often than
others; by using more than one item set; and by other methods.

2.8.4. Uncontrolled Interactions Between Different Clustering Schemes
Uncontrolled interactions between category types may have also occurred in the
recall of lists composed deliberately by the researchers such that items can be clustered
according to more than one experimenter-defined scheme. While this methodology can be
useful in comparing the strengths of different schemes, the results are difficult to interpret
without first knowing the main effect levels of clustering for each scheme in isolation.
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Robertson and Ellis (1987) examined FR of 36 faces (i.e., photos) of famous males from
a variety of professions (e.g., actor, athlete, etc.), finding that clustering in recall was
above chance for profession, but below chance for face shape categorie . The initial
finding of below-chance clustering for face hapes was scored based on two very coarse
shape categories (round versus thin). To obtain more refined classifications, Robert on
and Ellis (1987) then assigned a group of judges to classify the same 36 face stimuli
according to face shape categories. This time, using the new classifications for the
analysis of the above recall data, the researchers found that the face shape categories did
have a "minor role" in recall organization. Yet, the face shape clustering results are not
entirely clear because of possible competition between the face and profession schemes.
Uncontrolled facilitation is also possible between alternative schemes included in
the same list. Moar ( 1977) found significant clustering according to shape categorie
(triangular, square, and circular item ) in the standard written FR of the names of linedrawn object that had been displayed in randomized positions on a study sheet grid. In
addition, significant clustering by each of semantic, size, and colour categories was found
in recall of other items on other study sheet . Clustering did not reach significance for
either phonemic or spatial orientation categories. Significant patial proximity clustering
was also obtained in every study sheet condition. One limitation in this procedure was
that the items on a tudy sheet could have been studied or attended selectively in
sequence by obvious category (e.g., shape), which is a systematic rather than randomlyordered encoding sequence. Hence, the study sheet layout may be used as an external aid
to boost organization. A visual presentation of a list of to-be-recalled words, with all the
words presented simultaneously for study, can also encourage visual sorting during
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encoding (Puff, Murphy, & Fenera, 1977).
Moar ( 1977) also confounded some of the known feature with the depicted
features of the objects. For example, large objects (e.g., house) were depicted in 5.1 cm

2

2

pictures, medium-sized objects (e.g., pram) were depicted in 2.6 cm pictures, and small
2

objects (e.g., cup) were depicted in 1.3 cm pictures, respectively. The size clustering
could be due to the depicted size , the known sizes, or a mixture of both. Likewise, the
shape clustering could be due to the known hapes, the depicted shapes, or both. The
same problem of confounding occuned in the colour condition. Moar's ( L977) results
suggest the presence of perceptual categorical organization in memory, but the confounds
between depicted and known feature complicate the interpretation of the results.
Frost ( 1972) and others (Hunt & Love, 1972; Stine, Benham, & Smith, 1987)
found greater semantic than depicted-orientation clustering in verbal FR of the names of
line-drawn objects. In these studies, each object was drawn in one of four orientation
categories: horizontal, vertical, slanted left, or slanted right. These same items also came
from four semantic categories: animals, clothing, furniture, and vehicles. The items
chosen were very strong and familiar examples of their semantic category- a
manipulation that could have reduced the effect for orientation. In addition, the depicted
orientations in Frost' s ( 1972) study were arbitrary (e.g., a car drawn on a slant). Hence,
the comparison between semantic and orientation clustering cannot be interpreted
straightforwardly. Despite these problems, orientation clustering was significant in each
of these studies, except for one condition in Frost's (1972) Experiment 2. This condition
first engaged participants in practice recall of the names of eight practice pictures that
were shown. The problem is that an eight item list is so brief that participants can learn
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many of the items imply by rote, in the presented order. Serial organization is a n01mal
tendency in FR (Mandler & Dean, 1969). Indeed, there is significantly more serial
ordering in FR of such brief lists than (a) would be expected by chance (Nairne, Riegler,
& Serra, 1991), and (b) would be found in recall of longer lists (Bousfield & Abramczyk,

I 966; Jahnke, 1965). Frost's practice recall task (1972, Exp. 2) may have increased
participants' tendency to u e serial organization in the 16-item test trial. This cou ld
explain why, in the test trial of Experiment 2, orientation and semantic clustering were
lower for the practice recall group relative to another group that had received a practice
orientation recognition test of eight practice pictures.
In an earlier study, Frost (1971) also found significant clustering by depicted
orientation 14 category in individually-tested participants' verbal FR of the names of I inedrawn objects. In that study, Frost did not include alternative organizational schemes in
the stimulus list. Frost's ( 1971) orientation clustering results appear to be valid.

15

2.8.5. Within-Category Coherence
In the lists used in previous tudies, some categories seemed to be overly broad,
containing very diverse exemplars, and thus seemed to lack intemal coherence. Bousfield
and Puff ( 1964) classified the words bracelet. helmet. balloon, and platter, for example,
as "round" items, despite the heterogenous three-dimensional shapes of the referent
objects. Likewise,jreckles, beet. brick, and tongue, were assigned as "red" (Wood &
Underwood, 1967); and dqffodil, sardine, cinnamon, and hospital, were all assigned as
"smelly" (Bousfield & Puff, 1964). For simi lar coherence problems within categories, see
Hudson (1968, 1969). It is plausible that the low levels of within-category coherence
could have contributed to the fact that clu tering for those categories was low or null.
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2.8.6. Between-Category Contrast and Alignment
Categorical clustering may be stronger within a high contrast list than within a
low contrast list. For example, a list containing rectangular, circular, and triangular
categories may yield higher clustering than one containing rectangle of three lightly
different length-width ratios. In addition, between-category alignment (e.g., see Hunt &
McDaniel, 1993; Medin, Goldstone, & Gentner, 1993) may be important for contrast
between categories in FR organization. Contrast may be higher when the categories are
all or mostly aligned with respect to some common dimension, such as shape in the above
examples. However, if a list consists of mixed categories, such as rectangular things, blue
things, and heavy things, there is no direct or obvious alignment and no clear contrast
between the categories. In past research, lists have been used in which perceptual
categories- such as white, round, so.ft. smelly, and small (Bou field & Puff, 1964;
Hudson, 1968, 1969)- have been mixed in with semantic and/or ad hoc categories
(Einstein & Hunt, 1980; Hodge & Otani, 1996; Hunt & Einstein, 1981; Kroes & Libby,
1971, 1973; McDaniel, Einstein, & Lollis, 1988). Consequently, the categories within
those mixed-category lists did not seem alignable in any coherent respect, and perhaps
did not contrast with respect to one another. In the conditions where participants were not
instructed to organize the items by categories, the lack of alignment may have led to low
clustering for those types of mixed list . Alignment may be especially important for
perceptual category clustering according to a single feature, where it is usually the case
that for items within the target categories to cluster, participants must switch across
numerous other categories.
Despite those limitation , some of the clustering scores were low to moderate, and
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in some cases were significantly above chance. In the study by Hodge and Otani (1996),
participants who were given individual item processing instructions, such as pleasantne s
rating, or familiarity rating, or individual image generation, had clustering scores that
were significantly above chance, with mean ARCs of .220, .214, and .116, respectively.
Of course, those mean clustering scores are for the mixed lists; the level of clustering for
the ensory-perceptual categories in those lists was not reported.

2.8. 7. Ambiguous Words
Many words used in secondary perceptual clustering studies were polysemous
with respect to category membership. For example, items that were included in the round
category (see Bousfield & Puff, 1964; also see Hudson, 1968, 1969), such as belly,

balloon, and bracelet. each happen to vary widely in shape, depending on the exemplar
and the context. Belly may also have been construed as a member of the soft category in
Bousfield and Puff's (1964) list. Wood and Underwood (1967) included bracelet in the
colour category yellow, though bracelets occur in a variety of colours; gold, silver, or
other metallic colours are probably more common than yellow. There was also

homophony, with great differences in meaning, such that some nouns did not even refer
exclusively to objects: Was derby understood to be a black hat, as Wood and Underwood
( 1967) intended, or was it understood to be a sporting event? In the studies cited above,
instructions referred only to "words" to be recalled, with no mention that the words were
intended to refer to objects. A test of perceptual clustering by the experimenter-defined
categories requires that participants activate the appropriate object representations. The
presence of lexical ambiguity makes interpreting the clustering score problematic,
because participants may represent the items in ways that the experimenter did not.
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2.8.8. Dominance and Typicality Levels
Exemplar dominance and typicality levels tend to con·elate with levels of
clustering in FR. Dominance, or taxonomic frequency, usuall y refers to the percentage of
participants in a sample who give a specific word as a response to a pre ented noun. To
the stimulus category animal, dog i high, and emu is low, in response dominance.
Bousfield, Cohen, and Whitmarsh ( 1958) showed that, for semantic categories, nouns of
high dominance cluster significantly more than do those of low dominance. Bousfield and
Puff (1964) found s ignificant clustering for high but not low dominant smelly items fe.g.,

manure (h igh), hospital (low)]. Low perceptual clustering in some stud ie (Bousfield &
Puff, 1964; Hudson, 1968, 1969; Kroes & Libby, 1971, 1973; Wood & Underwood,
1967) may have been due to the low-to-moderately dominant items used. These items
were obtained from one normative set produced by participants who were instructed
explicitly to generate a "sensory" word associate for each noun . timulus (Underwood &
Richardson, 1956). A procedure that required participants to produce sensory associate
would probably elicit more frequent sensory associates than would the standard word
association procedure. However, standard word association norms are more relevant to
the standard FR procedure, which al o does not require people to think of sensory
propetties. The dominance levels obtained from the sensory associate procedure are
probably overestimated as compared to standard word association and . tandard FR.

Typicality can refer to how well an exemplar represent its category or property
type, as rated on an ordinal scale by partic ipants. T ypicality can also refer to the number
of features that an exemplar tends to share with other members of the same category as
assessed from participants' feature listing, with higher typicality of an exemplar indicated
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by that exemplar's greater feature overlap with other category members. For example,
using either a rating scale or a feature overlap measure, robin would generally be
considered by most people to be more typical than penguin for the category bird. For the
category round, wheel may be rated high, whereas bracelet may be rated low, on
typicality (Katz, 1981, 1983). Exemplars that are high in typicality cluster more than
those that are low in typicality in FR of lists containing semantic categories (Bjorklund,
L988; Cisse & Heth, 1989; Hassel hom, 1992; Kahana & Wingfield, 2000). Typicality

may also influence levels of perceptual category clustering. Although typicality ratings
were, apparently, not consulted in electing items for previous perceptual category
clustering studie , it is possible that low typicality may have been one of the factors that
contributed to reduced levels of clustering in any of the perceptual category clustering
studies mentioned in thi review.

2.8.9. Adequate Recall is a Prerequisite for Valid Clustering Assessment
Adequacy of recall is a major concem in assessing categorical clustering results
(Murphy & Puff, 1982). Obviously, a cluster for any given category cannot occur unless
at least two items from that category are reported in recall output. I have argued that a
valid assessment of clustering requires a minimum average of approximately two or more
items recalled per category (for details, see Appendix G). In Kroes' and Libby's (1973)
study of children's FR of a mixed list containing semantic and perceptual categorie ,
where the perceptual categories were round things and white things, the overall mean
number of items recalled per perceptual category was less than two. Other recall studies
have assessed young children ' s clustering by shape (Melkman, Tversky, & Baratz, 1981)
and colour categorie of objects or pictures (Melkman eta!., 1981; Melkman & Deutsch,
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1977; Perlmutter & Ricks, 1979; Sodian, Schneider, & Perlmutter, 1986). A i common
with young children, recall in these studies was very low-in many conditions below an
average of two items per category-and categorical clustering was usually quite low for
the younger groups (i.e., children in the 3 to 6 years of age range). Caution must be
maintained in drawing conclusions about categorical clustering in these cases.
In testing undergraduates, Zimmer (1989, Experiments 1 and 3) did not find clear
secondary clustering for shape categories in standard written FR of object nouns (for a
summary of those results, see Appendix H). His shape categorie included pheroid,
triangular, rod/post-like, flat rectangular, block-like, ring-like, disks, and string-like. In
his Experiment 2, standard written FR of slide photos of objects was used, and that list
was presented twice. Zimmer's study lists contained four exemplars per category; there
were 8, 6, and 7 shape categories in Experiments 1, 2, and 3, respective ly. Applying my
recall adequacy criteria of a minimum mean of 2 items per category to Zimmer's li ts
(Exps. l-3) gives a minimum recall of 50%. Clustering by shape category was rather low,
but above chance level (zero)

16

,

when standard mean recall was 58% (Experiment I, Trial

2, standard FR, mean ARC= .13) and 68% (Experiment 2, standard FR, mean ARC=
.12), but there was approximately chance clustering (zero) in conditions where mean
recall was 51 % or under 50%. For Zimmer's eight reported conditions involving the
shape lists (see Appendix H), the correlation between the mean hape clustering (ARC)
and mean proportion recalled scores was r(6) = .90, p = .003 (two-tailed). This rai e the
possibility that Zimmer's (1989) results for shape may be partly accounted for by the

mean levels of recall in each condition. However, the issue is not clear because, for
Zimmer's ( 1989) Experiment 1, individual persons' shape clustering (ARC) were not
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significantly con·elated with their recall scores. In any case, obtaining clearly adequate
recall should give clearer results.

2.8.10. Summary of Methodological Issues in Previous Studies
Problems in previous recall stud ies that limited the interpretation of the perceptual
clustering result included (a) numerous strong nuisance associations; (b) possible
interaction effects (competition or facilitation) between different clustering schemes
within the same list; (c) low within-category coherence, (d) lack of contrast and
alignment between categories; (e) ambiguous words, with uncertain category membership
for many items; (f) low exemplar dominance and probably low typicality; and (g)
inadequate levels of recall. Any one of these problems could disrupt or obscure a true
perceptual clustering effect, and many of the studies reviewed had multiple problems.
Despite these challenge , there were some suggestions of moderate perceptual category
clustering, including by depicted orientation (Frost, 1971 ) and shape (Moar, 1977).
Reducing the various problems should help to provide clearer tests of clu tering.

2.9. Study 2: Free Recall (FR) of Noun Lists Containing Object Shape Categories
2.9.1. Overview and Predictions
In thi

tudy, each individually-tested participant heard and later recalled freely a

randomi zed list of object nouns that could be clustered by four shape categories. Standard
FR instructions were used (i.e., with no cu ing, no instructions to organize, no mention of
any categories, etc.). After a two-minute distracter task, the participant recalled aloud as
many of the object names as he or she could recall. Each patticipant completed four of
these study-distracter-recall trials. After the end of the fourth trial, the researcher

-------------

---- -~------
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interviewed the participant regarding memory proce ses and organizational scheme used
during the FR task.
To assess the generality of any shape organizational effects arising in recall, three
different lists of objects were used. Four levels of restricted-random order were used for
the three lists, with each level containing less than the chance level of same- hape pairs.
One level had zero (0) same-shape pairs and the others had 1, 2, or 3 same-shape pairs,
respectively. The design of this experiment included the within-subjects factor Trials (4)
and the between-subjects factors Lists (3) and Number of Same-Shape Pairs in the Study
List (4 ). Interactions between these variables were not of theoretical interest.
Perceptual theories were u ed to make everal predictions. When recall levels are
adequate, people should show significantly above-chance mean shape clustering. Mean
shape cluster IRTs should be significantly faster than mean switch IRTs. In response to
open-ended questions in a post-experiment interview, people should report that their
thought and memory processes in the experiment involved imagery (i.e., suggesting
activation of perceptual areas of the brain). People's repmts of organizational schemes
other than shape should include other perceptual similarities, spatial and contextual
relation , action relation , and experiential or episodic schemes. As would be expected
for any type of clustering, those people who happen to become aware of the shape
imilarities between items should show higher shape clustering than those who are
unaware or partially aware of the shape similarities. Becau e all of these results had been
obtained in a previous FR pilot study (n

= 6; Mattless, 2003, unpublished). the researcher

had reason to expect that they would be replicated in the present study.
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2.10. Methods
2.10.1. Participants
Thi11y-five Memorial University students took part in this FR experiment. The
majority were enrolled in a first-year psychology course and the remainder were
undergraduate psychology students. Data from 2 participants were excluded due to a
combination of problems

17
,

leaving a total of 33 ( 17 females, 16 males; median age= 18).

All participants were volunteers who were paid for their time, and were treated in
accordance with the ethical guidelines as mentioned in the FE study. None of the
participants had done FR or FE tasks before, and none had heard the critical information
about objects, shapes, clustering, and o on. 18

2.10.2. FR Conditions
Each individually-tested person completed four tudy-distracter-recall trials of a
single list of 20 object names. The list items were presented in different random-restricted
sequences on each trial. Three different object word lists were crossed by four different
numbers of same-shape pairs in the study list. Lists and numbers of same-shape pairs
were between-subjects factors. Each person was assigned randomly to list and number of
same-shape pairs groups, with the constraint that there would be approximately equal
numbers of people, and of males and females, per group.

2.10.3. Setting
The testing room and its contents were similar to those described previously for
the FE study. The experimenter and participant were seated at the table at a 90° angle to
each other, with the participant to the left of the experimenter.
Two of the participants each linked two or three items in memory as "things in the
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room." Therefore, the e items, from an initial version of List 3, were removed and
rep laced for the main version of List 3 presented to subsequent pa1ticipants (see
Appendix I for the Note under Table I3 for List 3 ). For List 1, wire was present for the
clip-on microphone and for the audio recorders. However, no participant in this study
mentioned the presence of the wires having affected their recall or organization.

2.10.4. Lists
Three different lists were composed. Each list had five exemplars in each of four
shape categories (see Appendix I). The majority of the object names were obtained from
the previous FE study and from other previous pilot work. The four categories in each list
were of imple three-dimensional shapes, as follows. List 1: spheres, string-like things,
long pointed cylinders, and flat rectangles (not long); List 2: cones, long cylinders (not
pointed), block-like rectangular forms, and disks; List 3: ring , flat rectangles (slightly
long), string- or strip-like things, and medium-long cylinders. Using three different lists
provided an opportunity to gauge the generality of the result . No specific differences
were predicted between lists, categories, or exemplars used.
The items had the following characteristics: moderately high mean typicality; low
exemplar variability with respect to shape and low lexical ambiguity; a name that was not
simply a hape name (e.g., not simply ball, cone, etc.); low mean shape word association
strength (see section 2.11.10 for details); not difficult to pronounce; and familiar to
participants. Asse sments of item characteristics, such as shape typicality, word length,
and object size, are presented in Appendix J.
The following considerations guided the process of composing the lists:

1. Nuisance associations, especially those within shape categories, should be minimized.
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(Location, activity, and semantic associations, and strong word associations were
especially avoided). 2. Items within a category should be reasonably similar but not
identical to each other in hape. 3. Shape categories should contrast with each other on at
least one major shape feature (e.g., curvature/straightness, elongation/shortness,
thickne slflatness); overlap of shape features between categorie should be minimized.
4. Mean item characteristics (e.g., word association strengths, typicality, size, word
length, etc.) should not differ systematically between categories.

2.10.5. Same-Shape Pairs and Restricted Randomization of Study List
To assess the possible influence of the study list same-shape pairs on shape
clustering in recall, four different between-subject levels of same-shape pairs were used,
including either 0, 1, 2, or 3 pairings of same-shape items in the study list. These numbers
of same-shape pairings are less than the chance level, which is four (4 ), in a list having 20
items with 5 exemplars in each of 4 categories.
To reduce the influence of nuisance associations and to en ure that items and
categories were not confounded with position in the lists, over lOO different restrictedrandom orders for these lists were used in this study. Each participant received a different
restricted-random order of items in the study list for each trial, though the number of
same-shape pairs in the study list was held constant across trials for each participant.
The list randomizations involved numerous restrictions. No same-shape item
pairing was permitted within the first three or last three items of a list. ln the study lists
containing more than one same-shape pairing, no same-shape pairings were ever joined
to each other to form a larger cluster, and there were general ly several items intervening
between one same-shape pairing and another. Also, there was never more than one
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pairing of specific same-shape items per shape category in a study li t. Shape categories
were also counterbalanced as much as possible with respect to the order in which their
exemplar pairings occurred, and the frequency with which they occurred, within and
across participant ' study list sets. The recurrence of particular arne-shape pairings was
not permitted within the set of four trials for the same participant, and such pairings were
counterbalanced as much as possible between participants.
For a given participant's set of four study list randomizations, any obvious
recurrence between trials of specific item pairings were remTanged to avoid the
repetition. In addition, any obvious recun·ence between trial of an item in a specific list
position was moved to a different position to avoid the repetition. The recurrence from
one trial 's sequence to the next of any item in the first or last position of a list was not
permitted.
Many of these restrictions, along with others mentioned under Lists, make the test
of clustering by shape a conservative one. Given the natural tendency for people to
organize some items in recall based on inter-item proximity or adjacency in the study list
(e.g., Kahana, 1996; Mandler & Dean, 1969), particularly those items from the early part
of the list, shape clustering in thi study should tend to be slightly below chance if it is
true that shape clustering does not occur.

2.10.6. Procedures for FR and the Distracter Interval
Each individually-tested participant completed four trials of standard FR.
For each trial, following instructions, the participant heard the list, performed a
distracter task, and then recalled the list. Standard FR instruction given
immediately prior to Trial l list presentation informed the participants that they
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would hear a list of the names of objects, and that they would later be asked to
recall as many of the object names as they could (for the detailed instructions, see
Appendix K). To reduce perceptual distractions and nuisance mnemonics
involving the spatial layout of the testing room, pmticipants were also asked to
close their eyes during the study and recall phases. In presenting the list, the
experimenter read aloud the object names at a rate of 5 s between word onsets
(i.e., the same rate as used in Zimmer, 1989, Experiment 1). During a 2-minute
interval between study and recall phase , the participant, with eyes open, counted
aloud backwards by threes, continually, from a different large number on each
trial (some participants counted back from 400, 600, 800, 1000; others counted
back from 300, 500, 700, 900). After this, the panicipant was instructed to recall
as many of the object names as possible. The spoken recall was recorded using the
same equipment as was used in the previous FE study. Each of the four trials
followed this same format.
The Trial I instructions asked participants to "think of' each named object as it
was being read. Testing the hypotheses regarding a shape clustering effect requires the
activation of object representations. Thus, participants should think of items as objects,
not as actions or activities (e.g., nail, volleyball); and they should not merely focus on
phonology or other surface properties of the words.

2.1 0. 7. Post-Experiment Interview.
Interview questions followed the fourth recall trial. The interview was divided
into three stages. These included ( I) responses to open-ended question , about thought
and memory processes, (2) sorting the cards that bore the object names into remembered

------·----------------------------------------------------------
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groups, and (3) specific questions about awareness of the shape similarities among the
objects in the list.

2.10.7.1. Thought and Memory Processes During the FR Experiment. The
following open-ended questions were asked to elicit spoken answers:
1. Describe what went through your mind while you were hearing the objects'
names being presented.
2. De. cribe what went through your mind while you were recalling the objects'
names.
3. Yom recall of the list improved over trials. Besides the benefits of practice and
hearing the list more than once, to what do you attribute your improvement over
trials?

Answers were obtained for each question before the subsequent question was asked. For
vague answers, such as "Some objects were related in my mind," the experimenter sought
clarification by asking a follow-up question (e.g., " ln what way were they related?"). The
experimenter did not audio record this stage or subsequent tages of the interview, but
instead took notes while the participant answered.

2.10.7.2. Sorting the Items into Groups and Describing Them. ln this task, the
participant was shown a deck of cards bearing the names of the 20 objects from the list
that he or she had recalled and was asked to sort the cards into group · according to how
the items went together in memory during the experiment. The deck of cards was not
present in the testing room until the experimenter brought it in for this task. For each
participant, the deck had already been reshuffled thoroughly into random order. In
introducing the task, the experimenter spread the cards around in a loose, disorderly pile
on the table and then began the instructions:
These are the names of all the objects from the list. The task is to sort them into
groups according to how they went together in your memory during the
experiment. Any items that didn't seem to go together with other items in your
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memory can be put aside as miscellaneous. Let me know if you have any
questions, and please let me know when you are finished.

Once the sorting was finished, the experimenter asked: "Can you describe to me the
nature of your groupings, how the objects in each of your groupings went together in
your memory? Start with any group you wi h." The experimenter then diagrammed the
groupings and took notes on the descriptions and labels provided by the participant.

2.10.7.3. Questions About Awareness of the Shape Categories. If the participant
did not report awareness of the experimenter-defined shape similarities or categories in
the previou question. and sorting tasks, the following question was asked. Q I. "Did you
notice during the experiment that all the objects could be grouped together in memory
according to different shape categories?" If the participant answered " yes" to Question 1,
or had already mentioned, prior to Question 1, an awareness of the shape similarities,
then Question 2 was asked. Q2. "Around what phase in the experiment did you notice
the shape similaritie ?" If the answer to Question 1 was "no," then Que tion 3 was
asked. Q3. "Did you notice some shape similarities between some items during the
experiment?" If the answer to Question 3 was "yes," then Question 2 was asked. The
person's session finished with debriefing.

2.10.8. Measurement and Scoring
After the end of an individual's session, the experimenter transcribed the recorded
output sequences for the purpose of scoring and measurement. Recall, clustering,
subjective organization, IRTs, qualitative responses to post-task interview questions. and
sorted groupings, were all assessed . The scoring of the post-experiment interview
responses is described later in the Re ults, section 2.11.6.
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2.10.8.1. Recall. An item was considered to have been recalled correctly where it
was reported for the first time within a given recall trial; a later repeat of the item was not
counted. Repeats made up 3.7% of the total items reported. A word substitution was
counted as a correct recall if the referent was sufficiently similar to the target item in
shape and meaning. For example, "coffin" was judged as an acceptable substitute for
casket, as was "checkerboard" for chessboard, "pen" for pencil, and so on. These
acceptable substitutions made up only 0.9% of the total recall, and most (65%) of them
were produced by only one participant. Reported items that were not clear substitutes for
an item from the study list were treated as eJTors. Such errors, called intrusions, were rare
(0.5% of the total recall), and were either misinterpretations or associates of list items.

2.10.8.2. Clustering. Two different measures of categorical clustering were used:
the Adjusted Ratio of Clustering (ARC; Roenker et al., 1971 ), and the Modified Ratio of
Repetition (MRR; reviewed in Murphy, 1979). The ARC ranges from a maximum of+ l
to a minimum of - 1, and has a chance level of 0 (zero). The MRR ranges from a
maximum of I to a minimum of 0 (zero), with a chance level that varies. Formulae for
the ARC and MRR are presented in Appendix F. Discussions of these widely-used
measures, and justifications for preferring them over a variety of others, are provided in
Murphy ( 1979) and Murphy and Puff ( 1982).
A categorical repetition was scored when two consecutive correctly recalled items
were reported from the same experimenter-defined shape category. Problematic items
such as repeats and enors were treated differently in scoring clustering according to ARC
and MRR schemes. For the MRR, problematic items were simply excluded from the
analysis. For the ARC, problematic items were included to account mathematically for
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the po itions that they occupied, but were not scored as clusters (for further details, see
the FE study, section 2.5.5.2.).
The MRR chance estimates for low levels of recall (5, 6, and 7 items recalled)
were found to be inaccurate. After carrying out numerous randomizations of lists of those
lengths, I found that the MRR chance f01mula was not accurate for those low levels of
recall. I therefore used the means ba ed on numerous actual randomizations as the chance
estimates for those low levels of recall (see Appendix L for details).

2.10.8.3. Subjective Organization. Pellegrino's (197 1) bidirectional pairwise
measure of subjective organization (Tulving, 1962), sometimes labelled as ARC', was
used to assess the level of recurrence of individual pairings of items from one recall
output trial to the next. This measure does not discriminate between pairings of items in
terms of categorical content. Rather, it captures the recLmence of any pairings of
individual items on output Trial t + 1 that were paired on output Trial t. I will refer to this
measure as SO-ARC . Justifications for choosing this measure over others can be found in
Murphy and Puff ( 1982). The SO-ARC ranges from a low of - 1 to a high of+ I and has a
chance value of zero. The formula is shown in Appendix M.
An intertrial repetition was scored for each pairing of items that occurred together
on output Trial t and output Trial t + 1• For example, if the item sequence abcdef occurred
in Trial I recall output, and ghfedbci occurred in Trial 2 recall output, three bi-directional
pairings (fe, ed, and be) recurred. Problematic items such as repeats and errors, when they
intenupted a recall trial output series, were included as regular items in the scoring
scheme used here for the SO-ARC. Excluding these items, in my judgment, would have
led to some dubious scores, particularly for trials having low recall.
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2.10.8.4. lnterresponse Times (IRTs). IRTs were measured, at the millisecond
level, from the onset of one word to the onset of the next word in the output sequence.
Wavesurfer (Sjolander & Beskow, 2004) software was used in making these
measurements, as described for the FE study previously.

2.11. Results
2.11.1. A Note on the Design and Analyses
The design structure of this study would normally suggest the use of a three-way
(3 x 4 x 4) ANOVA on the between-subjects factors Lists (3) and Number of SameShape Pairs in the Study List (4), and the within-subjects factor Trials (4). However, that
was not the intention of including the various conditions. Were such an analysis to be
conducted with this N

= 33 sample, there would be a mean of only 2.75 participants per

cell (i.e., 33 I 12), which does not give a sufficient basis for drawing conclusions from the
test of the three-way interaction. It was feasible to analyze the data in separate ANOY As,
one of them on Trials x Lists, and the other on Trials x Number of Same-Shape Pair .
These two-way ANOYAs were carried out on scores for recall, ARC clustering, and
subjective organization (SO-ARC), respectively. No significant interactions were
obtained. Therefore, in the Results subsections below for recall, clustering, and subjective
organization, the results for three separate one-way ANOY As are presented, providing
information about the main effects.

2.11.2. Recall
The number of items recalled increased with successive trials (see Table 22), F(3,
96) = 154.63, MSE = 1.884, p = 1.25 x 10·36 ,

r{ = .83. The number of same-shape pairs in
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the study list was not associated with mean recall, F(3, 29)
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= 0.49, MSE = 6.288, p = .69.

The difference between the lists on participants' mean recall approached significance,

F(2, 30) = 2.92, MSE = 5.347, p

= .07. Specifically, the List 2 group had higher mean

recall (M = 14.33) than the List 1 group (M = 11.98), a difference that was nearly
significant according to the Tukey HSD post hoc test (q = 3.35, p

= .055).

2.11.3. Clustering
The mean shape clustering ARC score for each trial is shown in Table 22.
Above-chance shape clustering was nearly significant on Trial l, t(32) = 1.647, SD
0.283, p
t(32)

=

= .0547 (one-tailed) 19 , rf = .08, and significant on subsequent trials !Trial 2,

= 3.81, SD =0.264, p = .0003 (one-tailed), rf = .31; Trial3, t(32) = 3.86, SD =

0.232, p = .0003 (one-tailed),
tailed),

rf = .32; Trial4, t(32) = 3.68, SD =0.344, p = .0004 (one-

rf = .30]. Similar results were found in comparing MRR obtained versus chance

clustering [Trial I t(32)

= 1.50, SD =0.275, p = .072 (one-tailed), rf = .07; Trial 2 t(32)

= 3.32, SD = 0.201, p = .001 (one-tailed), rf = .26; Trial 3 t(32) = 3.28, SD = 0.178, p =
.001 (one-tailed),

rf = .25; Trial4 t(32) = 3.46, SD =0.260, p = .0008 (one-tailed), rf =

.271. There was close agreement between ARC and MRR obtained scores, despite the
different scoring schemes [ranging from r(31)

= .956 for Trial 1, to r(31) = .998 for Trial

41. Likewise, the COITelations between ARC and MRR difference scores (i.e. , MRR
obtained minus MRR chance) ranged from .952 to .994.
Because the Trial l clustering results were marginally significant, a further
analysis was conducted for clarification. To ensure that recall was adequate for the
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Table 22
Overall Mean Recall and Mean Clustering (N

= 33)
Trial

1

2

3

4

Recall

9.3

13.0

14.8

16.1

SD

2.85

2.62

3.10

2.23

.12

.18

.16

.22

0.428

0.264

0.232

0.344

.41

.40

.38

.42

0.276

0.197

0.177

0.257

.34

.28

.27

.26

0.057

0.021

0.022

0.012

Measure

ARC

SD
MRR obtained

SD
MRR chance

SD

Notes. Maximum possible recall= 20 items. Chance ARC= 0, and the maximum for ARC and
MRR = I. Zimmer's ( 1989) results are shown in Appendix H for comparison.

purposes of assessing clustering (Appendix G), this analysis was restricted to include
tho e participants (n

= 21 out of 33) who correctly recalled eight or more items. For this n

= 21 subsample, Trial
1.93, SD

L ARC scores (M

= .15) were significant! y above chance, t(20) =

= 0.367, p = .034 (one-tailed), r{ = .10. Using the MRR measure for the same

analysis on this n = 21 subsample, obtained clustering (M = .4006) was significantly
above chance expected clustering (M
(one-tailed),

= .3054 ), t(20) = 1.732, SD =0.25174, p = .0495

r/ = .09. Therefore, when there are adequate numbers of items recalled,

significant mean shape clustering does occur on the first trial. Note that all of the 33
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participants recalled at least eight items on Trials 2, 3, and 4.
The increase in ARC scores over trials was not significant, F(3, 96) = 0.78, MSE

= 0.071, p =.51. There was no difference for mean ARC scores between lists [F(2, 30) =
0.44, MSE = 0.057, p = .65]. Mean clustering scores were significantly, or nearly
significantly, above chance within each list according to the ARC lList 1 M = .23, t(9) =

2.92, SD = 0.251, p = .0085 (one-tailed),
0.220, p = .011 (one-tailed),
(one-tailed),

r/ = .49; List 2 M = .16, t( 12) = 2.62, SD

r/ = .36; List 3M= .14, t(9) = 1.72, SD

= 0.249, p = .059

r{ = .25] and the MRR [List 1 M obtaincd = .45, M chance = .31,

= 0.187, p = .018 (one-tailed),

1(9) = 2.46, SD

rT = .40; List 2 M uhtaincd = .38, M chancc = .28,

SD = 0.162, p = .023 (one-tailed),

1( 12) = 2.23,

rT = .29; List 3 M obtained = .39, M chancc = .29,

1. 78, SD = 0.178, p = .054 (one-tailed),

=

t(9) =

r{ = .261. There were no significant differences

in ARC between numbers of same-shape pairs in the study list [F(3, 29)

= 1.17, MSE =

0.054, p = .34]. The mean ARC scores for the four same-shape pairs groups (0, 1, 2, and
3 pairs) were as follows: 0 Pairs M = .21 (n = 9); 1 Pair M = .27 (n = 9); 2 Pairs M = .12
(n = 7); 3 Pairs M = .07 (n = 8). Therefore, the significant clustering in recall cannot be

attributed to catTy-over of same-shape pairs from the study list.
Although clustering did not increase significantly with trials, the percentage of

participants who had clustering scores above chance did increase substantially from Trial

1 to Trial 2 (see Table 23). Approximately 5l.5% of participants had ARC scores above
chance on Trial 1, increasing to 73 % on Trial 2, and levelling off at a mean of
approximately 7 L% for Trials 3 and 4. For Trial 1, when the sample was restricted to
include only those pa1ticipants having eight or more items recalled, there was also an
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Table 23

Percentages qf Persons With Clustering Scores Above. At, or Below Chance (0 )
Percentage of Clustering Scores
Trial

Measure

Above 0

At 0

Below 0

12.1

36.4

la

ARC

51.5

Ia

MRRctiff

54.5

2h

ARC

72.7

2b

MRRctiff

75.8

lc

ARC

57.1

lc

MRRctitr

61.9

45.5

3.0

24.2
24.2

9.5

33.3

38. 1

Notes. MRRc~;rr refers to MRR obtained - c ha nce. Thus, chance MRRc~;rr = 0 .
nN = 33. ~he Trial 2 (N = 33) results were si milar to those of Trials 3 and 4. cT his Trial I sample
was restricted to cases in the pre ent study hav ing eight or more items reca lled (n = 2 1).

increase in the percentage having above-chance shape clu tering. The fact that
approximately 36% of participants had less-than-chance ARC scores on Trial 1 suggests
that they used organizational schemes other than the experimenter-defined shape
categories. Inspection of patticipants ' first trial outputs suggested a primacy effect, w ith a
tendency for items presented in the initial part of the study list to be recalled together in
the initial stage of recall. Other alternative schemes are described later in the Results
section (see Post-Experiment lnterview).

2.11.4. Subjective Organization
In recalling the list from one trial to the next, part icipants tended to catTy over
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specific pairings of items more than would be expected to occur by chance. Their
subjective organization (SO-ARC) scores were significantly above chance (zero) for the
pairing of Trials 1 and 2 lt(32)

=4.24, SE =0.057, p = .00009 (one-tailed), rf = .36; M =

.24; with 82% of persons scoring above chancel, Trials 2 and 3 [t(32) =4.675, SE
0.032, p

= .000025 (one-tailed), r/ = .41; M = .15; with 76% of persons scoring above

chancel, and Trials 3 and 4 [t(32)

.42; M

=

=4.852, SE = 0.038, p = .000015 (one-tailed), rf =

= .19; with 82% of persons scoring above chanceJ. Separate one-way ANOVAs

showed that SO-ARC scores did not change significantly for trial pairings lF(2, 64)

1.10, MSE = 0.062, p

=

= .341, lists [F(2, 30) = l.O I, MSE =0.021, p = .381, or the numbers

of same-shape pairs in the study List [F(3, 29) = 2.24, MSE = 0.019, p

= .10481.

2.11.5. Interresponse Times (IRTs)
There were initially 1703 IRTs available for analysis from the 33 participants.
IRTs bordered by an item or items that were not scored as conectly recalled, or which
contained inelevant speech, were excluded (7.5% of the 1703 IRTs). IRTs were also
excluded from the analyses if they were longer than 15 s (1.5% of the 1703 IRTs). These
exclusions resulted in a sample of 1563 IRTs that was used in the analyses below. Due to
the high variability and the relatively small number of IRTs per cell, particularly for Trial
L, it was necessary to use mean rather than individual IRTs for the two main analyses.
The two main analyses compared mean cluster with mean switch IRTs for persons (n

33) and for items (n

=

= 60). Subsequently, I will examine the IRT type (cluster versus

switch) differences over trials and recall output stages, using the whole pool of 1563
individuallRTs.
In the persons analysis, mean cluster IRTs (M = 2.148 s) were faster than mean
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switch IRTs (M = 2.615 s), t(32) = 2.87, SD = 0.937, p = .0037 (one-tailed),
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r/ = .20.

[Note that the mean IRTs from the total pool (N = 1563) for cluster and switch were

2.018 sand 2.609 s, respectively]. There were no significant main effects for li ts or
number of same- hape pairs in the study list, nor were there significant interactions
between those variables and IRT type (cluster versus switch). There were insufficient
numbers of participants per cell (mean n

= 2.75) with which to analyze the Lists x

Number of Same-Shape Pairs interaction. The median cluster (M of Mdns
versus switch (M of Mdns

SD

= 1.591 s)

= l.618 s) IRT comparison was not significant lt(32) = 0.24,

= 0.641, p = .41 (one-tailed)], but was nearly significant according to the Wilcoxon

s igned ranks test IT (33) = 190, p

= .053 (one-tailed)].

The use of median scores may be problematic for the analysis by persons because
there were often only small numbers of IRTs per participant, whereas the optimal use of
medians require, large numbers of score . Therefore, the median switch versus median
cluster IRT comparison was made for object shape categories (n = 12, plus one additional
amalgamated category that contained the mean of the median IRTs for bulbs and slab
rectangles), where more IRTs were binned per category than per person. IRTs were
collected by the category (i) beginning the IRT or (ii) ending the IRT. For the beginningcategory analysis, cluster IRTs (M of Mdns
shm1er than switch IRTs (M of Mdns
(one-tailed),

= 1.506 s) were marginally significantly

= 1.670 s), t(12) = 1.653, SD = 0.3569, p = .062

r/ = .19 [Wilcoxon T(13) = 21, p = .043 (one-tailed) I. The end-category

analysis showed that cluster IRTs (M of Mdns
switch fRTs (M of Mdns

.27 [Wilcoxon T (13)

= l.50 1 s) were significantly shorter than

= 1.663 s), !(12) = 2.13, SD = 0.273, p = .027 (one-tailed), r/ =

= 16, p = .02 (one-tailed)]. The difference of approximately 0.162 s
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between the means of category median cluster versus switch IRTs is considerably larger
than the mere 0.027 s difference found in the persons' medians analysis (presented
above), and i closer to the difference of 0.186 s for the total pool (N = 1563) median
cluster ( 1.445 s) and switch ( 1.631 s) IRTs. Note that the effect for category median IRTs
is not reduced by removing the amalgamated category from the analyses; removing it
increases the difference, to approximately 0.190 s. The effect was larger using category
means instead of medians, whether or not the amalgamated category was included.
For the items analyses, the mean cluster IRT and mean switch IRT for each item
were used. Because an IRT is bordered by two words, two a sessment were made, one in
which the IRT was assigned to the word beginning it and the other in which the IRT was
assigned to the word ending it. Note that, despite the apparent redundancy, the two
coring methods do not overlap entirely.
For beginning-word IRTs, as predicted, cluster IRTs (M = 2.051 s) were
significantly shorter than switch IRTs (M = 2.645 s), t(59) = 4.72, SD = 0.974, p =

.000007 (one-tailed),

r/ = .27. (Another analysis confirms these results; see Note20).

Neither the main effect for list [F(2, 57)= 0.84, MSE = 0.217, p = .441 nor the interaction
between list and IRT type lF(2, 57)= 1.19, MSE = 0.471, p = .3 L1 were significant. The
cluster speed advantage was significant within each list. For the beginning-word analy is
of List 1, clu ter M = 2.171 s, switch M = 2.595 s, t(19) = 2.089, SD = 0. 9077, p = .0252
(one-tailed),

r/ = .19; for List 2, cluster M = 1.994 s,

SD = 0.904, p = .013 (one-tailed),

switch M = 2.486 , t(l9) = 2.43,

r/ = .24; and for List 3, cluster M = 1.989 s, switch M

= 2.853 s, t( 19) = 3.33, SD = 1.133, p = .002 (one-tailed),

rT = .40.

The end-word analysis result were consistent with tho e of the beginning-word

~-
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analyses: Cluster IRTs (M = 2.068 s) were significantly shorter than switch IRTs (M =
2.711 s), t(59) = 4.44, SD = 1.120, p = .00002 (one-tailed),

r/ = .25. There was no main

effect for lists, F(2, 57)= 1.17, MSE = 0.687, p = .32. The interaction between lists and
IRT type did not reach significance, F(2, 57)= 2.7 1, MSE = 0.593, p = .08. The IRT type
effect wa again significant or near-significant for each list [List I, cluster M = 2.254 . ,
switch M = 2.609 s, t(J9) = 1.57, SD = 1.013, p = .067 (one-tailed),

r/ = .11; List 2,

cluster M = 1.996 s, switch M = 2.467 s, t( 19) = 2.32, SD = 0.487, p = .016 (one-tailed),

r/ = .22: List 3, cluster M = 1.956
.0008 (one-tailed),

, switch M = 3.056 s, 1(19) = 3.65, SD = 1.347, p =

r/ = .41].

Generally, IRTs become longer at later tages in people's recall sequences
(Wixted & Rohrer, 1994). The pre ent data also showed that trend. To examine the
possible relation between output position and the shape cluster speed advantage, the
normalized rank output position (ROP) within a trial for each IRT was calculated by the
same formula as de cribed for the previous FE study. Participants' mean cluster IRTs did
not occur earlier within trials than their mean switch IRTs I mean normalized ROP of
cluster IRTs = .4743, mean normalized ROP of switch IRTs

= .0.4728, 1(32) = -0.12, SD

= 0.076, p = .9 1 (two-tailed)] . That was also true for the median normalized ROPs.
Cluster IRTs were slightly later in output than switch IRTs for the item analysi , for both
mean or median n01malized ROPs, though again the difference was not significant.
Therefore, the cluster speed advantage cannot be attributed to earlier output position.
Indeed, as Figure 14 shows, cluster IRTs occuned later on the first trial.
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The shape cluster speed advantage for the first trial was obscured by high
variability, as can be seen in Figure 15, but becomes clear on the later trials. There were
noticeable primacy effects on the first trial, such that items from the early part of the
study list tended to be recalled more, and tended to be recalled together in rapid
succession, in the early phase of output. Perhaps because there were Les -than-chance
numbers of same- hape pairs in the study list, and perhaps because no same-shape
pairings had been permitted to occur within the first three positions in the study list,
people's tendency to recall the initial items together at the start of their recall sequence
resulted in more switch IRTs earlier in the sequence, where IRTs tend to be faster. On the
first trial, the shape clustering den ity (the number of cluster transitions divided by the
total number of transitions) in the fir t two fifth of normalized rank output was much
lower than in the later fifth of output. On subsequent trials, there were no obvious trends
or systematic changes in clustering density acros fifths of normalized rank output.
The speed advantage for clustering did not become clear until the middle to later
stages of output (see Figure 16). The trend shown in Figure 16 occLmed in all trials. On
the fourth trial only (not shown), a clear cluster speed advantage also occurred in the first
half of output, though again the advantage was much larger in the second half of output.
The cluster speed advantage was larger for longer shape cluster (runs), a

hown

in Figure 17. Note that a run length of 0 is a switch; a run length of 1 is a cluster
containing two items of the same shape; a run length of 2 is a cluster containing three
same-shape items; and so on.
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2.11.6. Post-Experiment Interview
The purpose of the post-experiment interview was to obtain qualitative
information about the kinds of organizational schemes used by participants in the FR
task. The interview was divided into three stages: ( 1) responding to open-ended questions
about mental contents experienced while hearing and recalling the list, and a question
about the reasons for improvement in recall over trials; (2) sorting and describing
remembered groupings of the object names; and (3) responding to specific questions
regarding shape simi larity awareness. The classification and scoring schemes, and the
results for each of the three stages, are shown below.
In their responses in Stages (1) and (2) of the interview, pa1ticipants reported at
least one type of memory content or scheme, which I will call a mnemonic. After 1 had
obtained all of the post-task interview data, I classified these mnemonics according to the
participants' labels and descriptions. I also made some basic distinctions (e.g., between
semantic and episodic mnemonics) known to memory researchers. Table 24 provides the
de criptions of the various kinds of mnemonics that participants reported. Inspection of
the examples illustrates that the classifications are representative of the descriptions
provided by pmticipants.
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Table 24

Descriptions of Mnemonics Reported in Post-Task Interview
Mnemonic

Description

£-Shape

Experimenter-Defined Shape Category. Rep01ts a shape category (or
categories) consistent with the experimenter-defined (E-defined) shape
category, such as "cones" for pylon, funnel, teepee.

E-P Shape

Experimenter-Participant-Defined Shape Category. Reports a shape
category or a grouping of items containing both E-defined and Pdefined shapes. Can also include a mixture of two different E-defined
shape categories that are deemed similar in shape (e.g., some long
pointed cylinders grouped together with string-like things as "long").

P-Shape

Participant-Defined Shape. Reports the item(s) as being of a different
shape than theE-defined shape (e.g., log construed as a squared timber
or block of wood, grouped with brick, reportedly on the basis of this
shape similarity; or ribbon construed in a loop shape, together with
ring-shaped objects; or bracelet grouped with string- like things; etc.).

Unc-Shape

Unclear-Items Grouped by Shape. ln the sorting task, the participant
groups items together that happen to be of the same E-defined shape
category, but, when asked, does not or can not give a description or
label and/or does not know the basis of the grouping. The true basis for
the grouping is unclear. The participant only indicate clearly that the
items were grouped in memory.

Subst-pr

Substitution- Primary. An analogy is made between an object that is
present in the testing room and a physically and/or semantically similar
object named in the list. For example, the participant is reminded of
marker by the pen in the room, or i reminded of diamond ring by
his/her own ring, presently wom, which is not a diamond ring.

Subst-se

Substitution- Secondary. An analogy is made between an object that is
not present in the testing room and a similar object named in the list
(e.g., pool cue and chopstick are imaged as cross-pieces in a teepee; a
test tube is likened to a shooter for drinking alcohol). The reported
examples combined physical (e.g. , shape) and semantic similarity.

OtherPerc

Other Perceptual Sirnilarity. Reports any perceptual imilarity, other
than hape, between list objects (e.g., pear and Life Saver grouped
together as having a sweet taste). This does not include Bodily
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Perceptions, which is classified under Other (below).

Word-pr

Word-Primary Properties. Mentions the surface properties of the
word(s) such as phonology, spelling, or (rarely) word length, as
distinctive characteristics or bases for grouping items (e.g.,frisbee and
funnel start with "f').

SpatialR

Spatial Relational. Three types of spatial relations were reported. The
most frequent were ad hoc or improvisational (e.g., otherwise unrelated
objects placed next to one another, or balanced on top of one another,
etc.), but were often consistent with shape- or structurally-based
affordances (e.g., things put inside hollow objects, flat objects stacked,
etc.). The second most frequent involved a list object (or objects) in
some appropriate location, context, or scenario (e.g., train car on a
track), but they did not occur in an episode or event (cf. Episodic). The
least frequent involved imaginally laying out a row of separate abstract
regions or "bins" for items in different shape categories, that could be
surveyed from left-to-right or right-to-left in memorizing and in
recalling the objects, shape category by shape category.

ActionR

Action Relational. Two main types of action relations were rep011ed.
The first and most frequent were ad hoc or improvisational (e.g.,
throwing a brick and afrisbee at a train car), but sometimes were
constrained by shape-based affordances (e.g., putting a wreath and a
hula hoop around one's neck, crushing a snowcone down onto a pylon).
The second type were more conventional and could include using a
marker to write on a playing card, using a quarter in buying a
snowcone, and so on. ActionR emphasized objects moving, rather than
merely being positioned (cf. SpatialR).

Episodic

Episodic-Experiential. Reports object(s) in the context of a specific
autobiographical memory of a scenario or event (e.g., an event where
friends or family members were smoking cigars and playing cards), or
an imagined plausible scenario or event that is derived from one's own
experience (e.g., putting a dog on a leash outside and seeing worms on
the ground), or a specific individual object (e.g., remembers in detail a
specific licence plate from an old car). Compared to Spatial and Action
Relational, Episodic-Experiential schemes included more self-reference
or reference to other people, were more grounded to specific
experiences or situations, and had more reference to specific individual
objects.

Semantic

Semantic Categorical or Relational. Refers to a general semantic
conceptual category or relation (e.g., plate, snowcone, and juice box
grouped together as food-related; casket and witch's hat associated as
spooky, Halloween-related things).
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Personal

Personal Knowledge. Refers explicitly to self or some autobiographical
fact in describing the basis for distinctiveness or organization of items.
For examples, the participant plays frisbee, or knows a per on named
Mat (mat), or has a sister who wears a ribbon in her hair, or notes the
"things I like"-cigarette, juice box. This mnemonic as reported wa
less contextual than Episodic and more self-referenced than Semantic.

Unc-Other

Unclear-Items Grouped by Unknown Basis, or Unspecified Relation.
In describing the mnemonic, the participant says that items went
together, were related, associated, linked in some way that is not
specified or not known. In the context of the sorting task, this was the
same as Unc-Shape, except that the items did not happen to be sorted
according to theE-defined shape categories.

Imagery

In answering Questions 1, 2, or 3, the participant makes explicit use of
words or phrasing such as "pictured," "visualized," "I saw," or" ... was
floating in front of me," and so on. Non-visual modalities were
reported occasionally, but these were included under other categories.
(No participant grouped items as imaged versus not imaged).

SerialOrg

Serial Organization. Participant reports having studied, recalled, or
organized items according to their serial order of presentation.
Participants who identified the approximate stage when this scheme
occun·ed typically indicated having abandoned its use after the first
trial.

VerbRept

Verbal Repetition. Participant reports having repeated a word over to
themself in thought. Although this mnemonic may involve repetitive
perceptuomotor imagery of the surface properties of the words, verbal
repetition was not scored here as imagery.

NotPrvRecl

Not Previously Recalled Items. Participant reports having given special
attention, priority, or importance to items that had not been recalled on
previous trials, or indicates having kept track of what items had not yet
been recalled either within or between trials. This mnemonic involves
classifying items, during the encoding or retrieval phases, according to
their status within the context of accomplishing the task goal.

PrvRecl

Previously Recalled Items. Similar to NotPrvRecl, except with
reference to items already recalled.

UnsureNo

Unsure c~f Memory Scheme, or No Definite Memory Scheme. In
answering Questions 1, 2, or 3, participant indicates being unsure or
unaware of the memory scheme(s) used, or else states that no memory
scheme was used.
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Other Miscellaneous Memory Schemes. Additional specific mnemonics
were reported, but were not listed by more than three participants, and
many were mentioned by only one participant. The specific Other
mnemonics are listed here according to the part of the interview in
which they OCCLIITed.
Hearing the list. Other: Counting Items; Objects in Testing Room;
Items Considered Strange or Unusual; Retracing Previous Words;
Action Similarity; Item Linked to a Story Title or Subject.

Recalling the list. Other: Bodily Perceptions; Counting Items; Relaxed
or Passive.

Improvement in recall. Other: Counting Item ; Increased
Concentration; Striving Toward Goal to Recall More; Relaxed or
Passive.
Labelling the Sorted Units. Other: Recalled Well or Not Well, Items
Considered Strange or Unusual, Cunent Circumstances, Similar
Material, Bodily Perceptions, and *Objects in the Testing Room. *(For
details, see in Appendix I the Note under Table I3 for List 3).

2.11.7. Relative Frequencies of Reported Mnemonics
Two methods were used in scoring the frequencies of the mnemonics, one by
number of participants, and the other by number of units. In the number-of-participants
method, each mnemonic, when reported, was scored as a single report per question, even
if the participant mentioned it more than once for that question. Thus, each mnemonic
could be scored as having been reported by a maximum of 33 persons, per question. The
contents of a sorted unit were scored more than once if the participant labelled or
described them with more than one mnemonic. Table 25 displays the number of
participants reporting each mnemonic for each of the open-ended que tions and the
sorting task.
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The nwnber-ofunits method dealt only with scoring the frequency and size of
sorting task units. In this method, every unit in the entire pool of sorted units obtained
from the 33 participants was counted and classified (N = 251 unit ). Again, contents of a
sorted unit were scored more than once if the participant assigned more than one
mnemonic label or description to them. Table 26 displays the distribution of the variou
mnemonic units of different sizes. Note that a unit of Size l is a single object name; Size
2 is a pairing of object names; Size 3 is a triplet of object names; and so on. A Size I unit
was scored when the participant clearly and deliberately separated an object name from
the other and attributed to it a mnemonic. Mnemonics associated with Size I units
tended to refer to some distinguishing aspect of the item, or its association with ubject
matter outside of the list (e.g., other objects, contexts, etc.).
The level of agreement between the contents of participants' sorted units of Size 2
or larger and the content of their item groupings in recall output was measured. For an
example of scoring, if a sorted unit of Size 4 contained items (a, b, c, d), and only c and a
occuned directly together in that person's recall output on at least one of the four trials,
then 2 out of 4 items (50%) in that group showed agreement with the recall output. Items
from each sorted unit were scored in this fashion, and the percentage of agreement (total
sum of grouped item showing agreement, divided by the total sum of items grouped)
was calculated for each person. The mean percentage of items within a per on 's sorted
groupings that were directly conjoined at least once in the person's recall output
sequences was 82 (N = 33; SD = 20.9; Mdn

= 89), indicating adequate agreement.

In the sorting task, a total of 26 participants (79%) grouped at least a pair of items
according to some kind of shape similarity (E-, E-P-, or P-defined hape). Table 25
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shows that 24 of the participants (73 %) grouped some items according toE-defined
shapes. Among those 24 were 12 participants who also grouped by E-P-shape. Two of the
4 participants who grouped by P-shape did not group any other items byE- or E-P-shape.
One third ( l 1/33) of participants sorted at least one unit according to E-defined shape
similarities without declaring a specific basis for the grouping (Unc-Shape).
In response to at least one of the post-task questions, 24 participants (73%) reported
explicitly that their thinking or memory involved imagery (i.e., visualizing, picturing,
etc.), with most of these reports given in response to the Hearing and Recalling questions,
respectively (Table 25). An additional 8 participants (23%), who had not reported
imagery explicitly, reported contents that implied imagery, including attention to object
shape similarity, spatial relations, action relations, and/or episodic-experiential scenarios.
Only one participant did not mention or imply imagery. That participant had focussed
almost exclusively on organizing words according to common first letter/phoneme.
Those per on who did not report imagery (n

= 9) did not show significantly

above-chance mean clustering, nor shape cluster IRT speed advantage, but did show
significantly above-chance mean SO-ARC scores. Those who reported imagery explicitly
(n = 24) showed significantly above-chance mean clustering, a significant shape cluster
IRT speed advantage, and significantly above-chance mean SO-ARC cores.
Most of the reported organizational schemes involved imagery. Explicit imagery
terminology was reduced to only two reports when participants an wered how they were
able to improve their recall over trials. Participants' most common answer for the
Improvement question was focussing on Items Not Previously Recalled. Thi mnemonic
was not repotted in people's labelling of their sorted groupings, perhaps because the set

- - - - - - - - -------------- - --
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Table 25

Numbers of Participants Reporting Each Mnemonic
Mnemonic

Hearinga

E-Shape
E-P-Shape
P-Shape
Unc-Shape

7
4

Subst-pr
Subst-se
OtherPerc
Word-pr

4

SpatialR
ActionR
ExEpisod
Semantic
Personal
Unc-Other

10
2
4
3
2
2

Imagery
SerialO
VerbRept
PrvRecl
NPrvRecl
UnsureNo
Other

20
8
7
1
7

Recallingb
5
3

Improve.c
4
3

SmtUd
24
12
4
I1
2
4
3

2
4

4

6

6

3
1
2
1

10

2
4
1

2
1

1

14

2

1

lO

5
Il
3
17

6
l
8

2
1
9

6
6

6

5

I1

Notes. Maximum n per cell = 33 for all mnemonic types, except for Other.
"Hearing the Li t, hRecalling the List, clmprovement over Trials, "Sorted Unit.

of items that were not previously recalled was trans itory, changing within and between
trials. The mne monics reported more frequently in people's card-sorting (e.g., E-Shape,
E-P-Shape, Semantic, SpatialR, and ActionR , etc.) were perhaps used in conjunction with
the Items Not Previously Recalled mnemonic.
Table 25 shows that approximately one third of participants sorted at least one
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unit by SpatialR (l0/33), ActionR (10/33), or Semantic (11/33), respectively. Slightly
over half ( 17/33) of the participants sorted at least one unit according to an undeclared or
unknown association that did not involve theE-shape similarities (Unc-Other). The most
common explicitly reported perceptual mnemonics were shape similarities (excluding
Unc-Shape); Spatial Relations; and Action Relations. Twenty-nine out of 33 participants
(88%) reported at least one of those mnemonics explicitly.
Table 26 shows the distribution of all the reported units from the sorting task.
Generally, there were more and larger units forE-defined shape categories (i.e., with a
maximum size of 5). Some of the largest units were Spatial Relational, whereas Action
Relational tended to occur in smaller units. The numbers and sizes of Semantic units
were limited, probably due to the reduction of nuisance associations in the list. Serial
Organization units were relatively scarce and small, probably due partly to the fact that
items were presented in a different order on each trial. There were forty-four Size 1 units.
The participant ' mean number of items sorted into units of Size 2 or larger was
14.5 (SD

=4.18; Mdn = 15; range 4 to 20).

or larger, per participant, was 6.3 (SD

The mean number of sorted units of Size 2

= 2.21; Mdn = 6; range 2 to 15; note that units

were counted more than once if their contents were labeled by more than one mnemonic).
The participants' mean number of sorted units were not significantly correlated with their
mean recall, mean ARC, or mean IRT. Participants' mean sorted unit size, excluding
units of Size 1, was 3.03 (SD = 0.841; Mdn = 2.83; range 2.0 to 5.0). Mean sorted unit
size was similar to Number of Items Grouped in its pattem of correlations with those
above-mentioned variables, though it wa not a strongly con·elated with those abovementioned variables as was N Items Grouped (the latter variable is included in Table 27).
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Table 26

Pooled Sums of Mnemonic Units by Type and Si-::.e
Unit Size
Unit Label

2

3

4

5

E-Shape
E-P-Shape
P-Shape
Unc-Shape

26
2
4
15

9
3

10
3

15
2

Subst-pr
Subst-se
OthrPerc
Word-pr
SpatialR
ActionR
ExEpisod
Semantic
Personal
Unc-Othe

2

3
4

1
2
3
5

4

6
14
5
10
1
13

SerialO
Other

14

4
3

Sum

44

114

5

8
3
1

6+

Sum

2

60
12
6
17

4

4
7
3
11

2
2

3

2

21

13
19
3
35

4
I

13

17

5

3

2

4
19
41

19

26

7

25 1

Notes. In Lhe Size 6+ class, unit sizes ranged from 6 to 8. A Size I unil is a single item.

2.11.8. Shape Similarity Awareness
Participants' reported awareness of theE-defined shape similarities between
objects in the list was scored as follows: 0 = no awareness reported, 1 = partial awareness
reported, and 2 ="full" awareness reported (i.e., of all or most of the shape similarities).
The "no awareness" participants (n = 9) did not report E-defined shape simi larity
awareness during any stage of the post-task interview before the first shape awarene s
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question (Question l) was asked. They did not label any grouping of cards explicitly
according to theE- or E-P-defined shape similarities. ln response to the shape awareness
Question 1 or 3, they answered "no" or else mentioned that they were aware of P-defined
shape similarities. The " partial awareness" participants (n

= 18) mentioned at lea

t some

E-defined shape similarities, by which, during the post-task interview, they sorted from 2
to lO items (M = 5.3). The "full awareness" participants (n

= 6) reported an awareness of

all or most of the shape similarities, by which they sorted from 13 to 20 items (M = 16.3).
Many of the partial and full awarene

participants aL o reported and sorted accord ing to

some E-P-defined shape similarities. Generally, among the participants who were able to
e timate when they became aware of the shape similarities, the pallial awareness
participants recollected that the awareness aro eon Trials 3 or 4, whereas the full
awareness participants reponed that the awarene s aro eon Trials 1 or 2. All of the 4
participants who mentioned the E- hape categories in respon e to the " Improvement of
recall" question were full shape awareness participants. Of the three participants who
mentioned E-P-shape categorie in re ponse to the " Improvement" question, two were
partial awareness and one was a full awareness participant.

2.11.9. Shape Similarity Awareness, Organization, Recall, and IRTs
As Table 27 shows, higher E-shape similarity awarene

was accompanied by

faster mean IRTs, higher mean recall , higher numbers of items grouped in the post-task
sort, and higher mean ARC. Shape similarity awareness levels did not di ffer across lists,

F(2, 30) = 1.35, MSE = 0.450, p = .27, or number of same-shape pairs in the study list,
F(3, 29)

= 2.32, MSE = 0.409, p = . I0. Note that the weak relation between number of
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Table 27

Correlations Between Mean IRT, Mean ARC. and Other Variables

Variable

2

3

4

5

1. M IRT

-.35

-.44

-.36

-.35

.04

.047

.011

.038

.043

.843

2. M Recall

6

.44

.27

.39

.09

.011

.131

.026

.61 I

3. N Items Grp."

4.M ARC

.55

.63

.20

.001

.00008

.274

.62

-.10

.0001

.569

5. Shape Aware.b

.03
.851

6. M SO-ARC
Notes. Pearson correlations are in bold. Two-tailed p-values are in italics. All Ns = 33.
"Number of Items Grouped in the post-experiment Otting task. bShape Similarity Awareness.

same-shape pairs in the study list and shape awareness was such that there was less
awareness when there were more same- pairs in the study list. The SO-ARC conelations
show that neither shape similarity awareness levels nor ARC scores were associated with
the canying over of specific pairings of items from one recall trial to the next.
The frequencies of sorted unit labels laid out in Table 28 sugge t that participant
in the full awarene s group showed less variety of mnemonics, as compared to the partial
and no awareness groups. The full awareness group reported a mean of 2.8 d(fferent
mnemonics in the sorting task, whereas the COITesponding mean for the partial and no
awareness groups were 4.4 and 4.2, respectively.
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The information in Table 28 confirms that participants who reported no awarenes
of the E-shape similarities showed low ARC scores. The relative numbers of persons
sorting some items into Spatial and Action Relational units are about the same across
levels of E-shape awareness. Not shown is the fact that participants in the two lower
shape awareness groups produced larger and more numerous Spatial Relational
groupings.
Compared to the other groups, the no awareness group had les mean items
grouped in the sort, smaller mean sorted unit s izes, and the lowest percentage of
participants rep011ing imagery (i.e., 56%, versus 72% and 100% reporting imagery in the
partial and full awarenes groups, respectively). Their mean level of recall was not less
than that of the partial awareness group (see Table 28). The no-awareness group had
reportedly focussed on other connections between the items, particularl y on Semantic and
Episodic connections, but also Spatial and Action Relations, and Word Properties. Five
participants (56%) in the no awareness group reported either some P-defined shape
similarities or substitutions involving object shape.
Seven participants (78%) in the no awareness group happened to sort a limited
number of items (generally only 2 or 3 items) into E-defined shape categories, but the
basis for these groupings was not declared (i.e., they were Unclear-Shape). Only one of
the no awareness participants had no sort by, or no reported awarenes of, orne type of
shape similarity or shape-based substitution. That participant had focu ed on organizing
recall by the first letter/sound of the words (as noted in section 2. 11.7).
The no awareness group showed lightly above-chance mean clustering and
shorter cluster ver us switch IRTs, but these re ults were not significant, with one-tai led
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Table 28

Level of Shape Similarity Awareness, Performance, and Mn emonics
Shape Similarity Awareness
Measure

No

Partial

Full

9

18

6

M Recall

12.8

12.6

16.0

M N Items Grouped

11.4

14.3

19.5

M Unit Sizea

2.5

2.9

4. 1

MARC

.06

.1 I

.53

Participants (n)

Unit Label

Sum

E-Shape
E-P-Shape
Unc-Shape
bPSha/Subst/OthP.

0
0
7
5

18
8
4
8

6
4
0
0

24
12
II
13

Word-pr

3

3

0

6

SpatiaiR
ActionR
ExEpisod
Semantic
Personal
Unc-Other

2
3
4
5
2
5

6
4

2
3
0
1
1
0

10
10
5
II
3
17

SeriaiO
Other

1
1

lO

0
0

2
11

38

80

17

135

Sum

1

5
0
12
1

Notes. Each individual Unit Label was scored a maximum of once per participant,
except for "Other" and the ummed freque ncies noted for PSha/Subst/OthP.
"S ize I unit were not included in mean Unit Size scores. bSummed frequencies for P-Shape,
Primary and Secondary Substitutions, and Other Pe rceptual.
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p-values of .18 and .25, respectively. The partial awareness group 'hawed above-chance
clustering [MARC= .11; t(17) = 3.41, SD = 0.138,p = .0017 (one-tailed),

r/ = .41] and

a shape cluster speed advantage [mean savings= 0.410 s; t(l7) = 1.92, SD = 0.905, p =
.036 (one-tailed),

r{ = .18]. The full awareness group showed strong clustering [MARC

=.53, t(S) = 6.90, SD = 0.189, p = .0005 (one-tailed),

r/ = .90], reaching a mean ARC of

.82 on the fourth trial, and showed a trong mean shape cluster speed advantage I mean
savings= 0.939 s, t(S) = 3.50, SD = 0.658, p = .009 (one-tailed),

r/ = .711.

2.11.10. Word Associations, Typicality, and Word Length
Thi analysis evaluates the possible contribution of shape word associations,
shape typicality, and word length to the recall, clustering, and IRT re ults for items. Word
association norms (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1998) were used to determine the
shape word association strength for each item for which such information was available
(n = 33 of 60). Association strength was the percentage of participants in the normative

sample who gave a particular respon e word to a cue word. To find the association
strength for a word's shape associates, the sum of all relevant shape-related names was
obtained for each word. For example, for the target word globe, the sum of strengths for
appropriate, shape-consistent associate such as "round," "ball," etc., was obtained. For
16 out of 33 words, the shape word association strength sum was zero (0). The mean sum
shape word associative strength for the 33 words was 3.8% (SD = 5.11 %; Mdn = 1.3%).
A correlation analysis was conducted on these 33 items, for beginning- and end-word
scores where appropriate. Using a two-tai led .OS criterion, hape word association
strength was not s ignificantly con·elated with the following: Mean IRT, mean cluster
IRT, mean switch IRT, mean switch - mean cluster IRT, number of times the item wa
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recalled, number of times the item was clustered, cluster percentage (number of times the
item was clustered I number of times the item wa recalled), mean normalized rank
output position, word length (number of letters in the word). Thus, shape word
association strength was not a significant factor in explaining the recall, clustering, and
IRT results.
Regarding nuisance associations, the Nel on et al. ( 1998) norms showed that
"game" was given frequently in response to volleyball, marble. card, and chess (the latter
was the closest available proxy for chessboard). Actually, these items clustered less often
than other items, on average, within their respective shape categories. In List 3, "black"
was listed in the norms as an associate for both cannon (1.4%) and marker (2% ), though
these items were not clustered with each other in recall. The List 1 items marble and tile
were associated strongly to "floor" in the norms, but were also not clustered with each
other.
As an item 's shape word association strength sum increases, so does its mean
object shape goodness (or typicality) rating rr(31)

= .40, p = .02 (t we-tailed) J, though

shape goodness was not significantl y correlated with recall , clustering, or IRT duration.
These typicality and word association results should be viewed with the caveat that there
was a restriction of range for both variables (low levels of word a sociation strength, and
moderately high mean typicality).
Word length (number of letters in the word) was not correlated with most of the
variables, but yielded an incons istent pattern of associations with some performance
variables. For the item data set (N = 60), for the ending-word analys is, word length was
significantly or nearly significantly con·elated with mean IRTs I r(58) = .3 1, p = .02 (two-
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tailed)], recall [r(58) = .24, p = .06 (two-tailed) 1. and cluster percentage [r(58) = -.30, p =

.02 (two-tailed)]. However, for the beginning-word analysis, those relations were not
significant between word length and the beginning-word mean lRTs [r(58) =-.OJ, p = .94
(two-tailed)], recall [r(58) = .20, p = .12 (two-tailed)], or cluster percentage [r(58) = -

.001, p = .996 (two-tailed)]. For the pooled data (N = 1563), for either the end-word or
the beginning-word analysis, there was no con·elation between word length and IRT,
clustering (as measured by IRT Type, cluster= 1 versus switch= 0), or recall (as
measured by the number of IRTs per trial).
To examine IRT effects for long and shott words, the distribution of items was
split at the median word length (Mdn = 6; range 2 to 12), with words having six or less
letters treated as short (M = 4.9; n = 34) and those with seven or more letters treated as
long (M = 8.5; n

= 26). Cluster IRTs were significantly briefer than switch IRTs for long

words [beginning-word t(25) = 2.19, SD = 1.048, p = .02 (one-tailed),

= 1.88, SD

= 1.191, p

[beginning-word t(33)

= 4.48, SD

word t(25)

t(33)

= 4.42, SD

rf = .16; end-

= .036 (one-tailed), rf = .121 and for short words
= 0.914, p = .00004 (one-tailed),

= 1.054, p = .00005 (one-tailed),

r/ = .38; end-word

rf = .37]. Thus, while the effect is

stronger for shott words, it does occur for long words as well.

2.12. Free Recall Discussion
Consistent with predictions derived from the perceptual theories (Barsalou, 1999;
Hebb, 1949), participants' recall outputs yielded significantly above-chance mean
clustering of objects by shape category, along with faster mean shape cluster versus
switch IRTs. Moreover, shape cluster IRTs were faster within longer shape cluster runs.
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Participants' reported mnemonics and sorted groupings of the object name revealed the
use of shape similarities, spatial and action relations, and other organizational schemes.
The clustering, IRT, and reported mnemonic results are consi tent with those obtained in
the previous FR pilot study (n

= 6, Mattless, 2003, unpublished).

Clustering and the cluster speed advantage were significant, or near-significant,
within each of the three object name lists. This suggests that the shape clustering and IRT
effects generalize across multiple sets of objects that have simple three-dimensional
shapes. Li ts did not differ significantly in clustering or IRT effects, though more items
were recalled from List 2 as compared to List I. Due to the small numbers of participants
in each list group, one cannot rule out the possibility that there could be some differences
between lists for clustering and fRT effects.
The number of same-shape pairs (0, l, 2, or 3) in the study list was not
significantly related to clustering in recall or IRT effects. Therefore, the clustering and
lRT effects are not attributable to the below-chance numbers of same-shape pairs in the
study list. Puff (1966), who used FR lists containing semantic categories, also found that
including the chance level of same-category pairs did not produce higher clustering than
a completely unblocked presentation.
Clustering was significant on all trials, including on the first trial for those
participants who had adequate recall. Although the increase in ARC and MRR score
over trials was not significant, the percentage of participants who clustered above chance
increased substantially from the first (51.5% above chance ARC) to econd trial (73 %
above chance ARC). For the assessment of clustering, and given the number of categories
in the list, the levels of recall in this study were more adequate than in those conditions in
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Zimmer's (1989) study where shape clustering was usually near or below chance (see
Appendix H). However, when Zimmer's levels of recall were clearly above adequate, as
in the standard FR condition in Experiment l ( tandard instructions, Trial 2, MARC =

.13), and in Experiment 2 (standard instructions, MARC= .12) his shape clustering
results were only slightly lower than those reported here for List 2 (MARC= .16) and
List 3 (MARC= .14). When mean recall levels are clearly above the minimum adequate
level, significant mean clustering byE-defined shape categories does occur. 21
Retrieval outputs showed normal, significantly above-chance levels of subjective
organization, or inter-trial repetitions, as measured by the SO-ARC. Notably, SO-ARC
scores were not positively con-elated with ARC scores; that is, increases in E-shape
category clustering did not involve increases in can·ying over specific item pairings from
one trial to the next.
On the first trial, participants generally showed primacy effects, recalling items
from the early part of the tudy list together in a rapid burst in the early part of their recall
output. In the first trial output, there was a lower cluster density in the first two fifths, as
compared to the later three fifths, of output. On subsequent trials, clu ter density did not
show major changes across succe sive fifth · of output. These latter results differ from
those obtained by Bousfield and Cohen ( 1953, 1955) for FR of semantic categories,
which showed a decline in cluster density in the later output positions. The reasons for
this difference are unclear because of the many methodological differences between their
studies and the present one. Despite those differences, their participants did show a
markedly lower cluster density in the early pha e, relative to the middle phase, of output
in the single trial presentation condition, which is analogous to the low cluster density
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obtained in the early phase of the first trial in the present study.
Inspection of the pooled data (N = 1563) showed that the cluster IRT speed
advantage was smaller on the first trial, particularly in the early stage of the first trial.
This finding is consistent with that of the pilot FR study involving shape categories
(Mattless, 2003, unpublished), and at least one other study involving recall of item from
strong semantic categories (Thompson, 1978). In the present study, the primacy effect,
plus the later occurrence of the shape IRTs relative to the shape switch IRTs, probably
reduced the shape cluster speed advantage on the first trial. On subsequent trials, the
cluster IRTs were not substantially earlier or later in output than switch IRTs, and the
cluster speed advantage increased . Over all trials, the switching cost was non-existent or
small in the early phase of output, and was progressively larger in the later stages of
output. This trend is consistent with that observed in participants' FR of items from
semantic categories (e.g., see the control condition in Patterson et al. , 1971; and see
Pollio et al., 1969) and subjectively organized units (Puff, 1972).
To address Engelkamp's and Zimmer's ( 1994) claim that there are amodal
representations for some objects having strong shape word association (e.g., ballround), and to address various other concerns about association strength, the object nouns

selected for and used in this experiment had zero or very low levels of shape word
association with the object name. As the above analyses showed, for the items for which
shape word association information was available, there was no significant as ociation
between shape associate strength and clustering, IRT measures, or recall. However, one
must interpret these results with caution because of the problems with word association
as a construct (for discussion, see McRae & Boisvert, 1998; see especially p. 569). Also
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note that a finding of a word as ociation effect would not contradict perceptual theorie .
In the post-experiment interview, almost all pa1ticipants reported explicitly or
implied that their mnemonics involved imagery of objects and related information. The
fact that most people reported imagery is consistent with other past research involving the
recall of concrete nouns (e.g., see Richardson, 1999), but it is contrary to Engelkamp'
and Zimmer' (1994) claim that perceptual representations are not activated in people's
FR of object nouns under standard (non-imagery) instmctions.
Participants' reported mnemonics and sorted groupings of object names mainly
involved shape similarities, spatial and action relations, semantic relations and
similarities, episodic cenarios, primary perceptual properties of the words, and
alternative perceptual similarities. The validity of their reports is supported by the mean
82% agreement (Mdn

= 89%) between their sorted groupings and their recall output

groupings. In addition, increases in the number of items grouped in the sort and E-shape
similarity awareness level, respectively, were significantly correlated with performance
(shorter M IRT, increased recall, and increased ARC). Using an open-ended format for
the questions (Hearing, Recalling, or Improvement) and the orting task ensured that
participants' respon es reflected their own mental contents and organizing tendencies.
The finding that some semantic associations were reported is not unusual, despite
the experimenter's efforts to reduce those nuisance associations in the lists here. Again, it
is not possible to remove all nuisance associations. Semantic associations are till found
by participants who recall items or sort items that are "unrelated" (e.g., see Schwartz &
Humphreys, 1973).
The precise nature of the relation between E-shape similarity awareness and
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clustering is not clear from these data. The relationship may unfold during the task
according to at least two possible scenarios. In one scenario, some participants, initially,
may search consciously for any relations or similarities between the items, and then
discover orne shape similarities by which they, thereafter, organize their recall of the
items. In another scenario, some participants may, initially, organize some items
unconsciously by shape similarity, and then awareness of the shape similarities increases
thereafter, leading to consciously guided organization by shape. A combination of those
scenarios is also possible. In any case, shape similarity awareness could involve a
heightened and more prolonged activation of the respective shape representation .
Conscious awareness of the shape similarities would, presumably, allow participants the
opportunity to manipulate the grouping of the items in working memory during encoding
and retrieval, probably leading to the formation of longer clusters.
Interestingly, 9 of the 33 participants (27%) were reportedly not aware of any Edefined hape similarities. Some of these participants orted some of the items according
to episodic and semantic mnemonic , P-defined shape similaritie and shape
substitutions, spatial and action relations, or unintentionally or incidentally byE-defined
shape, or by other mnemonics. These 9 participants hawed E-shape clustering that wa
on average slightly, but not significantly, above chance; and their IRTs did not show a
significant hape cluster speed advantage. The reported mnemonic and sorting results are
consistent with those of the pilot FR study (Mattless, 2003, unpublished), where 2 of the
6 pilot participants remained unaware of theE-defined shape similarities until the postexperiment shape awareness questions were asked. Possibly, when participants engage in
a more eclectic mix of mnemonics, and do not process any one type of information
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extensively, then they may be more likely to develop only partial or no awareness of the
E-defined perceptual categories. In contrast to this outcome for single-feature perceptual
categories, if participants applied an eclectic mix of mnemonics to the recall of lists
containing concrete semantic categories, they could still show moderate significant
clustering for theE-defined semantic categorie because the items within those categories
usually have more similarities and relations by which people can organize recall.
The finding that some participants do not become aware of theE-defined
categories does have precedents. Frost's (1971) FR participants reportedly indicated
having no awareness of the orientation categories. Loeb and DeNike ( 1969) found that
12% to 15% of their FR participants reported no awareness of theE-defined semantic
categories (e.g., clothes, vehicles, animals, fruits , etc.) in the lists. Consistent with the
present results, Loeb and DeNike ( 1969) also found that participants who reported using
theE-defined categories to learn the list had higher clustering than those who reported
mixed mnemonics (E-defined and non-E-defined categorical), and the mixed mnemonic
participants in turn had higher clustering than those who reported no use of theE-defined
categories.
Consistent with the usual practice in scoring clustering, in the present FR study
only E-defined shape clusters were counted in the ARC and MRR score calculations. The
instances of E-P- and P-defined shape groupings indicate that there was more shape
similarity organization than was captured by the ARC and MRR measures. Reports of
shape similarity-based analogies, such as pool cue imaged as a supporting pole in a

teepee, obviously, could not be captured in the measurement of clustering. Such
analogies are consistent with the "seeing as" and "imaging as" phenomena presented in
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the Introduction, where people image one object as another that is similar in shape.
Overall, most participants (88%) explicitly reported at least one of the following
perceptual or action mnemonics: shape similarity, spatial relations, and action relations.
Moreover, 79% of all participants reported some kind of shape imilarity mnemonic.
These finding highlight the limitation of researchers' usual practice of reporting only the
mean clustering, and of scoring clustering according to a single E-defined set of
categories or relations. These findings now raise the possibility that participants who
showed low mean E-defined perceptual clustering scores in previous research used some
altemative perceptual mnemonics that were overlooked.
One limitation of the open-ended format used in the post-task interview is that
participants may overlook, neglect to mention, or not remember some of the mnemonics
they used during FR. For example, only one participant reported the mnemonic " Striving
Toward the Goal to Recall More," even though such a goal was probably pursued by all
participants. Likewise, the mnemonic involved in monitoring or keeping track of which
items have or have not been recalled previously (PrvRecl and NPrvRecl) may be integral
to FR task performance, though participants may not always report those mnemonics . In
future research, the open-ended que tion format used here could be upplemented with a
subsequently-administered mnemonic checklist (e.g. , see Camp, Markley, & Kramer,
1983). A checklist could present all of the usual mnemonics, which would be equally
available to be checked, or not checked, and ranked in importance by the participant.
More FR studies, using a wider variety of items, and collecting mnemonic information in
response to open-ended questions, are needed before a standard checklist can be
constructed and justified.
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In sum, the shape clustering, IRT, and reported mnemonic results confirm the
predictions of perceptual theories. The mnemonic reports revealed additional perceptual
similarity and relational schemes that were perhaps overlooked in previous research.

2.13. General Discussion
The present FE and FR studies provide the first clear evidence of secondary shape
categorical organization in people's knowledge and LTM of everyday objects. On
average, shape categorical clustering was significantly above chance, and shape cluster
were faster than shape switch IRTs, in FE and FR retrieval. In their post-experiment
reports, most participants mentioned that they used mental imagery and various
perceptual schemes in their strategies and mnemonics. The shape clustering, IRTs, and
post-experiment task reports confirmed the predictions derived from the perceptual
theories (Barsalou, 1999; Hebb, 1949) but disconfirmed the claims of the amodal theories
(Engelkamp & Zimmer, 1994; Shelton & Caramazza, 2001). That these effects occurred
in the absence of any physical shape information suggests that the underlying
representations and organization are based in people's knowledge or LTM systems. Upon
retrieving relevant objects from LTM, people presumably activate object and shape
representations, and these activations then temporarily facilitate the activation of other
object representations having similar, overlapping shape representations (for further
discussion of the hypothesized processes by which this occurs, see chapter 3).
In contrast to the present results, Zimmer's ( 1989) FR experiments did not show
clearly above-chance clustering of nouns by the shape of the referent objects. Engelkamp
and Zimmer (I 994) cited Zimmer's (1989) findings to support their conclusion that
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memory for objects is not normally organized according to perceptual factor such as
shape. The findings of the present FR study, which are based on adequate levels of recall,
challenge Engelkamp's and Zimmer' (1994) claims. Engelkamp and Zimmer (1994) also
claimed that memory for objects is not normally organized according to patial relations
or action relations. In the present FR study, most participants (88%) reported that they
grouped items according to at least one of either shape similarity, spatial relations, or
action relations. Most of these mnemonics involved grouping of items that were unrelated
semantically. Semantically-unrelated items have now been shown to be organized
according to shape category (in the present FR study and the pilot; also see Moar, 1977),
depicted orientation (Frost, 1971), spatial relations (McNamara eta!., 1989; Moar, 1977;
Nida & Lange, 1997; Plumert, 1994; Plumert & Strahan, 1997; Stukuls, 1975), and action
similarities (Koriat et a!., 1998; Koriat & Pearlman-Avnion, 2003; cf. Zimmer &
Engelkamp, 1989). Semantically-unrelated items are also clustered in FR or FE according
to primary perceptuomotor similaritie or relations, including similar or overlapping
phonemes (Bousfield & Wicklund, 1969; Fagan, 1969; Troyer eta!., 1998), similar
abstract geometric figure (Bousfield eta!., 1959; Jones-Gotman & Milner, 1977), similar
melodies (Cutietta & Booth, 1996), spatial relations and proximities (Taylor & Tversky,
1992), and similar actions or gestures (Jason, 1985; Koriat eta!., 1998; Koriat &
Pearlman-Avnion, 2003; cf. Zimmer & Engelkamp, 1989).
The support of perceptual theories is not limited to evidence from laboratory tasks
such as FE and FR. Consider again the "seeing as" and "imaging as" evidence presented
in the Introduction, where people see or think of one object and then are reminded of
another object that is similar in shape. The tendency for shape-similarity-based reminding
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would probably be established in the predominantly young adult participants long before
they ever encountered the FE and FR tasks in this study. Shape-similarity-based
reminding, analogies, and generalizations occur under a wide variety of natural and
artificial conditions in adults, are evident in young children' s normal learning of object
names, and are even suggested in the behaviour of other species (Guthrie, 1993 ). Hence, it
cannot be claimed that the effects of the same kind obtained here in FE and FR are only
found in these experimental tasks. Rather, these hape clustering and IRT effects are just
some examples from a long list of circumstances where such phenomena occur.
The experimental and observational evidence cited above challenges the claims of
Engelkamp and Zimmer (1994), while supporting theories of memory that include
perceptual and motor bases for inter-object similarities and relations (e.g., Barsalou, 1999,
2003; Hebb, 1949). Engelkamp and Zimmer ( 1994) proposed a multimodal theory of
memory that was amodal with respect to categorical and relational repre entations, in
which perceptual and motor information was normally not represented conceptually. The
evidence reported and reviewed above suggests that human memory is a more exten ively
multimodal system that includes perceptual and motoric bases of organization.

2.13.1. Shape and Other Variables in Memory Organization
Although the e studies focus ed on object shape, the results also suggested that
there were other major organizational tendencies in addition to, or confounded with,
shape. Object shape is significantly confounded with semantic category in people's
representations of everyday objects (also see Rosch et al., 1976). This confounding was
reflected in the con-elations between shape similarity and semantic transition in FE output
and in the significant association between judges' shape and semantic classifications of
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objects. In FE output, "purely" shape cluster (SemSw- ShapeCl) and semantic cluster
transitions (SemCl-ShapeSw), respectively, were each less frequent, and longer in
duration, than semantic cluster-shape cluster transitions (SemCl- ShapeCl). The IRT
results are consistent with reaction time results from the lexical decision and naming tasks
ofFlores d'Arcais et al. (1985) and Schreuder et al. (1984). The IRT results are also
consistent with the reaction time results from the lexical and semantic decision studies of
McRae and Boisvert ( 1998), where significant response time savings were obtained only
when the semantically-related exemplars were also similar in other respects such as
physical similarity. The classification and FE output results suggest that organization of
objects in people's long-term knowledge involves a confounding between shape and
semantic categories. Nonetheless, shape similarity effects are detected in FE output when
the semantic variable is controlled statistically.
The classification study also revealed a significant confounding between semantic
category and object size in people's long-term knowledge. There is a tendency for objects
in the same semantic category to be of similar rated size. In FE output, within semantic
clusters, inter-object transitions of low size difference were more frequent and faster than
those ofhigh size difference. In switching between semantic categories, however, there
was no significant speed advantage for transitions of low size difference, suggesting that
object size-at least for performance within the FE domains used here-is only a
significant organizing factor within semantic categories of objects. On the other hand,
Moar's (1977) FR results suggested that people do organize retrieval of semanticallyunrelated objects according to size. Due to the confounds in Moar's ( 1977) presentation
(e.g., house shown in a larger picture and cup shown in a smaller picture), it would be
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necessary to carTy out another FR study, using only object names presented one at a time
in random (or unblocked) equence, to determine if people have a significant tendency to
organize retrieval of unrelated objects by known size.
The classifications and FE outputs demonstrated con istent associations between
the shape, ize, and semantic variables, confirming the result of previous studies that had
shown substantial overlap of object feature within concrete semantic categories (McRae
et al., 1997; McRae et al., 1999; Rosch & Mervis, 1975). When feature overlap between
exemplars is reduced, semantic categorical clustering in recall is also reduced (e.g., ee
Cisse & Heth, 1989).
People's memory for everyday objects also appears to be organized strongly
according to spatial location/context- the predominant strategy reported for FE here and
for other FE tasks in other research (Bond eta!., 1985; Vallee-Tourangeau et a!., 1998;
Walker & Kintsch, 1985; Williams & Hollan, 1981; William & Santos-Williams, 1980).
Following from the present line of research, future studies using FE might require
participants, in the post-task procedure, to classify the listed objects according to
location. It would then be possible to examine (a) the amount of confounding between
object location, semantic category, and other variables, in people's classifications, and (b)
the amount of clustering and the influence on IRT durations attributable to location.
Whereas FE participants' reported use of spatial location/context trategies
involved predominantly a search for objects in known locations from everyday life, FR
participants' reported spatial relational mnemonics involved mostly ad hoc scenarios
constructed for the purpose of combining unrelated objects into memorable groupings. In
FE, participants seemed to recreate an experience similar to actually searching physical
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environments for objects. ln FR, some participants at retrieval presumably attempted to
reinstate the patial groupings that they formed during study of the list.

2.13.2. Imagery and Visuospatial Processing
Most of the FE and FR participants used explicit imagery terminology in
describing the strategies and mnemonics that they had used in retrieving object items,
despite the fact that there were no instructions to use imagery. This finding, together with
the finding that most of the participants reported perceptual schemes that implied the use
of imagery, such as spatial location/contextual, shape similarity, and spatia l and action
relations, suggests that people activated perceptual and motor representations during the
tasks. Pa t research has established that people activate appropriate perceptual and motor
areas of the brain during imagery tasks (for reviews, see Barsalou, 2008; Kosslyn, 1994;
Kosslyn. Ganis, & Thompson, 2001; Richardson, 1999). Imagery phenomena are
reported to occur naturally, without imagery instructions, when people recall concrete
nouns (Richardson, 1999), when they freely emit semantic and ad hoc category items
(Rende, 1999, cited in Rende et al., 2002; Vallee-Tourangeau et al., 1998; Walker &
Kintsch, 1985, Exp. 1), the names of former acquaintances (Williams & Hollan, 1981;
Williams & Santos-Williams, 1980), or events that typically occur within common scripts
(e.g., "going to a restaurant for a meal," etc.; Walker & Kintsch, 1985, Exp. 2). Imagery
phenomena also occur when people verify object properties (Solomon & Barsalou, 2004;
also see Kan, Bar alou, Solomon, Minor, & Thomp on-Schill, 2003), and when they list
object properties (Wu & Barsalou, 2003, see "neutral" condition).
The notion that concrete semantic FE performance involve visuospatial
processing is also supported by results from studies using dual-task methodology. For
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example, performing a concmTent visuospatial task reduces production in a semantic
fluency task (e.g., animals, fruits and vegetables, clothing, furniture) more than in a firstletter fluency task, and the reverse pattern of results is obtained for semantic and letter
fluency tasks when the concunent tasks are articulatory suppression (Rende et al., 2002)
or sequential finger-tapping on a computer keyboard with the right hand by right-handed
participants (Martin, Wiggs, Lalonde, & Mack, 1994). This uggests that at least some of
the major concrete semantic FE tasks rely more on visuospatial processing, while firstletter FE tasks rely more on the specialized perceptuomotor systems involved in the
surface or primary aspects of speech processing or sequencing of simple manual actions.
The widespread findings of imagery reported in FE and recall tasks suggest that
Engelkamp and Zimmer ( 1994) were incorrect when they claimed that perceptual
representations are not activated under standard non-imagery instruction conditions
involving words as stimuli or responses. Note also that Pylyshyn's (1984, 2002) amodal
"tacit knowledge" hypothesis purports to explain how people process and respond to
imagery instructions, but the present research did not use imagery in tructions.

2.13.3. Accessing Object Knowledge Activates Perceptual and Motor Areas
The present FE and FR re ults can be added to the growing body of evidence
supporting perceptually-based theories of concrete knowledge representation. When
people name object , actions, and perceptual properties, even when only word stimuli are
presented, there is significant activation in appropriate perceptual and motor cortical
regions (for reviews, see Barsalou, 2008; Barsalou, Simmons, Barbey, & Wilson, 2003 ;
Martinet al., 2000; PulveJmi.iller, 1999; and see Thompson-Schill, Oliver, Brainard, &
Robison, 2003). Appropriate areas of perceptual cortex are activated when people access
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their knowledge of the sensory properties of objects in response to object names (for a
review, see Martin, 2007; also ee Goldberg, Perfetti, & Schneider, 2006a, 2006b;
Simmons eta!., 2007) and when they generate images of known entities from object
names (Handy eta!., 2004, see noun condition) or from animal names (Lambert,
Sampaio, Scheiber, & Mauss, 2002).
Participants incur response time costs when they must switch between (as
compared to within) stimulus property modalities in verifying the properties of noun
referents (Pecher, Zeelenberg, & Barsalou, 2003; Simmons, Pecher. Hamann,
Zeelenberg, & Barsalou, 2003). Property verification (Solomon & Barsalou, 200 I)
experiments show that re ponse times are shorter when there i higher (versus lower)
shape similarity between prime and target named objects. In sentence verification, in
verifying whether a depicted object was mentioned as a noun in a previous sentence
context, people show a response time cost if the depicted object appears in an exemplar
shape that is different from what would be expected from the previous sentence context
(Zwaan, Stanfield, & Yaxley, 2002).
Areas of the brain that process shape information during perception are also
activated when people process object word or shape word stimuli, with no actual or
depicted object or shape information present. For example, people show increased
activation of some area of the parietal cortex, including area, analogous to those found
to be selective for three-dimensional shapes in primates (e.g., see Sakata eta!., 1999),
when they judge shape descriptions of object noun referents (e.g., "curved" versus
"straight," in Oliver & Thompson-Schill, 2003). When people judge or rate the shape
complexity of object noun referents, areas involved in perceiving object shape, including
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the inferior parietal cortex, and the lateral occipital complex (LOC), become more highly
active (Newman, Klatzky, Lederman, & Just, 2005). When people passively read shape
words such as "square," "arc," and so on, as compared to when they read colour words,
some areas involved in perceiving objects and shape are activated, such as the middle
temporal gyrus and the anterior fusiform gyrus, and there is also heightened activation in
specific premotor, inferior prefrontal, and dorsolateral prefrontal areas (Pulvermiiller &
Hauk, 2006). When people listen passively to lists of spoken nouns referring to everyday
objects, there is coherent activation between posterior inferior temporal, posterior
parietal, and occipital sites (von Stein, Rappelsberger, Sarnthein, & Petsche, 1999)- that
is, areas that are active in perceiving objects and shape. The evidence from these different
studies suggests that if people in the present FR study had mentally rehearsed the shape
category verbal labels, or explicitly attended to referent object shape, activation of shapeselective cortical areas would probably have occurred.
2.13.4. Abstraction and Categorical Representation
A common misconception about perceptual models of cognition is that they
cannot, in principle, achieve categorical abstraction (Pylyshyn, 1973; also see Adams &
Campbell, 1999; Gabora, 1999; Ohlsson, 1999). This misconception has been
perpetuated, in part, by the repeated claims that perceptual representations are merely
recordings of stimulus patterns. These claims are unsupported and, indeed, run contrary
to the explicitly stated assumptions of modem perceptual theorists. Perceptual theorists
assume that the representations are normally schematic, incomplete, and dynamic, not
exact rigid copies of individual stimuli (e.g., Barsalou, 1999, 2003 ; Hebb, 1949, 1968).
These properties are attributed to not only categorical representations, but also to
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relational and contextual representations. Some researcher have proposed that many
aspects of knowledge may be organized not according amodal schemes, but according to
abstract spatial and/or spatio-temporal schemas (e.g., Barsalou, 1999, pp. 590-594;
Edelman & Breen, 1999; Hock & Schmelzkopf, 1980; Mandler, 1992). Goldstone and
Barsalou (1998; also ee Barsalou, 2003) have described numerous way in which
abstraction can be achieved in perceptual systems.
Primary clustering in FR and FE tasks, cited previou. ly, provides physical trace
evidence of the hypothesized abstraction or categorization effect that are perceptual
and/or motoric. The shape clustering results of the present studies can be taken as
evidence of perceptually-based abstraction and classification having occurred in the
absence of the referent object stimuli. The evidence, presented in the Introduction,
dealing with "seeing as" and shape similarity-based reminding, shows that perceptual
abstraction and stimulus generalization occur in a broad range of circumstances (Guthrie,
1993), not just in experiments. All of this evidence suggests that categorical abstraction
does occur in perceptually-based representational systems.

2.13.5. Assessing the Limits of Perceptual Organizational Effects
In the retrieval of objects and entities, significant mean clustering may not
necessarily occur for all perceptual variables under all conditions. For that matter, neither
does significant clustering occur for all semantic categories (e.g., see Shuell's 1969
review). Differences in levels of clu tering probably have less to do with the perceptual
versus semantic distinction and more to do with other factors. These factors may include
the strength of within-category relations (e.g., spatial, action, etc.), amount of feature
overlap between items, item dominance, contrast and alignment between categories,
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coherence within categories, lexical ambiguity, the number and strength of competing
organizational schemes, and poss ibly other factors, such as the availability of various
categories to conscious attention.
It would be unreasonable for any theorist to postulate that memory of objects is

organized according to features that are not likely to be important in experience. The
extent to which a person's knowledge of everyday objects is organized according to
shape-or any other perceptual feature-may depend on how much experience the
person has with the objects, the quantity and dive rsity of objecL known to the person, the
particular semantic domain of objects, and other factors. It may be the case, for example,
that a person' s knowledge of objects is organized more strongly according to shape if the
person has extensive ex pertise and skill in interacting with, classifying, or using those
objects. Due to the ir vocation or hobby, some people, such as visual artists, may attend to
the shapes of things more systematically, more often, and more thoroughly than others.
Historical changes and cultural differences in the kinds of objects that are ava ilable, and
the mode by which people interact with them, could affect the extent of the influence of
object shape on memory organization.
The generality of these FE and FR results is somewhat limited by the sampling of
objects, which included mostly tho e of simple shape. To support broader generalizations
about the organization of object memory, an objects FE task (e.g., like the practice FE
task used here) could be used in future research, using anal yses similar to tho e used in
the present research, to determine the relative contribution of shape s imilarity, size
difference, location, semantic transition, and other item content variables, to clustering
and IRT effects. Likew ise, a FR s tudy could be conducted using longer lists of objects
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that were sampled at random from a large population of rea onably familiar objects. It
would be possible to assess the respective levels of shape, semantic categorical, spatial
relational, and other types of clustering and IRT effects, based on participants' post-task
classifications. Whereas judges in the classification study sorted objects in the master lists
according to specific experimenter-defined criteria (shape, size, or semantic categories), it
would also be useful to have judges freely classify large numbers of object items, and
then the extent to which the judges used each type of classification could be measured.
These methods would allow for broader generalization about the organization of memory
of object .
Although some object shape clustering appears to occur for most participants and
items when the recall leve l is above adequate, it does not necessarily occur for all
participants, or for all items. Yet nearly all participants in the FE and FR experiments
here reported at least one example of a perceptual strategy or mnemonic, besides
imagery, for retrieving items. These perceptual schemes may arise whenever the items to
be retrieved are concrete objects or entities.
Manipulating the FE or FR orienting instructions could also produce informative
results. For example, preparing participants to list or study-and-recall the items with the
intention of later drawing them, or manipulating them, might increase the object shape
activation , particularly of the defining boundaries of the objects. Other conditions could
examine the effect of instructions that ask participants to imaginally trace the boundaries
of the objects.
Now that the present FE and FR studie are complete, it would first be prudent to
replicate the results. Subsequently, additional studies could be canied out examining the
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role of shape imilarity or difference in various paradigms designed to assess L TM and
lmowledge organization. For example, the effectiveness of object shape similarity and
difference could be tudied in FR distinctiveness (or von Restmff) paradigms, including
the usual measure of item recall frequency and priority, but also the measurement of
clustering, IRTs, and post-task reported mnemonics. Lexical and semantic decision
experiments, using items generated from the present research, could also be canied out to
determine whether or not there is a significant reaction time savings for similarly-shaped
as compared to differently-shaped prime-target pairs of object noun referents.

2.14. Summary Conclusions
One can now make sense of the apparent discrepancy that arose due to claims
that, while emantic clustering was widespread, perceptual clustering did not occur. This
appeared to support the claims of the amodal theory of organization. As consideration of
past evidence showed, however, the apparent discrepancy or discontinuity turned out to
be chiefly a difference in the level of clustering. Perceptual clustering did occur when
methodological problems were minimized. Perceptual clustering occutTed at lower levels
than for most of the concrete semantic categories that have been tested thus far, at least
partly due to the increased amounts of naturally confounded similarities and relations
between items within ·emantic categories, and the greatly reduced similarities and
relations within perceptual categories as they are normally studied. Increased clustering
associated with increased overlap between category members, whether according to
perceptual or semantic similarity, can be explained parsimoniously within perceptual
theories according to a common set of principles and mechanism (as discussed in the
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next chapter). Perceptually-based memory organization is not an exception. Rather, it
conforms to the general principles of similarity and relational organization. Perceptual
similarity and perceptual relational organizational tendencies exist; they can be
demonstrated in classical memory organization tasks; and the phenomena are not limited
to experimental tasks, a shown by the shape analogy and reminding-by-shape-s imilarity
phenomena that occur in a wide variety of circumstances.
In the next chapter, I attempt to develop a principled scientific explanation of
clustering. I work toward an explanation of the hypothesized neural mechanisms
underlying shape categorical clustering in retrieval.
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Notes for Chapters 1 and 2
1

In many of the sciences, the term morphology is often used to refer to the shape, form,
or structure of some thing or pattern, or to the study thereof, within a science. Also note
that by the use of the words "shape" and "form" in this the is, I am generally refening to
three-dimensional object shape, unless specified otherwise.
2

It is not difficult to imagine that similarity organization in isolation, if unconstrained,
could easily become maladaptive under many circum tances. I suggest that the tendency
is often constrained by the fact that objects in the real world consist of con·eiated features,
such that we are likely to be reminded of one thing by another that overlaps with it in a
combination of multiple respects. Of course, the similarity-based tendencies are also
guided by such factors as context and the person' goals, which help ensure relevance.
3

Young children can also use functional analogies that are not rigidly constrained by
shape. For example, a toddler may sit on a beachball, calling it a "chair" (Anglin, 1983),
even though the spherical shape of the object does not optimally afford sitting. This
indicates that young children can be flexible in their analogical thinking. Nevertheless, it
remains true that . hape-based analogies are common in toddlers' language and behaviour.
4

Colour, surface patterns, and textures do provide important additional information about
an object, particularly in combination with shape information. For example, colour often
signals fruit or vegetable ripeness. However, the elements of many patterns-spots and
stripes, and so on-are themselves shapes or elements of shapes such a contours and
angles. Much the same could be said of visible textures such as mammalian fur, fish
scales, bird feathers, and such. Removing those shapes or shape elements would
eliminate the specific entity information provided by the pattern.
5

By supramodal, I refer to information that (i) can be registered through more than one
sensory/perceptual modality, such as time, space, intensity, and so on, or (i i) emerges out
of the synthesis of unimodal sources (e.g., flavour perception). Some authors (e.g., Smith,
1987) refer to such information, particularly (i), as amodal. However, ·upramodal
information is specific or limited to certain modalities. For example, spatial information
arises from visual , auditory, and various somatosenses, and is probably al o often
encoded in conjunction with action information, but does not seem to arise from smell
and taste. Moreover, smell can combine with taste information in a way that other sensory
information cannot normally combine with either taste or smell.

6

Usage of the term perceptual can be confusing because, in perceptual theories, motor,
linguistic, bodily tate, emotional, social, abstract conceptual, introspective, and cognitive
operational information are all included (Barsalou, 1999). Another point of clarification
here is that perceptual representation are not strictly analogical or non-arbitrary. For
example, words are perceptuomotor representations that are normally related arbitrarily to
their referents. Rather than introduce a new term, I will still use perceptual here, despite
the above caveats and clarifications, mainly because (a) the term has emerged in
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predominant usage in recent theoretical discussions, (b) the type of information studied
here involve perceptual properties (i.e., shape), and (c) the shape representations
activated during FE and FR are hypothesized to be implemented in perceptual areas of
cortex.
7

The Bousfield et al. (1959) study involving geometric figural similarities is of some
concem. Other researchers have previously de cribed its clustering results as negligible,
requiring "several trials" to occur (Engelkamp & Zimmer, 1994; Frost, 1972). That
description needs to be corrected. In fact, moderate-to-strong clustering occurred on
every trial except Trial l. There were 24 abstract geometric figures to recall, with six
exemplars in each of four geometric design categories. The mean Ratio of Repetition
(RR) clustering cores (where chance= .2173) for Trials 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively
were .22, .41, .49, .55, and .60. The fact that the mean clustering for Trial 1 approximates
chance level (.217) must be regarded with due caution, because (a) there were no practice
trials; (b) teaming the task itself was "difficult" (Bousfield et al., 1959, p. 284)-probably
most difficult on Trial 1; (c) the stimuli were unfamiliar, non-meaningful, and in many
cases highly confusable; and (d) there was very low mean correct recall (5.76 I 24
figures) on Trial 1. The econd trial mean RR of .41 is consistent with significantlyabove-chance clustering found for moderate semantic category clustering (e.g., Bousfield,
Cohen, & Whitmarsh, 1958). Taking all of these facts into consideration, there is good
support for the original conclu ion of Bousfield et al. (1959) that geometrically-based
categorical organization can occur in the teaming of new design pattems.
8

The authors of both of these studies reported variation or elaboration on themes in
sequential productions of non-meaningful geometric designs (Jones-Gorman & Milner,
1977) and gestures (Jason, 1985) by healthy participants. In other words, there were
clusters, in which elements of one production were carried over into the next.
9

The numbers of participants who received flat first versus long first were not as evenly
balanced as they could have been (i.e., long was first in 4 cases and flat was first in 7
cases).
10

In the pilot phase, before an exact time limit had been decided upon, 2 pilot
participants did the FE task for approximately 6 1/2 minutes. Their production rates
slowed considerably toward the end of that time period, so the number of re ponses
produced would not have differed much if they had completed a full 7-minute task.
11

Arguing from simulation result , Brook and Stirling (1984) suggested that the chisquared distribution was more sensitive than Brennan and Light's (1974) normal Z
distribution under certain circumstances. The present investigation, with real data,
suggested that the Brennan and Light approach was slightly more sensitive overall. This
may have been owing to the fact that, compared to Brook's and Stirling' s (1984) r x c
tables, those in the present research were very large and sparse, characteristics that could
make the Z-score approximation more appropriate than the chi-squared (MOITis, 1975,
cited in Zelterman, 1999). Nonetheles , because the chi-squared was more convenient to
compute, it was used for most of the analyses of agreement here.
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12

ln calculating the '1 statistic, size was treated as an interval variable, while hape and
semantic variables were treated as nominal. This was calculated using the basic rows x
columns Crosstabs procedure in SPSS 13.0, GradPack. Although size in the present study
would more accurately be described a an ordinal variable, nominal-by-ordinal statistics
were not available for these calculations. Yet, becau e size is an ordered variable here,
treating s ize as an interval variable probably provides a more accurate measure of
agreement than would be provided by the chi-squared. In any case, ordinary chi-squared
result also showed that the size-semantic category and size-shape category agreement
levels were significant, comparable to levels reported for shape-semantic category.
13

Indeed, cross-correlational analyses, not reported here, suggested that shape similarity
was related to lRT durations not only at lag 0 (where the relation was strongest), but also
(with diminishing levels of association with increasing lag or lead) at lags and leads of I
for most domains, and up to two or three for the round domain.
14

In her 1971 article, Frost often uses the word "shape," though her experimental
categories are by orientation.
15

Frost (1971) also employed a control group (n = 15) that received only the object
names in both practice and test trials. For that group, clustering that was scored according
to experimenter-defined orientation categories was below chance level (M < .25).
Therefore, it is unlikely that Frost's depicted orientation information might have in some
way been confounded with the object names. These control participants later reported, in
the post task interview, what orientation categories (out of the four experimenter-defined
categories) they had imaged or else would have expected for each item. Frost ( 1971 ) then
rescored their recall outputs according to those subjective orientation categories.
Interestingly, above-chance clustering was obtained (M = .419, where chance= .25)
according to those subjective orientation schemes, which suggested to Frost ( 1971) that
there may have been an imaged orientation effect even for the participants who were
exposed only to the names of the objects for study and recall.
Engelkamp and Zimmer (J 994) claimed that Frost's (1971) significant orientation
clustering depended on a practice trial in which participants had to recognize object
pictures (a "practice picture" (PP) procedure). However, there is evidence in Fro t'
(1971) study showing that the PP procedure wa, not necessary to produce the clustering
effect. Another group of participants received a "practice word" recognition (PW)
condition. ln the PW condition, participants were shown pictures of the objects in the
practice study, but then in the practice test they were shown only the names of objects
and were required to recognize the names of those objects that they'd seen in the practice
test. Thus, these PW participants were prepared for a test of recognizing objects by name,
not by visible cues such as depicted orientation. This PW group later received the regular
study-recall test trial where the object picture stimuli were presented. The PW group had
clustering scores on their test trial (Mpw = .506) that were as high as for two other groups
(Mpp 1 = .525 and MPP2 = .439) that had earlier received the "practice picture" (PP) trial. In
a direct contrast between Mpw and MPPI, F < 1. Therefore, the practice picture procedure
was not a critical factor for the clustering effect.
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Engelkamp and Zimmer (1994) also suggested that the significant orientation
clustering in Frost's studies may have been due to the allegedly high salience of the
orientation information in the to-be-recalled stimuli. Although this is a reasonable
suggestion, Frost (1971) reports that, in post-task interviews where the participants were
asked about their " ... methods of retention and retrieval" (p. 41 0), none of the 45
participant exposed to the picture stimuli reported any awareness of the orientation
categories (p. 413). It is possible that they could have been aware of the categories, but,
for unknown reasons, did not report it. However, if orientation information was as salient
as Engelkamp and Zimmer sugge ted, it should have been reported by some pmticipants.
16

Some of Zimmer's mean ARC scores (. 13 and .12) may have been significantly greater
than chance (zero), but the measures of variability needed to assess this possibility were
no longer available (H. D. Zimmer, personal communication, November, 2001 ).
17

The 2 participants whose data were excluded had the lowest and second lowest mean
recall in the study, though there were additional reasons for exclu ion. One participant
misunderstood the meaning of two of the words, such that both shape and semantic
category were changed drastically for both words (no other participant mi understood
those two words); reported a large number of repeated items; included irrelevant speech
during recall; had very low recall on the first two trials (four and seven items recalled
correctly on Trials 1 and 2, respectively; mean recall across all trials= 8.75); and grouped
only four items (two units of Size 2) in the sort. Note that the significant misconstruals of
two words and the large number of repeats were deemed sufficient to warrant exclusion.
The other patticipant reported that he had experienced a tressful negative event prior to
the session, and that he believed that this had affected his recall performance; and he had
very low recall on the first three trials (mean 7.3 items recalled over the first three trials,
with a mean of 8.5 over all trials), included irrelevant speech during recall , had
con iderable difficulty with the backwards counting task, and grouped only two items in
the sort. For this latter participant, emotional state, coupled with low recall, wa deemed
sufficient to warrant exclusion.
18

Two other participants had been exposed to fragments of information that might have
been of concern. One had heard about a "round things" task, and another had done a
mental imagery task involving the combination of different shapes. Neither of these
participants appeared to have been influenced in a way that would increase shape
clustering- that is, their mean clustering scores were around chance, and both had first
trial clustering scores below chance. Therefore, the data from these participants were
included in all analyses.
19

In the tests of ARC and MRR clu tering, the chance level of clustering constitutes the
null hypothesis criterion to be rejected or retained. Therefore, directional (one-tailed) tests
were used, because the upper tail of the distribution of clustering scores was irrelevant in
this case. I am also in agreement with Hays ( 1994, see pp. 297-299) that a directional test
is appropriate when the researcher has an a priori directional hypothesis and empirical and
theoretical reasons motivating that hypothesis. Unless noted otherwise, directional tests
were used in all of the directional, a priori hypothesis tests, and non-directional tests were
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used in post hoc tests in this study.
20

There were 13 alternative items that were used for the 2 of the 33 participants who
received the first version of List 3. Because there were inadequate numbers of IRTs from
which to derive valid means for those items, approximations were obtained by calculating
the mean cluster IRT and mean switch IRT from the pool of 13 al ternati ve items, for both
beginning- and end-word analyses. This amalgamated case was then added to the main n
= 60 items analyses, resulting inn= 61 cases. For the amalgamated beginning word,
cluster M = 2.128 s (n = 16) and the switch M = 2.320 s (n =58). For the amalgamated
end-word, cluster M = 2.665 s (n = 14) and the witch M = 1.989 s (n =57 ). The results
for the beginning- and end-word analyses that included the amalgamated item are as
follows: for the beginning-word, t(60) = 4.74, SD = 0.967, p = .000007 (one-tailed), r/ =
.27; and for the end-word, t(60) = 4.31, SD = 1.124, p = .00003 (one-tai led), r/ = .24.
These results are nearly the same as those for the main n = 60 analyses.
21

There are several other methodological differences between Zimmer's (1989) FR stud y
and the present one that could help explain the differing result . However, a thorough
methodological comparison is not feasible at this point because Zimmer's ( 1989, Exps. 13) object lists were not published and are not available (H. D. Zimmer. personal
correspondence, November, 2001 ).
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Chapter 3. Toward a Neural Theory of Shape Categorical Clustering in Free Emission
and Free Recall Retrieval

According to perceptual theories (Barsalou, 1999; Fuster, 1995; Hebb, 1949,
1968; Martin, Ungerleider, & Haxby, 2000), when we retrieve an object noun from LTM
during free emission (FE) or free recall (FR), some perceptual properties of the referent
will tend to be reactivated, including its form. The neural assembly for a , nake's form,
for example, share some form-selective neurons with those of other similarly-shaped
entities (e.g., rope, hose, etc.). This overlap of shape-selective neurons between similar
object representations is posited to be the primary facilitator of object shape clustering
and the accompanying cluster-IRT reductions. In this chapter, I will attempt to describe
in more detail the hypothesized mechanisms involved in this overlap/similarity-based
clustering.
Hebb ( 1949) was one of the fir t to present explicitly the idea that neural
assembly overlap could play a role in the organization of recall. He speculated that if the
neural assemblies of items A and B overlapped on a common assembly C, then activation
of A could promptly facilitate the activation of B, through the persistent activation of C.
He wrote: " ... the subject as ociates an object B with an object A, because both are
associated with something else, C: a familiar trick in memorizing lists of words or
nonsense syllables in learning experiments." (1949, p. 13 1). Hebb ( 1949) also implied
that A and B could be object assemblies, and C could be a shape assembly common to
both objects: "A perceived object consists of a number of perceptual elements ... The
same elements recur in different perceptions, so that two concepts to be associated may
have phases (assembly actions) in common" (p. 130). The object assemblies would be
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connected to, and would activate, their respective word assemblies.
One of the few neurally-based explanations of clustering in recall tasks was put
forth by Bousfield and Cohen (1953). Their brief explanation, which focused on semantic
categorical clustering, al o drew upon Hebb's ( 1949) notion of the "overlap of assembly
action" (Bousfield, 1953, p. 239) between items that share a superordinate (e.g., animals).
However, as was discussed in chapter 1, demonstrating purely perceptual
clustering of concrete entity/object nouns presents certain problems. In the on-line task
performance context of FE or FR, object activations are probably too brief and variable to
reliably engage most of the constituent perceptual unit assemblies of the object
assemblies. Thus, it cannot be guaranteed that most perceptual unit assemblies will be
significantly activated each time their object assembly is activated. In a statement
relevant to this point, Hebb noted that " ... a concept is not unitary. Its content varies from
one time to another, except for a central core whose activity may dominate in arousing
the ·ystem (i.e., the concept's neural assembly) as a whole." (1949, p. 133, parentheses
added). When a concept is activated, its "dominant core" should be at least partially
activated, including under conditions of "limited stimulation" (p. 133). I suggest that, in
Iight of the importance of object shape in object representation (see chapter l ), a
dominant core of an object assembly in LTM would generally be its shape assembly.
Hebb ( 1949) believed that the links between object assemblies via a common perceptual
unit assembly (e.g., shape) are established prior to the experimental situation. If the
object assemblies are already established with their shape assembly in LTM, they need
only be activated sufficiently in the experimental context to produce clustering effects.
Although the theory described herein was partly inspired by Hebb' s ( 1949) neural
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assembly theory, several fundamental changes were made in light of what is now known
about chemical transmission, inhibition, non-Hebbian learning, and so on (for further
discussion, see Milner, 1999). My goal is to develop a principled neurally-based theory
that is applicable to a wide variety of cognitive ta ks. A ub-goal is to explain clustering
in retrieval sequences. This chapter focuses on shape categorical clustering as a primary
example, but will touch upon alternative clustering schemes, such as spatial relational and
semantic categorical, that commonly ari e. I will present here the abbreviated versions of
some of the assumptions, mechanisms, and principles by which clustering is regulated.

3.1. General Perceptual-Theoretic Principles
3.1.1. Reactivation
Perhaps the most important underlying assumption of perceptual theories of
memory is that a subset of the perceptual and motor neural populations that are activated
during perception and interaction with an object are reactivated during retrieval of that
information about that object (see below). Critically, this reactivation can occur in the
absence of the original stimulus object. A wide range of evidence supports this
assumption. Reactivation of perceptual (and motor) association cortices during retrieval
of concrete entities, or of perceptual information pe11aining to those entities, has been
shown in ERP and EEG studies (Heil, Ro ler, & Hennighausen, 1996; Rosier, Heil, &
Hennighausen, 1995), in neuroimagi ng studies (for reviews, see Martin. 200 l , 2007; and
see Handy et al., 2004; Moscovitch, Kapur, Kohler, & Houle, 1995; Nyberg, Habib,
Mcintosh, & Tulving, 2000; Roland & Friberg, 1985; Thompson-Schill , Aguine,
D'Espos ito, & Farah 1999; Vaidya, Zhao, Desmond, & Gabrieli, 2002; Yanderberghe,
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Price, Wise, Josephs, & Frackowiak, 1996; Wheeler, Petersen, & Buckner, 2000), and in
studies using direct microelectrode stimulation of human cortex (Penfield & Perot, L963;
Penfield & Rasmussen, 1950). Lesions to perceptual association cortices generally result
in partial to complete loss of the ability to retrieve certain perceptual information, with
the type of deficit depending on the location of the lesion (e.g., Levine, Warach, & Farah,
1985; Warrington & McCarthy, 1987; for reviews, see Damasio, 1989; Farah, 1990;
Humphreys & Forde, 2001). Reactivation of appropriate perceptual (and/or motoric)
cortices during imagery experience occurs in at least the visual (Kosslyn, 1994), motor
and sensorimotor (Ehrsson, Geyer, & Naito, 2003; Hauk, Johnsrude, & Pulvermi.iller,
2004; Jeannerod, 1994), tactile (Yoo, Freeman, McCarthy, & Jolesz, 2003), auditory
(Zatorre, Halpern, PetTy, Meyer, & Evans, 1996; Zatorre & Halpern, 2005), and gustatory
(Simmons, Martin, & Barsalou, 2005) modalities. Direct microelectrode recordings from
human medial temporal areas show that neurons firing selectively for a specific stimulus
(e.g., a picture of a face, animal, food item, household object, etc.) during perception are
reactivated during mental imagery of that stimulus (Kreiman, G., Koch, C., & Fried, I.,
2000a, 2000b). Thus, a wide variety of evidence supports the principle of reactivation.
Particularly compelling evidence of the importance of reactivation in retrieval and
clustering comes from a recall study that used fMRI (Polyn, Natu, Cohen, & Norman,
2005). Participants had to recall the photos of famous locations, famou faces, and
objects presented during the encoding phase. Participants tended to recall items when
there was a high degree of reinstatement of the appropriate category-specific pattern of
brain activity. For example, if the pattern of activity that occun·ed while encoding faces
reoccurs to a high degree at some point in retrieval, recall of faces occurs at that point.
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The recall equences included clustering, wherein the reactivation of category leads to
recall of items from that category; when another category is reactivated, then items are
recalled from that one, and so on. As Polyn et al. (2005) wrote, "As subjects search
memories from a particular event, their brain state progressively comes to resemble their
brain state during the sought-after event, and the degree of match predicts what kinds of
information they will retrieve." (p. 1966).
Retrieval in FE or FR involves more than simply the reactivation of some neural
ensembles that were active in previous experiences. As Peter Milner ( 1999) has pointed
out in discussing stimulus recognition, some kind of "familiarity engram" (p. 85) must be
activated in conjunction with the reactivation of the target stimulus' neural ensemble(s) in
order for recognition to be successful. Similarly, in recall, one must reactivate not only
the previously-studied stimuli, but also, in conjunction with those stimuli, the task
episode in which they were presented.
As Barsalou ( 1999) has proposed, the contents of reactivation are partial and
sketchy, not complete reproductions of all details of a target entity. This is likely the case
in FR and FE, where only a very brief and partial reactivation of the concrete information
pertaining to an entity (e.g., concept of an apple) is needed to activate the appropriate
lexical representation (e.g., the word apple).
There can be reactivation of perceptual areas without the activation of any
memory per se. For instance, one could imaginally anange a new abstract composition of
lines and colours, without the image representing anything familiar. More generally,
reactivation of perceptual and motor area is likely to occur in a variety of ordinary
instances of productive thinking, such as in planning any behaviour. In these cases,
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elements are reactivated but combined in new ways.

3.1.2. Neuronal Selectivities
A critical assumption in the present theory is that neurons involved in perceiving
and remembering entities/objects have stimulus selectivity. lndiv1dual neurons in
perceptual cortex are selective for (or are "tuned" for) specific features and feature
combinations, as has been demonstrated in primate inferior temporal (IT) cortex in regard
to shape features (for a review, see Tanaka, 1996). For example, neuron A may
dramatically increase its firing rate to oval stimuli, whereas its firing rate may remain at
baseline level or lower for square stimuli. Likewise, neuron B may respond to a red, but
not green, colour. Neuron C may respond most strongly to red oval stimuli. In addition,
visual and visual-tactile neurons that are selective to the three-dimensional shapes of
objects (e.g., flat rectangles, long cylinders, rings, etc.) occur in primate parietal cortex
(Sakata et al., 1999), as do neurons selective for two-dimensional shapes (Sereno &
Maunsell, 1998). An analogous region selective for shape has been identified in humans
(Oliver & Thompson-Schill, 2003).
Neurons that have selectivities that are similar to each other tend to be clustered
together in microcolurnns perpendicular to the cortical surface (Tanaka, 1996; Wang,
Tanaka, & Tanifuji, 1996). Neurons selective for visual stimuli (e.g., faces and objects)
have also been located in monkey prefrontal cortex (PFC) (e.g., 6 Scalaidhe, Wilson, &
Goldman-Rakic, 1999). Some stimulus-selective neurons remain active when a stimulus
representation is maintained over a delay period wherein the stimulus is no longer
present; such neurons are found in IT (Fuster & Jervey, 1981 ; Sakai & Miyashita, 1991 ),
posterior parietal (PP) (Andersen, Bracewell, Barash, Gnadt, & Fogassi, 1990), and in
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PFC (Desimone, 1996). Different PFC neurons may show stimulus cue-selective delay
activity for faces or objects

(6 Scalaidhe et al.,

1999), colour (Quintana, Yejeya, &

Fuster, 1988), tactile feature (Romo, Brody, Hernandez, & Lemus, 1999), acoustic tone
(Bodner, Kroger, & Fuster, 1996), spatial position (Courtney, Petit, Maisog, Ungerleider,
& Haxby, 1998; Funahashi, Bruce, & Goldman-Rakic, 1989; also see the fMRI study by

Leung, Gore, & Goldman-Rakic, 2002), and the conjunction of spatial position and object
(Rao, Rainer, & Miller, 1997). Some neurons in lateral PFC (lPFC) appear to be tuned in
a manner that suggests sharp discrete categorical boundaries between complex threedimensional animal shapes (e.g., some neurons are, or through training can be, selective
for cats, or else for dogs; see Freedman, Riesenhuber, Poggio, & Miller, 200 I).
Regarding action-sequence selectivities, Tanj i (200 1) and others have shown that
many neurons in the pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA) in monkey cortex are
selective for action sequences per se. That is, if neuronj responds to a specific cue for
preparing action sequence a-b-c, it will not respond to cues for any other ordering of
those same action components, such as a-c-b, etc.).
Individual objects are not represented in a one-to-one manner by individual
neocortical neurons (i.e., "grandmother cells"'), nor are objects represented in a purely
distributed manner involving all neocortical neurons. Rather, the neuro cientific evidence
strongly suggests that objects are represented by constituent populations of neurons in
multiple regions, at multiple levels, activated in combination (for discussions and
reviews, see Damasio, 1989; Fuster, 1995; Tanaka, 1996; and for empirical evidence, see
Haxby et at., 2001; Ishai, Ungerleider, Martin, Schouten, & Haxby, 1999; Ishai,
Ungerleider, & Haxby, 2000). I propose there is population coding at the level of
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individual features (e.g., shape, colour, hardness, taste) of an object, and at the level of
coherent object representation, where the constituent feature populations combine to form
larger, more diverse populations.

3.2. Neural Assemblies
Hebb ( 1949, 1968) and many subsequent researchers (e.g., Braitenberg, 1978;
Damasio, 1989; Fuster, 1995; PulvermUller, 1999) conceived of a neural assembly
primarily as a group of cells that were mutually excitatory. I believe evidence and logical
considerations now show that inhibitory neurons also play important roles in neural
assemblies (also see Stent, 1973).
First, although pyramidal cells in neocortex generally outnumber inhibitory
interneurons by about 4 to 1, inhibitory neurons do exist in cortex, and they are activated
by excitatory inputs. Those inhibitory neurons then send inhibitory input to excitatory
and inhibitory cells. When pyramidal cells increase their firing rate, so do many of the
inhibitory neurons that receive inputs from them. Indeed, some inhibitory neurons that
use electrotonic synapses, such as basket cells, would activate almost instantly after their
neighbouring connected pyramidals were activated.
Second, I conceive of neural assemblies as extending beyond cortex to
incorporate subcortical areas, and this means that inhibitory neurons must be taken into
account. For example, most of the basal ganglia (BG) consist of inhibitory neurons
(except for the subthalamic nucleus, which contains excitatory neurons), and the BG is
critical in action sequencing and possibly other types of representation (Levy, Friedman,
Davachi, & Goldman-Rakic, 1997; Miller & Wickens, 2000).
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Third, it is difficult to conceive of how conjunctive (or conditional,
combinatorial) neurons could in fact be conjunctive without some inhibition of at least
some excluded features. For example, a neuron highly selective for stimulu AB may not
be very responsive to A, B, AC, BD, and so on. A purely excitatory scheme cannot
readily explain this type of selectivity, whereas the inclusion of inhibitory connections
linking the AB-selective neurons to A, B, C and D, and conjunctive assemblies such as
AC and BD, provides the beginning of an explanation for the selectivity.
Fourth, blocking the effects of inhibitory neurons disrupts or alters the tuning
characteristics of other shape-selective neurons nearby (Wang, Fujita, & Muryama,
2000). Thus, inhibitory neurons play an important role in regulating the tuning
characteristics of the neurons to which they are connected, and therefore must be taken
into account in an explanation of the stimulus selectivity of neurons and neural
assemblies.
Most theorists, including Hebb ( 1949), postulated two main types of assemblies,
which can be called active and stable. The stable assembly consist of preestablished
enduring synaptic connections between neurons, such that certain interconnected neurons
become activated together in combination to the exclusion of other neurons. I propose
that the stable type of neural assembly is an established organized binding of excitatory
and inhibitory connections between neurons that are activated to represent (a) a simple
feature, (b) a feature conjunction (e.g., a simple shape), (c) a simple object, (d) a
recurring configuration or constellation of components (e.g., layout of a familiar room, a
complex object such as a car), (e) simple action, and (f) syntactic ordering of actions (for
discussions regarding the possible schemes for the implementation of syntactic ordering,
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see Lashley, 1951; Rizzolatti, Fogassi, & Gallese, 2000; Rizzolatti & Arbib 1998; Tanji,
200 l ). Complex widely distributed assemblies such as event types are composed of the
elemental (a)-(f) assemblies. The "bindings" and "connections" refeiTed to above are
working synaptic connections that are established through development and experience.
The process by which these stable assemblies are e tablished (or consolidated) is
generally assumed to involve interaction between medial temporal lobe (hippocampus
and immediately-sunounding cortex) and neocortex. At the cellular level, long-tem1
potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) are believed to be important in
helping to establish stable assemblies.
Epi odic memory is not discussed in detail in this chapter, but I wish to add that
first-person experience and its reactivation involves binding of elemental assemblies
including (a)-(f) with elemental bodily state assemblies and diffuse higher-order bodilystate a sembl ies that contribute to first -person self-reference. Thus, if a person has
experienced stimulus X, to remember X as an experience requires that X be bound to
bodily state assemblies, as well as spatio-temporal contextual assemblies, provided that
there was sufficient encoding to establish the binding, and that the assemblies are
activated in combination at retrieval. Established assemblie are the bases for long-term
memones.
Established (i.e., stable) assemblies must be activated, of course, during encoding
and retrieval. Anatomically, active and stable assemblies occur in-or at least overlap onthe same neural substrate (Fuster, 1995). An active assembly is dynamic and flexible, and
is not confined only to memory processes per se, though the format is also constrained by
the more stable, LTM assemblies. These types of working memory (WM) and STM
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assemblies implement the general spatio-temporal representational frameworks for
normal thinking, reasoning, pla.ming, problem solving, retrieval operations, and creative
thinking. These flexible assemblies underlie the various cognitive operations used in FR
and FE. The initial establishment of the LTM assemblies also depends on the
configuration of the active type during the encoding stage. The active assemblies that
implement WM and STM themselves can become established with experience.

3.3. General Assumptions
1. Excitatory and inhibitory shape-selective neurons are distributed predominantly in

secondary occipital, inferior temporal (IT), parietal (PC), and prefrontal (PFC) cortices.
Neurons with similar shape selectivities, in these different regions are connected to each
other by long fast-conduction myelinated axons. Within these respective areas, there are
also white-fibre connections, and intracortical (mostly non-myelinated) connections
between shape-selective neurons.
2. Shape assemblies consist of shape-selective neurons bound through synaptic
connections.
3. There are assemblies for words, objects/entities, actions, spatial contexts, task sets,
episodes, motivations, bodily states, and other constructs.
4. The synaptic connections within and between assemblies are established, and can
change, due to experiential and genetic influences.
5. Assemblies often occur within larger assemblies and contain smaller constituent
assemblies (subassemblies).
6. Assemblies can share membership in larger assemblies and can overlap (share
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constituent neurons) with other assemblies on their respective subassemblies.
7. The greater the similarity between two shape representations, the greater the overlap of
the neural constituents between them.
8. Assemblies that preserve LTM representations are flexible and dynamic, yet have
dominant cores of relatively enduring ynaptic connections.
9. At any given time, an aiTangement of neural assemblies is active in working memory.

3.4. Basic Mechanisms and Constraints
A CUITently-active object assembly can facilitate (ease, speed up) the activation of
another object assembly that has a similar shape, due in part to overlap of the respective
shape assemblies of the object as emblies. What mechanisms could plaus ibly support the
immediate success ive retrieval of same-shape items?

3.4.1. Sustained Neuronal Activity
Facilitated activation of one object assembl y b y the activation of another can
occur through sustained, relatively elevated firing (in the time frame of a few seconds to
15-30 s) of the shape assembly neurons that overlap in the respecti ve object assemblies'
neurons in lateral PFC, posterior neocortex (PNC; here refers chiefly to temporal and
parietal associative neocortex), and medial temporal lobe (MTL; chiefly entorhinal
cortical [e.g., see Egorov, Hamam, Fransen, Ha selmo, & Alonso (2002) 1 and possibly
hippocampal neurons). The nature of the sustained activity di ffers, in some respects, from
region to region (those regions being PFC, PNC, and MTL). The key difference between
the sustained activity of PFC and PNC neurons is that, in tasks uch as delayed matchingto-sample (OMS), the PFC neurons in question will sustain their mnemonic activity
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robustly for a stimulus cue A during a delay in which other different stimuli B, C, D, and
so on, are presented subsequently, whereas it is usually the case that the sustained
mnemonic activity of the PNC neurons for A is dismpted and curtailed when B, C, D.
and so forth, are presented subsequent) y (Desimone, 1996). I posit that the distracterresistant PFC sustained activation is one of the main mechanisms through which samecategory items are clu tered during FR list encoding, as well as during retrieval in either
FR or FE.
Interestingly, the mechanism of sustained activity in clustering effects has been
conceived in recent years by multiple authors, apparently independently of one another.
In 200 1, I suggested a primary role for sustained activation in FR and FE clustering.
Subsequently, I found that Rolls and Treves (1998) in their modelling of the fluency task
(i.e., FE) and Becker and Lim (2003) in their modelling of FR, had also included a role
for sustained activity in clustering effects. Of course, Hebb ( 1949) appears to have been
the first to have propo ed it.

3.4.2. Short-Term Synaptic Plasticity
Short-term synaptic enhancement (STSE; for a review, see Fisher, Fischer, &
Carew, 1997) and depression (STSD; see Schneggenburger, Sakaba, & Neher, 2002),
operate in the time frame of lOs of milli econd to lOs of seconds. Whereas STSE is
believed to involve an increased influx of calcium ions into the presynaptic terminal,
resulting in increased amounts of neurotransmitter being released and enhanced postsynaptic potentials, STSD is believed to involve a reduced influx of calcium ions into the
presynaptic terminal, resulting in reduced neurotransmitter release and reduced postsynaptic potential . There will tend to be STSE for an object's shape assembly activated
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at time I, accompanied by STSD for concurrently less-activated other-shape object
assemblies. This will bias activation at time 2 (and 3, and 4, etc.) in favour of those shape
assemblies having the most overlap with the shape assembly activated at time I.
Although STSE can result from or lead to sustained activity, I propose that some
clustering can also occur simply on the basis of STSE mechanisms with no involvement
of sustained activity. For example, priming may occur in retrieval such that the prior
retrieval of an object item of shape A increases the probability that some other object
item having shape A will be activated ooner than object items having shape B, or C, or
D, and so on.

3.4.3. Longer-Term Synaptic Plasticity
Short-term potentiation (STP) and depression (STD), lasting a few minutes to tens
of minutes, and long-term potentiation (LTP) and depression (LTD), lasting hours to
days, can result in an increase in the potential for activation of the shape assemblies
involved in clustering, in addition to shorter term enhancement/depression that would
occur during the early tages of their induction. Note that the depression (STD or LTD)
aspect would tend to reduce the probability of clustering, for example, on later trials of
FR, for available a semblies that did not get used for clustering in the initial trial of FR.
Longer-term synaptic plasticity should contribute to increases in clustering with
successive recall trials. Note that LTP involves intracellular protein synthesis,
contributing to preestablished enduring synaptic connections ( ee below), whereas LTD
involves intracellular protein breakdown, leading to the weakening of synaptic
connections.
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3.4.4. Other Dynamic Factors
Numerous additional short-term dynamic factors affect synaptic transmission,
including changes in extracellular current ; depletion of neurotransmitter; hemodynamic
factors uch as changes in blood flow velocity to specific regions and dilation or
constriction in the microscopic blood vessels supplying the active neurons; and so on.
Given that an object assembly has just been activated, these factors could help enhance
the next s imilar object assembly's activation, within roughly the arne time frame as
short-term synaptic plasticity (1 Os of milliseconds to lOs of seconds).

3.4.5. Preestablished, Enduring Synaptic Connection Strengths
Sustained activity and short-term synaptic plasticity must be constrained by
preestablished, enduring synaptic connections between an object assembly and its shape
assembly, and between shape assemblies. Otherwise, sustained activity and short-term
synaptic pia ticity might facilitate clu tering for whatever overlapping subassembly
activations happened to coincide between object a emblies at any given moment in time,
likely leading to haphazard, unstable clustering with respect to any given subassembly
type. Because the basic schematic shape of an object is perceived almost every time an
object is encountered, strong synaptic connections should become established for the
shape assembly within the object assembly. The hape assembly hould form a dominant
core assembly of the object assembly. In addition, there should be strong connections
within the shape assembly, and between highly overlapping (i.e., highly simi lar) shape
assemblies.
Preestabl ished enduring synaptic connection strengths are the result of long-term
chemical, electrical, and structural changes in the pre- and post-synaptic neurons within
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and between assemblies. The structural establishments include growth in the size and
number of the axons, dendrites, and terminals of the neurons so affected (Huttenlocher,

2002; Rosenzweig, Leiman. & Breedlove, 1999). (Note that there i aL o a subtractive
process during development involving pruning of unused synap es). The functional
establishments include a reliable, lasting increase (or decrease) in synaptic transmission,
more (or less) neurotransmitter relea e, larger (or smaller) post- ynaptic potentials, etc.
Once these long-term structural and functional modifications have been established, there
will be a tendency for similar-shape (i.e., overlapping) object assemblies A and B to be
activated closely in succession, even though the full object a emblies A and 8 may have
never been activated contiguously before (a implied by Hebb, 1949, seep. 132).
Numerous structural factors affect synaptic transmission, including differences in
neuron type, synapse type, myelination versus non-myelination of axons and dendrites,
effects of glial cells in synaptic actions, relative numbers of established excitatory and
inhibitory inputs onto a neuron, interneuronal distances [e.g., neurons with similar shapeselectivities tend to be clustered together in thousands of microscopic columnar clumps
(Tanaka, 1996, 2002); reduced interneuronal distances reduce the transmission times
between them], and o on. All assemblies that implement long-term memorie depend on
pree tablished connection strengths, as does much of the tructure of working memory.

3.4.6. Motivation-Related Effects on Synaptic Transmission
The activation of motivational as. emblies, in conjunction with task-set assemblies
(see below), is important in initiation, termination, maintenance, and switching of various
as embly activations. For discussions of and evidence for the neural systems supporting
motivation, see Hebb (1949); Fellows and Farah (2003); O'Dohe1ty, Critchley,
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Deichman, and Dolan (2003); Sakagami and Watanabe (2007); Samejima and Doya
(2007); and Wallis and Miller (2003). (Note that those various authors do not literally use
the phrase "motivational assemblies"). Some motivational a semblies signal "reward" (or
"do-it-again" appetitive states) and others signal "punishment" (or "stop-doing-it"
aver ive states) to the task-set assemblies and their subassemblies that are engaged during
performance. These motivational assemblies modulate sustained activity and synaptic
plasticity processes by either enhancing or depressing synaptic transmission for the
various pre ently-active assemblies, usually by the release of neurotransmitters and
neuromodulators. Motivational assemblies will tend to enhance activation for quick and
easy task-set a sembly and object assembly activations, and will tend to depress
temporarily the activation for slow and difficult task-set and object assemblies.
Motivational assemblies span numerous cortical and subcortical structures, but, for FR
and FE performance, these especially include the ventral tegmental area, the basal ganglia
(including the ventral striatum), and from basal gang! ia through the thalamu to frontal
and especially orbitofrontal areas (OFC). Signalling between task-set and motivational
assemblies also indicates when various subgoal and final goal states are reached. These
actions are constrained by preestablished enduring synaptic connection strengths.

3.4. 7. Task-Set Assemblies
The effects of uccessive activations of similar-shape object assemblies on task
perfmmance will differ depending on theta k-set assemblies engaged. Consider what
might occur in a different kind of task: In some recognition tasks, if a round object was
used as a foil for a simi larly-shaped object, the time required to reject a similar foil is
longer than the time required to reject a different-shape foi l (see Engelkamp & Zimmer,
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1994, for a review). In that case, activation of the overlapping shape assembly
constituents would actually interfere with recognition task performance. In contrast, FE
and FR tasks involve the production of a series of responses, and overlap of
subassemblies between object as emblies appears to have a net facilitative effect on their
successive retrieval. The "cost" of activating different-shaped object assemblies in
succession appears to be greater, generally speaking, than successive activation of sameshaped object assemblies (see below). Thus, the task-set assemblies engaged by the task
determine the degree to which the facilitation of the same-shape object assemblie '
activation results in facilitation of task performance. The remainder of this discussion
will focus on mechanisms and principles as applied to the tandard FE and FR retrieval
task-sets. Task sets are implemented primarily in PFC.
Task-set assemblies coordinate and organize each other's and other (non-task-set)
assemblies' activations. Activations of non-task-set assemblies in turn influence task-set
assembly operation. Most participants will have not performed the standard laboratory
version of FE or FR before. The formation of the particular combination of task-set
assemblies (or task-set subassemblies) for a given task that is performed for the first time
is a creative process whereby preestablished assemblies are gathered together in new
combinations and with some modifications to meet present ta k goals and subgoals. The
rapid changes in synaptic connective strengths required to compose an optimal
combination of task-set assemblies for a given task are instigated especially by OFCcentered circuits. Through these OFC-centered changes, some task-set assemblies are
strengthened and others weakened, especially during the first trial of FR or the initial
stages of an FE trial. Consistent with this claim, Savage et al. (200 1) have provided
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evidence that the level of OFC activity on first-trial FR encoding is strongly positively
correlated with subsequent level of categorical clustering in first trial retrieval (also see
Miotto et al., 2006). OFC may play an important role in new memory fonnation (Frey &
Petrides, 2002) and in category leaming (Reber, Stark, & Squire, 1998).
The regulation of episodic assemblies by task-set assemblies is essential for
effective performance in FR and FE. For example, in the recall phase of the FR task, the
participant must reactivate the study episode and its contents. Also during the recall
phase, the FR participant must keep track of the items already recalled during that trial,
and the items that remain to be recalled. Similarly, in FE, the participant must keep track
of the items already reported and items yet to be reported. In either FE or FR, the
participant must form a retrospective episodic assembly for items already recalled and a
prospective episodic assembly for items yet to be recalled. The contents of both the
retrospective and prospective as emblies are subject to rapid change a the person
progresses through the retrieval phase of a trial. The task-set assemblie , that coordinate
and organize these episodic assemblies are adapted from assemblies that are normally
active in other common everyday tasks where the person must keep track of what they
have done (or said) and what they must do (or say) next.

3.5. Principles of Operation
3.5.1. Redintegration
As Hebb ( 1949) implied, activation of a shape assembly will enhance retrieval of
its respective object assemblies, and vice versa. Activation of an object assembly will
facilitate the activation of its word assembly, and vice versa. Activation of an episode
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assembly (e.g., study phase of the FR list) can facilitate activation of the object
assemblies within it, and vice versa. These statements refer to one of the oldest, most
well-established principles in memory research. Redintegration is constrained mainly by
preestablished enduring synaptic connection strengths and the currently-engaged task-set
assembly. Sustained activation of an assembly con·esponding to a memory search cue
stimulus can also aid redintegration. However, sustained activation is not necessary for
redintegration to occur. Shape clustering may occur if activating object assembly A
activates its shape assembly C, which in tum activates object assembly B which overlaps
on shape assembly C.

3.5.2. Cross-Category Inhibition
When the neurons of shape assembly A fire, the firing of many other different
shape assembly neurons will be relatively suppressed to the extent that they lack
constituent neurons in shape assembly A. Conversely, when the shape assembly B's
neurons increase firing, their increased excitatory activity COITesponds with suppression
of assembly A, and so on . Local inhibitory connections between neurons and columns of
neurons with differing hape-selectivities are likely partly responsible for cross-category
inhibition, as suggested by a variety of direct and indirect evidence (Allison, Puce, &
McCarthy, 2002; Ferster & Miller, 2000; Kawashima, O ' Sullivan, & Roland, 1995;
Pelphrey, Mack, Song, Guzeldere, & McCarthy, 2003; Rao, Williams, & GoldmanRakic, 1999, 2000; Wang, Fujita, & Murayama, 2000). Cros -category inhibition applie
at multiple category or domain levels. It may be enhanced by cortico-thalamic-cortico
loops, which incorporate additional local thalamic lateral inhibitory effects (LaBerge,
2000). Cross-category inhibition is relative, localized, and temporary: the inhibited
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neurons do not all fully stop their activity; assemblies linked to the suppressed as embly
may not be as suppressed; and some net amount of synaptic enhancement (increased
potential for activation) may be retained for the presently suppressed assembly relative to
those that are not relevant to a given task. Cross-category inhibition also generally works
under the influence of attentional mechanisms. For example, when an FR participant
recalls a category, activation of the other to-be-recalled but currently unattended
categories will be momentarily relatively suppressed. In fact , this was demonstrated in
recall by Polyn et al. (2005), who howed that the level of correspondence between the
curTently retrieved category's pattern of brain activity and that category's pattern of brain
activity at encoding is increased, while there was a reduction in the levels of
conespondence between the encoding and retrieval patterns of brain activity for the
categories not cunently retrieved.

3.5.3. Combinatorial Activation
Individual neurons throughout the brain act as selective gates that regulate the
flow of activity within and between assemblies depending on the combination of
excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs at any given moment. A single cortical neuron
may receive thousands to tens of thousand of synaptic inputs and can, in turn send
branching projections with hundreds of terminals onto numerous other neurons and their
dendrite . Short-term synaptic plasticity and motivation-related effect on synaptic
transmission allow the combinations to vary from moment to moment. However, due to
preestablished enduring synaptic connection strengths, there are relatively stable cores of
input combinations that fairly reliably activate or deactivate neurons in varying degrees
(firing rates), thereby limiting the range of short-term synaptic plasticity dynamics.
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Sustained activity serves to keep certain combinatorial gates reliably open or closed for
short periods of time to enhance task performance. "Combinatorial activation" means that
activation is conditional upon the combination of inputs received. Although most neural
theories adopt some notion of combinatorial activation, Damasio' s ( 1989) conception i
closest to that of the present theory- though I disagree with his choice of the word
"amodal" to describe the format of the codes that bind combinations of stimuli .

3.5.4. Family Resemblance
All else being equal, as the overlap of neurons between assemblies increases, the
amount of modification or neural processing required for those assemblies to be activated
in immediate succession during retrieval decreases. As understood here, the degree of
family resemblance (cf. Rosch & Mervis, 1975) refers to the amount of overlap of neural
in tantiations of the representations of discrete features, continuous dimensions,
configuration , and sequences. This occurs at the neural population level because of
combinatorial activation constraints at the single constituent neuron level; in turn,
population-level emergent dynamics can influence combinatorial activation (see
Momentum in Successive Retrievals, below) at the level of the individual neuron.
Neurally instantiated family resemblance underlying shape representation has been
shown dramatically in direct optical imaging of local (microscopic) activity in primate IT
(Tsunoda, Yamane, Nishizaki, & Tanifuji, 2001; Wang et al., 1996).

3.5.5. Inertial Activation
The principle of inertial activation operates such that once a particular assembly
has been activated, changing the neural a sembly' s level of activation up or down from
the present level is generally more costly neurophys iologically than leaving it at the
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present level. For elevated inertial levels of activity, this principle is time-limited due to
neural fatigue, which occurs at different rates for different neurons, and competing
activations. According to the principle of cross-category inhibition, when shape A
assembly is active, shape B assembly will be rela tively suppressed. To switch from an
object as embly-shape A to an object assembly- hape B require that the excitatory
activity of shape A be reduced and that of shape B increased, while the inhibitory input
from shape A to shape B be decreased, and shape B 's inhibitory input to shape A be
increased. All else being equal, then, making the transition in retrieval between object
assemblies overlapping considerably on shape assembly A should be less costly and
quicker than switching to an object assembly-shape B, because Jess change is required.
In other words, the same or similar shape assembly should remain active unless affected
by other factors. This "inertia"-like tendency will be constrained by preestablished
enduring ynaptic connection strengths, motivation-related effect on synaptic
transmission, redintegration, cross-category inhibition, combinatorial activation, and
family re emblance. Strong preestablished synaptic connection tendencies, once
activated, will be difficult to overcome without some counteracting tendency.

3.5.6. Momentum in Successive Retrievals
Activation momentum is can·ied to the extent that modifications of the shape
assemblies of successively-retrieved object as emblies are not large enough to cause a
major change in shape (e.g., as in switching from a sphere to a long rectangular block;
though what constitutes a major change in shape is relative to the task context). In
retrieval, the transitions of successive shape assembly activations that require only
relatively minor modifications can be achieved partly because there is some flexibility in
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the shape-selectivities of individual neurons (Tanaka, 2002). In addition, the capacity for
movement of the local (microscopic) foci of activation across multiple overlapping
microcolumns whose neurons have overlapping shape selectivities (as observed by Wang
et a!., 1996) would also facilitate minor changes in shape from one object assembly
activation to the next. These tran itions would occur at thousands of local shape-selective
sites distributed predominantly in shape-selective parietal and inferior temporal areas.
Momentum-in-successive-retrievals will be reduced or disrupted when there is a drastic
change in hape from one object assembly activation to the next, due to the greater co, t in
making such switches (due to ine11ial activation tendency). Also note that the shape
assembly momentum can be reduced by cross-category competition, and neural fatigue
(in the cunently-active shape assembly); and can be disrupted by signalling between
motivational and task-set assemblies.
Neuroimaging and electrophysiological studies indicate that PFC plays a role in
regulating activations in PNC (e.g., ee Dickerson eta!., 2007; Sarnthein, Petsche,
Rappelsberger, Shaw, & von Stein, 1998; Tallon-Baudry, Kreiter, & Bertrand 1999).
Theoretically, PFC shape- elective sustained activity should be able to influence shapeselective parietal and temporal neurons through the direct long white-fibre cortico-cortico
connections between those regions. The PFC sustained activity can thus contribute to the
cmTying of retrieval momentum for successive object assemblies that have a common or
overlapping shape assembly. Moreover, PFC anticipatory/preparatory activity can
activate same-shape object assemblies prospectively. This task-set assembly preactivation
of the same-shape object assemblies will generate momentum for the to-be-retrieved
same-shape object assemblies. Because the PFC sustained activation is distracter-
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resistant, its engagement should also lead to a pattern of longer clusters in output,
whereas sustained activity only in the parietal and temporal areas-activity which is
susceptible to disruption-should produce a pattern of shorter clusters.
Larger assemblie with greater family resemblance between them will carry more
activation momentum into one another than smaller assemblies with lesser family
resemblance. Due to inertia, sustained activity, synaptic enhancement, and other factors,
it should be increasingly difficult to counteract this momentum as the overlap between
their assemblies and their constituent combinations of subassemblies increases. This
partly explains why semantic clustering tends to be much stronger than single-perceptual
feature clustering for concrete object items. That is, single-feature perceptual clustering
of object items involves the relatively small-scale catTy-over of only one common
subassembly, and proportionately more switching of subassemblies must occur for samecategory transitions. In contrast, concrete semantic clustering involve a massive carryover of the combinations of multiple suba semblies (including perceptual and motoric),
and relatively less switching of subassemblies must occur for same-category transitions.
A host of factors affecting the in-the-moment activations of object assemblie can
disrupt within-category momentum. These factors include cross-category inhibition, item
distinctiveness effects, serial position effects (in FR), recency of experience with the
object or object name prior to the experiment, object word frequency, various nuisance
associations and alternative schemes, a slight momentary lapse in the participant's
concentration, and so on. The greater the total assembly overlap (i .e., family
resemblance) between category members, the more robust the momentum in successive
item retrievals within a category in relation to all of those competing factors.
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3.5. 7. Thresholds and Assembly Locking
In FE and FR tasks, word assemblies' activations need to register a distinctive and
memorable trace within the task episode representation and trigger conect word report,
but, beyond that, there is little need for extensive activation of the word assemblies. The
term " locking" here refer to the dynamic momentary binding between assemblies that i
achieved when a task-appropriate critical threshold of an assembly's activation is
reached. For example, in the FR task, when the recalled mental image of a volleyball
triggers the activation of the word volleyball, then the task-appropriate threshold of
activation has been reached. The activation threshold can be measured in terms of the
duration, intensity (firing rate), spread (spatial distribution), coherence (of intra-assembly
activity), the combinatorial configuration of an assembly's activation, and compatibility
of inter-assembly activity (e.g., between a word and object assembly in FR and FE task ).
Locking normally involves only the amount of activation needed for task performance; it
does not normally involve complete activation of the whole assembly (cf. assembly
"ignition," which is posited to involve complete activation of the whole assembly, ee
Braitenberg, 1978; Pulvermi.iller, 1999; Wickens, Hyland, & Anson, 1994 ). Locking
between assemblie is combinatorial/conditional, usually involving mutual interaction
between as emblies, such that the specific object assembly activates the conect word
assembly (or vice ver a) through redintegration. By combinatorial or conditional locking,
I mean that a combination of subassemblies within an object assembly, for example, must
be activated before that object assembly's corresponding word assembly (another critical
combination of subassemblies) is activated.
The occunence of a (non-chance) shape cluster in FR or FE involves some
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activation of the object assembly's shape assembly. Significant shape clustering involves
locking between the similar (i.e., same-category) shape assemblies. The locking may
occur at relatively low levels of (non-conscious, subliminal) activation, or at relatively
high levels that reach conscious threshold activation. Regarding momentum in successive
retrievals, locking at increased levels of activation should transfer increased activation
momentum between assemblies, thereby contributing to stronger clustering. This
clustering will be further enhanced by category-selective PFC distracter-resistant
sustained activity.
During memory search, the PFC sustained activation of a categorical assembly
can evoke the activations of multiple object as emblies at the same time, such that there
is the locking of multiple exemplars to the category. These multiple exemplars can be
held active, held in queue, and reported sequentially (as described in the answer to
Question 3, below).
Individual word assembly and object assembly locking activations must be brief
and must break off quickly in FR and FE retrieval. Initiation of an assembly activation,
the locking of that assembly with another, and the termination of the assembly
activations, are each steps that would be accompanied by phasic firing. The tendency for
brief duration, rapid termination of individual word assemblies and object assemblies is
regulated by task-set assemblies and motivational assemblies. Termination of the
activation of an object or word as embly can be achieved through phasic signalling of the
completion of a given subgoal, as regulated by task-set assemblies and motivational
assemblie ( ee below). Activation termination is also needed when making the transition
from one clustered category to the next.
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3.6. Basic Operations: Clustering and Switching
I offer here a speculative, but plausible, step-by-step account of how shape
clustering and switching occur. For simplicity, I will temporarily restrict the description
primarily to the frontal cortical and subcortical circuits. It should be kept in mind that the
posterior cortical contributions to shape representation, and the MTL contributions to
episodic memory, are drawn upon in this processing.
The medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC) is critically important in implementing
rapid adaptation in responding to changing stimulus-respon e-reward contingencies,
including when stimuli and rewards are of a cognitive or abstract sort. It is not clear
whether these neurons have strong preestablished selectivities for shape, but they can
take on task-relevant stimulus selectivities in representing specific timulus-reward
contingencies. Lateral PFC (IPFC) areas contain some neurons that how the u tained
activity properties mentioned earlier. As the reward value association with re pect to the
presently-active shape assembly activation changes, mOFC neurons signal the basal
ganglia with phasic firing. Medial OFC phasic firing onto the direct pathway (for details,
see DeLong, 2000; Joel & Weiner, 2000) should occur when a high reward valence is
associated with the presently-activated shape assembly. This input ultimately results in a
release of basal ganglial inhibition onto excitatory thalamic neurons, which project back
to mOFC, thereby releasing the thalamic excitatory action onto tho e region . When a
diminishing reward is as ociated with a shape assembly, phasic input signals the indirect
pathway, which further increases the inhibition onto the thalamic excitatory neurons,
thereby diminishing their net excitatory input to mOFC. The ·'winning" shape assembly
neurons in mOFC signal lPFC neurons, which implement sustained excitatory activity for
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the winning shape assemblies. The winning shape assembly should activate its object
assemblies by redintegration. Note that, though this discussion focusses on frontal
circuits, the same direct/indirect basal ganglial pathway principles apply with respect to
its loops with PNC. However, PNC neurons' sustained activity does not seem to be
distracter-resistant like that of lPFC (Desimone, 1996).
Given cross-category inhibition effects between directly connected local cortical
areas, the presently-active shape a sembly a sociated with high reward will suppress the
activation of the alternative shape as emblies. The presently-active high reward shape
assembly neurons, and the presently-less-active low reward shape assembly neurons, can
all have their present (inertial) level of activity sustained temporarily by lPFC neurons.
The lPFC neurons can also respond selectively for stimulus-response-reward
contingencies, but the representation of rapid changes in these contingencies appears to
be more dependent on mOFC. As the high-reward shape assembly neurons instigate their
successive object assembly and word assembly lockings, words are reported in clusters as
long as this inertial tendency continues to win out over other- hape-category and other
competitive activation influences. When the reward value of the presently-active shape
assembly begins to drop substantially (as signaled by performance monitoring feedback,
probably from anterior cingulate (AC) areas), mOFC neurons phasically signal the
indirect pathway, which reduces the thalamic excitatory feedback to the presently most
active shape assembly neurons. This reduction is accompanied by an increase in
activation for the remaining to-be-retrieved shape assemblies, with the winner of the
competitive activation inhibiting the other shape assemblies and signaling lPFC sustained
activity for the winning shape assembly. This momentum shift coiTesponds with
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switching between categories. The process continues in thi fashion for the successive
shape assembly activations.

3. 7. First Answers to Difficult Questions
1. How is reward value registered?
Reward value is determined partly by the goals and subgoals of the task, whose
representations are implemented in the task set assemblie . Performance monitoring of
retrieval activations and of word articulations is centered in medial frontal cortex,
including the AC. One possibility is that as retrieval and word report delays increase, AC
signals mOFC neurons that represent decreases in reward value associated with a shape
assembly's activation. The change evokes phasic firing in mOFC, which signals lPFC
and the basal ganglia. Note that the mOFC receives input from the subcortical
affective/motivational/reward-related structure , including the amygdala, and the ventral
tegmental area, which connects to nucleus accumbens, which in turn projects to
dor omedial (DM) thalamus and then to lPFC/mOFC. Reward-stimulus category
contingencies are registered in episode assemblies, which are centered in areas such as
hippocampus, amygdala, and surrounding medial temporal co1tex, and which receive
input from and project to mOFC. The OM thalamus also receives input from the
amygdala. These stimulus-reward contingent neuron (e pecially in mOFC) can be
reactivated from the episode assemblies later in a trial or from the more generalized (and
task-set-organized) episode assembly that develops in trials of retrieval after the first trial.
As the number of trials increases, the episode assembly becomes increa ingly ·cript-like
(i.e., routine, well-rehearsed).
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2. How do the cortical-basal ganglial-thalamic-cortico loop interactions maintain the
specificity of the operations for different shape assemblies?
First, neurons with similar selectivities tend to "fire and wire" together; they
exhibit selectivities precisely because of the combination of inputs they receive (i.e., they
are constrained by combinatorial activation). Thus, the shape-reward mOFC neurons and
the shape-selective neurons in lPFC should be connected. (This is in addition to the
posterior cortical shape assembly neurons' inputs to lPFC/mOFC). Second, there are
direct bidirectional connections between the parvocellular OM thalamus and lPFC
neurons, and between magnocellular OM thalamus and mOFC neurons. Those frontal
cortical projections, g iven their response-reward-stimulus-selectivities, can effectively
bias different OM thalamic neuron , , activity levels. This additional action onto the OM
thalamus neurons will fmther enhance the specificity of the excitatory and suppressive
shape assembly actions in lPFC and mOFC. In effect, the OM thalamus works as a
combinatorial filter that is regulated by lPFC and mOFC activity which, in turn, is
regulated by DM thalamic activity.

3. How are the object assembly and word assembly activations ordered into the linear
sequence for response output?
The above-described direct/indirect pathway architecture can implement the
sequential activations of word assemblies in much the same way as successive clusters
and switches are implemented. In shape clustering, there is no restriction on the exact
ordering of the individual words within shape clusters. Nevertheless, some kind of
flexible task-set assembly is needed to assign the objects and words to response sequence
positions. An old, but in my opinion, still valid idea is that the response sequence is
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organized into spatio-temporal "slot "(Lashley, 1951; Luria, 1970). Neural selectivitie
operate according to combinatorial activation, and support sequential task-set assembly
components. These task element and task element combination neurons are ba ed to a
considerable extent in higher medial frontal motor (MFM) areas and parietal cortex, and
have been demonstrated in macaques (for a review, see Tanji, 2001); and the same areas
are activated when humans do sequential-order ta k . Neurons that are selective for the

rank order of an action in a sequence or prospective sequence, but non-selective for the
specific action itself, have also been found in macaques (Tanji, 2001). In addition,
neurons that are selective for remembering the sequential order in which objects are
presented have been found in the lPFC in macaques (Ninokura, Mushiake, & Tanji,
2003). In that study, the monkey had to remember the order in which a yellow circle,
blue rectangle, and red cross were presented, and then, after a brief delay, had to touch
the objects in that arne order.
The higher MFM, in addition to Broca's area (which is in lPFC), i important in
speech plmming and production in humans. Object and word representations could be
assigned to sequentially-ordered slots, with the lPFC neurons representing the
conjunction of word and serial po ition. These conjunctive representations of word
(partly implemented in Broca's area neuron ) and output position (in MFM) could be
assigned prospectively, in preparation for output, and held in queue briefly and
prospectively by lPFC sustained neurons. The above-described basal ganglial
direct/indirect pathway operations could help instigate successive word assembly
activations and deactivations in reporting successive object names according to their
positions in the ordering of spatiotemporal slots in the task set representation. The order
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in which categories or clu ters are reported in sequence could also be implemented
through the assignment of categories to spatiotemporal slots in the task set assembly
formed by the participant within the FE or FR task context.

4. How does shape clustering differ from spatial relational and serial clustering?
Shape categorical clustering differs from patial and serial clustering of object
nouns with respect to the (a) underlying neural assemblies that organize the information,
and (b) the restrictions these assemblies put on the sequential order of word outputs.
Spatial context assemblies are organized according to spatial relationships between
components as specified through learning, but there should not be very strong
unidirectionally-ordered sequence biases, independently of sequential action relations
between the component elements. Note that in spatial contextual clustering, as discussed
here, objects (object assemblies) are the elements of the mTangement in the spatial
context. These biases should be understood in terms of combinatorial activation, whereby
neuron are conditionally-selective for the relation between items. Thus, when the sets of
assemblies needed for sequential output become engaged, there is already a
preestablished bias for the binding of object assemblies (and word assemblies) to
prospective rank order of output. Activation of spatial contextual assemblies constrains
the organization of object assemblies to rank order outputs. (And then the object
assemblies' order assignments determine those of their conesponding word assemblies).
This also makes sense in terms of perceptual theoretic assumptions because there is a
reactivation of the assemblies that tended to be reliably engaged across the original
experience (Bar alou, 1999), and this reactivation is in preparation for actions in
contexts (Glen berg, L997). Activating objects in the order in which they were- or are
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likely to be-encountered is more useful than would be the activation of a randomlyordered list of items. For example, consider writing up a prospective grocery list before
going to your familiar supermarket. One strategy would be to list the items according to
their positions in the supermarket, po ition where you expect to encounter them again.
(There are, of course, many other factors that will affect list organization).
Serial clustering in FR is based on the reactivation of interitem temporal
contiguities as organized by the list study or prior retrieval trial episode assemblies and
by any other serial contingencies between items that were established prior to the
experimental episode. These episode assembly links, whose formation is centred in the
MTL, bias the assignment of object assemblies (and hence word assemblies) to rank
order output positions such that there are stronger restrictions of temporal directional
order of output, relative to the restrictions specified by spatial context assemblies and
overlapping shape as emblies. Serial organization should be implemented, in part, by
sequence-selective neurons in MFM (e.g., neurons that are selective such that they will
respond maximally for sequence A-8 -C, but not for C-8-A, A-C-8, etc., see Tanji,
2001). To return to the grocery store example, clusters of items may be listed by the
sequential order in which those groups of items tend to be encountered in one's usual
route through the tore (e.g., meats, then dairy, then produce, then cereals ... ). Within
tho e groups, items may be recalled in the order in which they tend to be picked up.

5. Is overlap of shape assemblies the only way similarly-shaped items can be clustered?
First, shape clustering can also be implemented with minimal actual overlap of
shape-selective neurons through associative linking of items by MTL neurons. Note that
MTL neurons can develop selectivities for pairs of stimuli (for a review, see Miyashita,
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1993). Possibly, selective attention to any salient similarity, contrast, or relation between
items could induce an association between a pair of items. Reactivation of overlapping
shape-selective neurons could activate familiarity- or recognition-based neurons in the
MTL, thus linking same-shape items across long inte1n1pted temporal delays during list
encoding. These encoded "microepisodes" could then be reactivated with the task list
episode assembly during retrieval, thereby facilitating clustering of the same- ·hape item
It is also conceivable that same-shape items could be linked only via some common
association, such as a shape name (word assembly) or shared context (spatial contextual
assembly), and that the e associations could produce apparent shape clustering. (This
latter possibility is similar to the apparent shape clustering produced by nuisance
associations within shape categories).
Second, with minimal overlap, shape clustering can be implemented through
·hape selectivities in lPFC and lateral OFC that may be more criterion- than overlapbased. Thus, if a given shape fits a neuron's shape categorical criterion for activation,
sustained shape-selective IPFC activity can hold a subset of shape-selective PNC neurons
active (see Momentum in Successive Retrievals). Note that, in monkeys trained to
classify complex three-dimensional forms (cat versus dog forms), many PFC shapeselective neurons can show wide tolerance for hape variation within category but also
show abrupt offset of activation for shapes just outside the criteria) boundaries (Freedman
et al., 200 l). I believe that normally PFC, MTL, and PNC all contribute to clustering.
Third, there may be separate patches of neurons that are selective for
approximately the same shape but which are located in different parts of the temporal and
parietal areas. If the activation of one of those patches selective for, say, spheroids,
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trigger sustained activity in shape-selective neurons in PFC, the . u tained activity in
PFC could in turn trigger the activation of other spheroid-selective patches of neurons in
other temporal and parietal areas. Note that these interactions would be made through
long white-fibre connections between PFC and temporal and parietal areas.

6. How does the present theory account for the clustering of"opposites"?
I suspect that if the shape words square and circle were included in a study list
containing mostly non-shape words, the shape words would cluster in retrieval more than
would be expected by chance. The effect could be attributed partly to word associations,
but a more complete explanation is needed that takes into account cro s-category
inhibition. A circle-shape assembly and a square-shape assembly are themselves
members of the shape domain, a larger and more inclusive assembly wherein different
shapes overlap some of the same neural constituents. Square and circle differ with respect
to curvature and other aspects, but are aligned (see Medin et al., 1993) with respect to
shape, and are more similar to each other than to items in other modalities (e.g., colours,
sounds, etc.). Thus, the cross-category inhibitory effects are relative to the level of the
contrast set activated in the task. The principle of cross-category inhibition in operation in
the FR of a list operates on at least two levels: At one level, cross-category inhibition
contributes to contrast between distinctive exemplars; at the next level, cross-category
inhibition contributes to contrast between categories. (The term "categories" and
"exemplars" are relative to the stimu li used and the task-set assemblie engaged). For a
different FR list containing shape names such as circle, square, and triangle, within a list
of other-modality category names such as for colours, sounds, and tastes, items should
cluster in retrieval according to their respective modalities.
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3.8. Summary
Retrieving an object from LTM entails reactivating a subset of the neurons that
were active in previous experience with the object, including neurons selective for
perceptual prope1ties such as the object' shape. It is argued here that the clustering of
object by shape similarity in FE and FR retrieval occurs mainly due to the overlap
between object assemblies that share parts of the same shape assembly. Generally, the
greater the overlap between neural assemblies, the more likely that the activation of one
will lead to activation of the other, in FE and FR. Indeed, simply by activating an object
assembly and its shape assembly, part of the work is already accomplished in activating
another object assembly that overlap the shape assembly of the former. Shape-selective
sustained activity in PNC and PFC-the latter of which can continue without disruption
from the activations of intervening items-is uggested as one of the major contributors
to shape clustering. Shape-selective sustained activity prolongs the activation of a shape
category assembly and thus increases the chances of triggering the succe sive activations
of object assemblies that overlap that shape assembly. In addition, once a shape assembly
has been activated, there may be short-term synaptic enhancement (STSE) for the
neurons in that shape assembly, increasing the likelihood of its reactivation and, hence,
activation of the object assemblies that overlap it. The relative numbers and strengths of
preestablished enduring synaptic connections will partly determine which organizational
scheme(s) (e.g., shape similarity, spatial contextual, semantic categorical, etc.)
participants may use effectively to enhance performance at any given stage in the task
episode. Task-set assemblies assign words, objects, and shape categories to spatiatemporal slots, permitting items and cluster to be reported in a linear sequence.
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Appendix A

FE Study, Phase 3: Object Listing and Typicality Rating
Object Listing and Shape Typicality Rating
The object listing and shape typicality rating tasks were used to obtain item
dominance and typicality information for object nouns that could be u ed in the
subsequent FR study. Six individually-tested participant-judges (3 males, 3 females) each
first completed l7 brief object listing tasks and then a shape typicality rating of a
selection of object names that had been compiled from Phase 1 FE output. This part of
the FE study (i.e., Phase 3) took place after the completion of the shape cl assi fi cations of
the master sets. A participant's total session took approximately two hours.

Object Listing
The purpose of this task was to obtain from participant some additional object
names for hape categories to possibly be used in the FR study. A secondary purpose was
to obtain an estimate of how many object names people could produce for the various
specific shape categories within a brief period of time.
A stack of 17 pages was used for the object listing, where each page had a
description of a speci fic shape category at the top and 20 lined spaces beneath. The
participant's task wa to write the names of as many objects as she/he could think of,
within 60 seconds, that were examples of the specific shape category. Before the object
listing tasks proper were started, the experimenter explained the definition of a "real
physical thing," which was the same as that used for the Phase 1 FE practice task. Next,
in a familiari zation phase, the experimenter went through the entire stack with the
participant, and ensured that he/she understood each category description by asking
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her/him to write the name of one example for that category before moving on to the next
category. The object listing task instructions were very similar to those used in the FE
task in Phase l of the FE study, aside from the more specific definitions of the categories.
Seventeen shape domains were used. The e included (I) flat rectangular, (2) slab
rectangular, (3) block-like rectangular-not long but longer than cubical, (4) cubical
block-like rectangular, (5) long board-like rectangular, (6) long cylinders, (7) long
pointed cylinders, (8) cylinders that are not long, (9) cup-like cylinders, ( lO) spheroid,
(11) bulbous, (12) bowl-like, (13) rings, (14) disks, (15) cone , (16) string-like, and ( 17)
strip-like. Similar domains (e.g., rectangular) were grouped together in the sequence of
pages. Otherwise, the order of the 17 domains was random. Definitions for long and flat
were consistent with those for the original superordinate FE domains. The 17 domains
were elected according to distinctions made by the master list shape judge in their
classifications and descriptions, though cones was added by the researcher based on
previous pilot research involving object listing. The sample captured the major
subcategories that could possibly contain enough items to be used subsequently in
composing the FR lists.
Each of the 17 trials began with the experimenter starting the stopwatch as soon
as the participant had read the instructions at the top of the page. The experimenter
stopped each trial when 60s had elapsed. There wa a 15

break between trials.

Object Listing Results
The mean numbers of objects listed for each shape category and for each
participant were calculated. The fir t example object name generated by the participant
during the preliminary familiarization phase was excluded from the calculations. The
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mean numbers of items produced per category within 60 second are as follows (M, SD):
flat rectangular (4.0, 2.45), slab rectangular (2.3, 1.51), block-like rectangular (4.3, 2.07),
cubical block-like rectangular (4.2, 2.64), long board-like rectangular (3.0, 3.22), long
cylinders (4.0, 2.28), long pointed cylinders (3 .7, 1.97), cylinders that are not long (2.7,
3.14), cup-like cylinders (2.5, 1.76), spheroid (6.5, 2.17), bulbous (2 .2, 1.60), bowl-like

(4.3, 1.97), rings (3.7, 1.75), disks (I]_, 2.07), cones (2.5, 1.76), string-like (5.8, 1. 72),
and strip-like (3.7, 2.94). Clearly, more objects were listed for spheroid and string-like
than for other categorie .
The mean numbers of items produced per category by the 6 participants are as
follows (mean, SD): #1 (6.9, 1.96), #2 (3.4, 2.12), #3 (li, 1.43), #4 (3.4, 1.97), #5 (3.4,
1.37), #6

(li. 2.1 1). Overall, participants produced a mean of 3.7

items per category

within 60 seconds. Out of 102 trials (6 participants x 17 categories), there were four trials
that yielded zero (0) items, and 17 trials that yielded only one item. This finding, together
with the overall finding of low production, suggests that, in subsequent research,
modifications to various aspects of the task may be needed to increase production. Due to
low production, the researcher did not deem it appropriate to use these results for
estimating the category dominance of the items.

Shape Typicality Rating
For each participant, a stack of several pages was prepared containing
approximately 350 different object names in total , organized into L7 shape categories
specified from the previous (different) judges' shape sorting tasks. The sample of objects
was drawn almost entirely from the Phase 1 FE output. Most of these object names had
been selected according to the FR list criteria, but, to provide some variety, a smaller
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number of them were also included that were likely to be considered poorer examples of
their respective categories. Some items were also added from previous pilot work.
Similar domains (e.g., rectangular) were kept together in the sequence of pages.
Otherwise, the order of domains in the stack was randomized. Three different orderings
of the item set were prepared, each containing different randomizations of the individual
item positions within category lists.
The participant had already been familiarized with the categories from the object
listing tasks. The task was simply to rate, by circling the appropriate number on a scale,
how closely each item on the list conformed to her/his ideal notion of the shape category
in question. The scale ranged from 1 to 7, where 1 indicated very low conformity, and 7
indicated very high conformity to the ideal. As with the similarity rating task, the
experimenter checked over the participant's ratings, made suggestions where appropriate,
but the participant decided on the final ratings.

Shape Typicality Instructions
The hape typicality rating instructions were as follows:
On these pages are a large number of the names of objects that are grouped by
shape category. There is a scale ranging from 1 to 7. A rating of 7 for an object
indicates that it conform very highly with the idealized geometric form of the
category, whereas a rating of 1 indicates that there is very low conformity to that
ideal. The degree of conformity of an object's shape to the category ideal will be
rated as follows: 1 =very low; 2 =low; 3 =moderately low; 4 =
moderate/average; 5 =moderately high; 6 =high; 7 =very high. Note that you
will be using your own concept or image of what the ideal form is for each
category. Before you rate the examples in each category, read the brief
description, and read over all the examples within that category, getting a sense of
how well the various objects conform to the category ideal. If you don't know an
object that is listed, just put a que tion mark beside that object name, and move on
to the next item.
For each category, there may be additional items from your own list which
you produced in the previous task. If you li ted items for that category in the
previous task, but they are not in the provided list, add them to the provided li t in
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the available spaces for that category. Once you have done this, rate each item 's
degree of conformity to the category ideal. Also rate any new items you may have
added. Once you've completed one category, go to the next one and apply the
same procedure, and so on. Complete one category at a time. You may ask any
questions at any time. Please let the experimenter know when you are finished.

Shape Typicality Rating Information and Agreement
The mean Pearson correlations between judges' shape typicality ratings (Js-Js)
were significant (all two-tailed ps < .001) but were lower than desirable, as shown in
Table AI. This indicates variation between judges, possibly in how individual object
items are construed and in differing conceptions of what constitutes an ideal for the
category. However, the mean correlations between judges and the average typicality
rating (Js-Avg) appear to be adequately stable.

Table Al
Typicality Means and Mean Agreement

Comparison
Overall

FR Main List

df

Mean

r

Js-Avg

345

5.18

.80

Js-Js

338

Js-Avg

61

Js-Js

60

.51
5.42

.82
.58

Notes. Js =judges; Avg =average rating of judges' ratings; df =mean degrees of freedom
(rounded off to the nearest whole number) for Pearson correlations; Mean= mea n typicality
rating. ote that ratings from two of the ix judges were excluded due to ev idence of re ponse set
(e.g., a judge making a long run of circling 6s, de pite variability in the exa mple items) and
incons istencie . The ratings from the re maining four judges were used here. The r va lues are the
mean Pea rson correlations between four judges (Js-J ) or between the four judges and the average
rating (J s-A vg).

- -~ ---------------------------------------------
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Appendix B
Instructions for FE Participants' Exemplar Specification, Object Shape Grouping, and
Similarity Rating
Exemplar Shape Specification (First Domain)
During the transcription, the experimenter put a question mark beside any name
that referred to an object that was ambiguous within the task context. Specific exemplar
object information was obtained from the participant's drawing and more specific name
or description. Exemplar specification instructions were as follows:
Here (indicating the participant's transcription sheet) i your list of _ _ _ __
objects. For names with a question mark, if you can remember the object you
thought of, draw its basic shape outline. For example, if you said candy, draw the
basic shape- just a quick sketch-of the one that you thought of. Draw the shape
right beside the object name (experimenter demonstrates). Write the more specific
or
for candy).
name of the kind of object (e.g.,
Write the specific name just underneath the object name, in the same slot
(experimenter demonstrates). If you can't remember the shape or the specific kind
of object, write another que tion mark, and then draw the hape and write the
specific name of the object that is most familiar to you. You can ask me questions
at any time. Please let me know when you are finished. You may start now.

Object Shape Grouping, First Domain: Instructions
The object shape grouping instructions were as follows:
The task is to categorize the
objects according to their basic threedimensional shape. The fir t thing to do is read over your list to get an idea of the
different kinds of three-dimensional shape of the objects. To fully appreciate the
three-dimensional shape of an object, it is necessary to visualize it from multiple
angles, as if you are picking it up and looking at it. You will notice that the threedimensional forms of the objects may differ between each other in thickness,
proportion of length to width, curvature versus straightness, shape flexibility, and
various structural complexities. Ignore other aspects like the orientation or size of
the object, its material composition, its conceptual category (e.g., whether it is a
food , ports item, etc.), and other factors. Focus only on shape.
When you find two or more items together that have the same basic kind
of shape, bracket them like this (experimenter demonstrates on an example sheet).

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - --
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Then draw the basic three-dimensional shape, and write a letter (e.g., K) for that
group. For each new category you find, draw the new shape and write the new
letter. Label single unique items by the same method. When you find items with
shapes that you've already identified, bracket and then label them with the
category letter used previously. Note that each shape you draw is not intended to
be a precise depiction of an object's shape; it is just an "icon" having the
approximate shape of the category that you have in mind. When you find items
that have a kind of hape that you've already identified, bracket and then label
them with the category letter used previou ly. The shape classifications should be
based on the pecific objects as you thought of them during the listing task.
When you're grouping the objects, you may find that some items are
easier to classify than others. For the difficult ones that don't seem to fit clearly
into one group, skip past them temporarily. You may later find that they can be
grouped with other items. On the other hand, some items may be unique in that
they don't belong with any category. Don't try to force them into a category
where they don't belong. In those case , label the unique object with its own letter
and shape drawing.
When you've finished grouping your objects, check your groupings. You
can make changes, such as merging or splitting categories, but only if you think
they'll improve the classification.
Once you've checked everything over and have made any needed changes,
you may find that some of your categories are similar to each other. Draw lines
I inking together those categories that are similar to each other. The categories that
you link hould be clearly similar. Use no more than two links per category.
For all the categories that have only one or two items, draw lines linking
each to its most similar category or categories.
Here are the guideline (see below) in case you need to refer to them. Start
by reading over your list to urvey the kinds of three-dimensional shape , then do
the grouping. You can ask questions at any time. Please let me know as soon as
you're done.

Guidelines for Object Shape Grouping
The guidelines sheet summarizing the instructions was also available for the
participant throughout the task:

l. Read over the I ist, getting an idea of the kinds of 3-dimensional object shapes.
2. Bracket and label the shape categories for single items and groups of items.
3. You can make changes at any time, such as relocating items, or merging or
splitting some categories, if you think these changes will improve your
classification.
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4. Draw lines linking different categories that are similar to each other. Use no
more than two (2) links per category. Categories that are not clearly similar to
each other should not be linked.
5. Link categories that have only one (1) or two (2) item to their most sim ilar
other category.
6. Tell the experimenter as soon as you've finished.

Shape Similarity Rating, First Domain.
In this task, u ing the output transcript, and having considered the objects' shapes
in the previous task, the participant rated the shape similarity between the adjacent
pairings of list items. The experimenter demonstrated the rating procedure using the
example heet, while delivering the instructions, as follows:
This will be a shape similarity rating task. Ln the previous task, you assigned
objects to shape categories, but this time you will give a more precise judgement
of the overall shape simi larity between pairs of objects. For each sequential pair
of objects in the list, you' II rate the similarity between the three-dimensional
forms of the objects. Use "7" for pairs with a very high level of shape similarity,
and " l " for pairs with a very low level of shape similarity. (Experimenter shows
the rating scale. The rating scheme for degree of similarity is as follows: 1 = very
low; 2 =low; 3 =moderately low; 4 =moderate; 5 =moderately high; 6 =high; 7
= very high. Experimenter shows an example of how the pairs of objects are
rated). Making accurate ratings generally requires making use of all the numbers
on the scale, from l to 7. The ratings within your list of
object pair
should be logically consistent with each other (show example, using participant's
output). Focus only on the shape similarity between the objects. (Review shape
features: thickness, proportion of length to width, curvature versus straightnes ,
shape flexibility, and other complexities). Ignore other features like size,
orientation, conceptual category, or material. The rating ·hould be based on the
objects that you thought of during the task. If you can not remember the speci fie
object, make your simi larity rating based on the shape of the object most familiar
to you. First read over the list and make some shape similarity ratings mentally.
Then, once you have a general idea of how you would rate some of the object
pairs, start putting down your ratings in pencil. When you've rated all the pairs,
check them over. It's impmtant to correct or adjust any ratings that you think need
to be changed in order to improve their accuracy. You can ask questions at any
time. Let me know when you're finished.
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For the second domain, the instructions for the exemplar specification, object
shape grouping, and shape similarity rating were the same as those above except the
wording was much abbreviated. Again, the guidelines and rating scales, and the
experimenter, were available for the participant throughout the procedure.
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Appendix C

Shape Classification of Master Sets
Instructions for Shape Classification Card Sort of a Master Set
The instructions for classifying a domain's master set of object by hape were a.
follows:
This set of cards has the names of a large number of objects. All of the objects in
this -et had been listed by other participants who completed another task where
they li ted
objects. The cards are in random order. [The experimenter
had shuffled and mixed the cards thoroughly into random order and then spread
them around on the table haphazardly in front of the participant]. The task will be
to sort the cards into separate columns according to the different specific kinds of
three-dimensional shapes of the objects. Objects that have the arne or imilar
kind of three-dimensional shape should be grouped together in the same column.
Make a different column for each different type of three-dimensional shape, like
this (experimenter demonstrates). Take into account the various aspects of threedimensional shape, including curvature versus straightne s, proportion of length
to width, thickne s, shape flexibility, and other structural shape complexities that
an object might have. In clas ifying the objects, ignore the size, material, or other
aspects. Focus only on object shape.
As you sort the objects into groups, you may find that some items are
easier to classify than other . For the difficult ones that don't seem to fit clearly
into one group, put them aside temporarily. You may later find that they will fit
into a group. Otherwise, if they don't fit, leave them to the side. If you don' t know
the shape of a particular object, let me know. You may recognize the object if it is
described, even if you don't recognize the name u ed here.
Once you have sorted the cards, check your groupings over. You can make
changes to your groupings, joining some and splitting others, if you think this will
improve the classification.
Once you've finished classifying the objects by shape, let me know.
Next, you' II sort your groupings according to shape. Stack the cards for
each grouping to keep them together within their group. For categories that are
most imilar to each other in some shape feature, have the stacks touching each
other directly, like this (experimenter demonstrates). The categories that are not
similar should not touch directly.
You may refer to these instructions (experimenter hands participant the
sheet, see below). You can ask questions at any time. Please let me know as soon
as you are finished. Thi task may take close to the ful l two hours.
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Guidelines for Shape Category Sorts
The summary instructions for object shape sorting were available to the
participant for reference during the task, and were written on a sheet as follows:

l. Sort object items into separate columns according to basic 3-dimensional
shape.

2. Put uniquely-shaped objects to one side, and come back to them later.
3. If you don't know the shape of an object, notify the experimenter.
4. Check over your groupings. Make changes if they will improve the
classification.
5. Stack the items in each category.
6. Sort the stacks according to shape similarity. Stacks that are similar should be
touching each other directly; those that are not similar should not touch directl y.

----------- - - - - - -- -- - - -- - - -- - - - - -
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Appendix D
Semantic Classification of Master Sets
Instructions for Semantic Classification Card Sort of a Master Set
The procedure, verbal instructions, and written guidelines for this task were
similar to those for the shape master list sort, except for the reference to conceptual
(semantic) categories. The uniquely conceptual (semantic) categorical subject matter in
the instructions is excerpted here:
... The task will be to sort the cards into different columns according to the
different general conceptual category of the object items. For example, some
things may be kinds of fruit or food, money, kitchen utensils, furniture, or any of
a large number of different conceptual categories. Ignore physical aspects of the
object , such as shape, size, or material. Classify the items only according to the
conceptual categories ...
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Appendix E

Size Classification of Master Sets
Object Size Card Sort of a Master Set
Size was rated in a sorting task that used the same items as used in the shape and
semantic master set sorts. Extremely small (e.g., axon) and extremely large (planet)
objects were excluded from the participant's sorting procedure. Such items were assigned
by default to the extreme smallest and largest categories, respectively. The instructions
for the object size sort were as follows:
The deck of cards that you have contains the names of
objects. The
cards are in random order. The task will be to sort these
objects into 9
groups according to the typical size of the objects, from smallest to the largest.
Before you form any groups, put about 60 cards out onto the table and r ad them
over, getting an idea of the variety and range of object sizes in the list. To form an
estimate of overall size for each object, take into con ideration how long the
object is from one end to the other, and the surface area and volume of the object.
Next, start to sort these cards into 9 groups, from the group with the mallest
objects on the left, to the group with the largest objects on the right. Then take
more cards and add to your groups. You can make adjustments by moving objects
from one ize group to another, if you think this will improve the size
cia ification . If you have difficulty deciding the size group in which to place a
certain object card, put that card off to one side temporarily and come back to it
later. If you don't know a particular object, let me know. You may recognize the
object from a description, even if you don't recognize the name used here. Once
you have formed your groups, check them over to make sure no object item are
in the wrong size group. If a very large number of objects is concentrated in one
group, you may wish to divide the group into two patts to distinguish between
smaller and larger objects in that group. You may refer to a written set of
guidelines that summarize the instruction for this task (hands participant
Guidelines sheet; see next page). You can ask me questions at any time. Also,
please let me know when you are finished. The first task may take about half an
hour to 45 minutes.
Instructions were reviewed, very briefly, for the size sort of the second domain.
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Guidelines for Object Size Sort
The task guidelines were written o n a sheet and were availab le for the participant
throughout the ta k:
I. Sort the objects into 9 s ize groups, from smallest (on the left) to largest (right).
2. In estimating overall size, take into consideration the object's length, surface
area, and volume.
3. Read over several cards to get an idea of the relative sizes of the objects, and
begin to assign objects to the nine size categories. Then add more cm·ds to the
appropriate size groups.
4. If you don't know the size of an object, notify the experimenter.
5. You can move objects from one size group to another at any time, if this will
improve the size classifications.
6. When you have ass igned all of the objects to size categories, check them over.
If one group contains a very large number of objects, it may be possible to divide
the group into two parts to separate the smaller versus larger objects in that
category.
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Appendix F

Formulae for Measures of Categorical Clustering

Table Fl
Categorical Clustering Measures: ARC and MRR

Terms

Formulae

n = number of items reported in output
Max= n - c
n; = n of items output in the ith category
?

ARC: E(r) = ( ~nt I n ) - I
c = number of categories in output
ARCobtaincd = Ir - E(r) I I IMax - E(r) I
r = number of categorical repetitions

3

ARCchancc = 0
Max= maximum possible r for an output
MRRabtaint:d = r I Max
E(r) =chance expected r for an output
MRRchanct: =
I(E - l)(n - 1)] I I(Max)(N- 1)1
E = number of items per category in the
study list

N = number of item in the study list
Notes. ARC scores range from a minimum of - I to a maximum of+ I , with a chance value of 0
(zero). MRR scores range from a minimum of 0 (zero) and a maximum of I.

- - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - --
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Appendix G
Adequacy of Recall Levels for Valid Measurement of Clustering
Murphy and Puff (1982) wrote that" ... an accurate as e ·ment of clustering
depends on having a reasonably large number of items recalled from several
categories ... " (p. 121). Yet they did not expand on how to ascertain that reasonably large
number. I will attempt to do so here. First, a categorical repetition cannot possibly occur
unless two (2) or more items from a category are in fact recalled. Thus, the minimum
number of items recalled should be at least two per category for most of the categories in
the list. Obtaining an average of two items recalled per category on a single study-recall
trial, in FR, is often not possible (but see below). Second, the total number of items
recalled should require people to use mostly higher organizational processes, such as
categorical grouping. A person can recall most of the items by rote if the total number of
items to be recalled doesn't exceed hort-term memory (STM) capacity by a considerable
margin. Third, clustering scores at low levels of recall tend to exhibit high variability.
Practically speaking, the lower the levels of recall, the larger the samples of participants
needed to obtain valid, reliable means and distributions of clustering scores.
Conceming the total items recalled, if we assume that the average adult' s STM
capacity for words is between five (Graesser & Mandler, 1978) and seven (Miller, 1956)
units, then recall should be considerably more than this if the researcher i interested in
higher organizational schemes such as categorical clustering. Clu tering obtained when
the number of items recalled is mostly within STM capacity may not reflect the same
underlying organizational processes that occur when the number of items recalled
exceeds STM capacity. If the researcher wants to ensure that as many or more of the
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items were recalled according to higher organizational schemes than by rote, this puts the
minimum level of recall at between about lO and 14 items (i.e., an average of about two
items per mnemonic unit, for five to even such units). The minimum could be even
higher, depending on how many categories of items are in the to-be-recalled list.
These above considerations are especially important where the researcher wishe
to test the null hypothesis of chance clustering. Consider a to-be-recalled Iist of 20 items
presented with 5 exemplars in each of 4 categories, where item order is randomized.
According to the two-items- per-category criterion, minimum recall is eight (8) items.
According to the STM capacity five to seven mnemonic-units criterion, the minimum is
between I0 and 14 items. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to obtain these mean levels of
recall on the first trial, where the study list had been presented just once. Generally, this
means that to test the null hypothesis with sufficient confidence, the researcher must use
multiple study-te t trial , or use multiple presentations of the list before a single recall
trial, or use some other manipulation to increase recall. Otherwise, if there is insufficient
recall, a null result could simply mean that not enough items were recalled for clustering
to occur.
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Appendix H

Zimmer's (1989) Shape Clustering and Recall Results
T able H1

Zimmer's ( 1989) Free Recall Experiment 1: Nouns
Instructions
Standard
M easure
Proportion Recalled
ARC

T rial 1

Tria l 2

Imagery
T rial I

Trial 2

.36

.58

.29

.48

-.04

.13

-.06

-.02

Summary. Recall and clustering results are presented for two free recall trials. Patt ici pants were
tested indi vidually. Participants in one group were instructed to reca ll the words ( tandard
instructions; n = I 0) and those in the other group were instructed to generate menta l imagery of
each object ( imagery instruction ; n = I 0) to be recalled. The list of 32 object names contained
four exemplars in each of eight shape categories, plu four buffer items (two at each end of the
I ist) that were not included in scoring . Shape categories included spherical, triangular, rod/postlike, flat rectangular, bl ock-like, ring-like, disks, and string-like. W ords were presented aurall y in
randomized unblocked sequences (i.e., no same-shape pairings) and were recalled in standard
written format. Note that measures of variability were not reported in Z immer, ( 1989).

(See next page for Z immer's shape clustering results for Ex periments 2 and 3).

- - - - -------------- -- - - - - -- ------------------------ -
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Table H2

Zimmer's ( 1989) Free Recall Experiment 2: Pictures
Instructions
Measure

Standard

lmagery

Proportion Recalled

.74

.68

ARC

. 12

.16

Summary. Displayed are reca ll and c lustering scores for free recall of object p ictures, with
standard and imagery instruction groups (n = I 0 per g roup). Slide photos of the obj ects in their
typical orientations were presented in randomized unblocked seque nces and were recal led by
name in writing. There were 4 exemplars in each of s ix shape categories, plus six buffer items
(three at eac h e nd of the list) and six filler items not included in scoring. Shape categories
included board-like, bl oc k-like, sphere , cylinde rs, rings, and di sks. (B uffers and fi lle rs were of
objects of differe nt sha pe categories). The list was presented twice before a s ing le recall trial.

Table H3

Zimmers ( 1989) Free Recall Experiment 3: Nouns
[nstructions
Measure
Proportion Recalled
ARC

Standard

Imagery

.51

.51

-.01

.05

Summary. Reca ll and ARC scores are shown for free recall of object nouns, wit h standard and
imagery instructions gro ups (overall n = 26). The procedure followed that of Experiment I, but
there was no second study-reca ll trial. In addition, Experiment 3 included a cued recall test (not
shown he re) after the free recall. The list of 28 object na mes contained seven shape categories
w ith four exempl a rs pe r category, plus four buffer ite ms (two at the each end of the list) not
included in scoring.
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Appendix I

Free Recall Lists
Table II

List 1 Object Nouns and Shape Categories
Spheroid

Long Pointed Cyls.

Flat Rectangular

String-like

pearl

pencil

placemat

rope

marble

toothpick

chessboard

snake

volleyball

aiTOWa

tile

licorice

globe

nail

card

w tre

bubble

thom

diskette

hose

Note. Cyls. =Cy linders.
"For two pat1icipants, the word spear was use d instead of arrow.

Table 12

List 2 Object Nouns and Shape Categories
Long Cylinders

Hollow Cones

Block-Like

Disks

steel pipe3

funnel

dumpster

plate

chopstick

pylon

casket

hubcapa

pool cue

teepee

juice box

frisbee

ctgarette

witch's hat

brick

CD

log

snowcone

train car

quarter

.

a

Note. aFor the first two participants exposed to List 2,jlagpole, wand, and burton (not shown
here) were used. Because one of those two participants organized those three ite ms with others by
first letter, those three items were replaced, for all subsequent Li t 2 participants, by steel pipe,
cigaretre, and hubcap.
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Table 13

List 3 Object Nouns and Shape Categories
Medium Cylinders

String/Strip

Flat Rectangular

Rings

marker

leash

envelope

Life Saver/Cheerio

cigar

ribbon/yarn

shingle

diamond r./nosering

test tube

whip/dental floss

Iicence plate

bike tire

cannon

eel/worm

playing card

wreath

flute

cable

mat

hula hoop

Notes. The forward s lash separating alternative words indicates that, in those cases, one word
(e.g., diamond ring) was used for so me of the participants, and the other word was used for the
other participants (e.g., nosering). The more frequently used alternative is listed on the left side of
the forward slash. Two partic ipants received the first vers ion of List 3, which had Slab
Rectangular (*book, tombstone, cutting board, mattress, domino) instead of Flat Rectangu lar, and
Bulbs (*light bulb, pear. *doorknob, bowling pin, teardrop) instead of Medium Cylinders. In
addition, for Rings, those two paiticipants had bracelet instead of diamond ring, steering wheel
instead of bike tire, and for String/Strip-like had *shoelace instead of cable. *These items were
construed as objects in the room (or, in the case of book, as an object that could be in the room),
and grouped on that bas is, by the first two participants to receive the first version List 3.
Therefore, the researcher replaced tho e ite ms with others for main version of List 3 for
subseque nt participant . Note that for light bulb, the actual light in the room was the long straight
fluorescent tube type. Later, another participant in the List 3 group made mnemon ic ana logies
be tween a diamond ring and a different ring that she was wearing, and between marker a nd a pen
in the room, and between mat and the wall-to-wall carpeting in the room. However, she did not
group these ite ms togethe r in the card sort but arranged the m as separate individual units eac h of
Size I.
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Appendix J

FR Item Characteristics
Normative information for many of the items with re pect to several item
characteristic variables was not available. Relevant word association strength information
wa obtained for a subset of the items. This latter information is reported in the FR
Results section. Typicality, word length, and object size information is reported here.
Note that in cases where alternate words were used (e.g., worm or eel in List 3, see
Appendix I, Table 13), the mean typicality, mean word length, and mean rated object size
of the object (e.g., of worm and eel) were used in the analy i of the items in the main
FR list.
The mean shape typicality levels (where 1 =very low and 7 =very high) for items
included in the main FR lists (M = 5.42, SD = 1.076) were slightly higher than those
from the rated et that were not included (M = 5.13, SD = 1.088), 1(354) = -1.945, SE =
0.1488, p = .053 (two-tailed). The inter-judge con-elations for . hape typicality ratings are
shown in Appendix A. Mean shape typicality did not differ among the 12 main list FR
categories, F( 11 , 48) = 1.33, MSE = 0.795, p = .236, or the three main FR lists, F(2, 57)=
1.10, MSE = 0.842, p = .34.
Word length, a measured by the number of letters in the word, did not differ
between categories I F(ll, 48) = 1.46, MSE = 4.225, p = .18] or Ii t , l F(2, 57) = 0.61 ,

MSE = 4.65 L, p = .5491. (There remained no significant differences in word length for
categories or lists when the object name CD- scored as having only two letters- was
excluded from the analyses). When word length was measured by the number of syllable.
in the word, there were again no ignificant differences for categories or li t .

· - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
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The object size ratings provided by judges in the previous FE classification study
were not strictly applicable to the items used in this study because of the different rating
contexts. (For an example of a discrepancy that arose when those ratings were applied
here to the FR items, witch's hat, originally rated by size in the round master set, had a
larger size rating than casket, which was rated in the straight master set). Nevertheless, it
was important to examine the differences, within lists, between shape categories in mean
object size. Therefore, I made size ratings of the objects using a rating scale of I to 9.
There were 55 items in the main FR list that each had an average size rating from the
ratings by the FE study size judges. The average size ratings by the FE size judges for
those 55 main FR list objects were correlated r (53)= .82 with my size ratings. Using my
size ratings on the main list items (n = 60), the analysis showed that there were some
significant differences in object size between the 12 categories, F( 11 , 48)

= 2.32, MSE =

2.396, p = .02. Tukey HSD post hoc tests showed that there were two significant
differences: The block rectangle were larger than the long pointed cylinders (p = .006)
and the spheres (p =.02), respectively. No other differences between categories were
significant. Note that the block rectangles were used in List 2, but the spheres and the
long pointed cylinders were used in List 1. That is, there were no significant size
differences between categories within lists. There were significant differences between
lists, F(2, 57) = 4.61 , MSE = 2.661, p = .0 l. Specifically, List 2 objects had larger size
ratings than List 1 objects (p = .01) according to the Tukey HSD test. No other
differences between Iists were significant.
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Appendix K

Free Recall (FR) Instructions
First Trial
The instructions before the first trial list presentation were as follows:
In the first trial of the task, you will hear the names of numerous real physical
things or objects. Then, when all of the object names have been presented, you'll
count backwards for two minutes. After that, I'll turn on the tape-recorder and ask
you to say the names of as many of the objects as you can recall. Once you've
done the recall, that will be the end of the first of four of these trials. You' II do
each of the trials in the same sequence: You' II hear the words, then count
backwards, then recall the object names. To aid your concentration, I'd like you to
close your eyes, starting now, and keep them closed until all of the words have
been read. The order of the words does not matter. The task is simply to recall as
many of the object names as possible, in any way you wish. As you listen, when
you hear each object name, think of that object. Ready? I' II pau ·e for a few
seconds and then I' II start.
After the list was presented, the experimenter gave the instructions for the distracter
interval ta k:
Okay, open your eyes. Now the task will be to count backwards by threes (3s)
from 400 (or other number on later trials), out loud, for the next two minutes. The
goal is to concentrate on counting accurately and continuously. I' II let you know
when two minutes is up. Ready? Start.
When the participant completed the two minutes of backwards counting, the
experimenter gave the recall instructions: "Alright, keeping your eyes closed again, say
the names of as many of the objects as you can recall." A recall trial was ended when,
after the participant had reported several items and seemed to have exhausted what he or
she could recall, and 15 s elapsed since the last item's report, the prompt "Can you recall
any more?" elicited a "no," or else prior to the prompt the participant indicated that
she/he could recall no more. The audio recorders were shut off at the end of the trial.
(See next page for subsequent trial instructions).

----

----------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Subsequent Trials
Encoding: "Okay, now I'll present the objects' names again. Close your eyes.
Ready?"
Distracter Task: "Open your eyes. Count backwards by threes from 600 (or other
number) out loud."
Recall: "Close your eyes, and say the names of as many objects as you can
recall."
After the end of last recall trial: "Okay, open your eyes. That's the end of the
recall experiment. You can take off the microphone. For the next part, I have some
questions about your thinking and memory processes that occurred during the
experiment."
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Appendix L

Randomizations for MRR Chance Estimates for Low Levels of Recall
I found that there was a problem with the MRR chance formula (see Appendix F).
Specifically, the fommla does not produce accurate chance estimates when there are 5 to
7 items recalled from the 20 item list (four categories with five exemplars per category)
used in the present study. For example, for a recall sequence of five items that contains
four categories, the MRR chance formula produced a score of .84, which was
unrealistically high. Indeed, .84 suggests near-perfect (1.0) clustering. To obtain valid
estimates of chance MRR, I took actual random samples of items from the 20 item (4
categories x 5 exemplars) list. For each of sample sizes of 5, 6, or 7 items, I took an
average of approximately 90 random samples from the randomized 20 item (4 categories
x 5 exemplars) list. In most cases the random samples contained four categories, but
some had three categories. I then found the mean MRR score obtained (r In - c) for the
random samples of the different sizes (5, 6, and 7 items) and number of categories (3 or
4 ). I then used those means as the chance MRR scores for the appropriate recall outputs.
To check the concun-ent validity of these random sampling estimates of the MRR
chance . cores for the first trial outputs that had less than 8 items recalled (n

= 12), I

computed the correlation between the MRR difference scores (MRR obtained minus
MRR random sampling estimate of chance) and the ARC cores for those outputs. The
con·elation was r(lO) = .94. For that same subsample (n = 12), using the original chance
MRR formula (MRR obtained minus MRR original chance calculation), the correlation
between MRR difference scores and ARC scores was r( 10) = .82, indicating a loss of
accuracy for the original MRR chance formula for low levels of recall. Thus, the random
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sampling estimate of MRR chance for outputs having less than eight items recalled
produces scores that are consistent with those produced by the well-known, wellestablished ARC measure. Therefore, I used the random sampling estimate of chance
MRR for the outputs having less than eight items recalled.
I also examined random samples from the 20 item (4 categories x 5 exemplars)
list that had 8, 10, 12, or 16 items. In those cases, the original MRR chance formula
scores were consistent with MRR scores obtained from the random samples. For the
subsample of first trial outputs having eight or more items recalled (n

= 21 ), the

con·elation between the MRR difference scores (using the original formula to calculate
MRR chance) and ARC was r(l9)

= .985, indicating a good level of accuracy. Therefore,

I used the MRR chance formula for recall sequences of 8 or more items. Nevertheless,
researchers should be advised to use random sampling for estimating valid chance values
for MRR when recall is low.
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Appendix M

Formulae for the Measure of Subjective Organization

Table M l

Subjective Organization Measure: SO-ARC
Terms

Formulae

M = number of items recalled on trial t
Max= M - l - R
N = number of items recalled on trial t + l
E(ITR) = 2 Max IN
ITR = intertrial repetition; a pairing of items
on trial t that are also paired on trial t + l
SO-ARCob1aincd =
[O(ITR)- E(ITR)I I [Max- ([TR)I
R = number of pairs from trial t that contain
items not recalled on trial t + l

SO-ARCchanc.: = 0

Max = maximum possible number of pairwise
bidirectional ITRs
aO( ITR) =obtained number of pairwise
bidirectional ITRs
E(ITR) =chance expected number of
pairwise bidirectional ITRs

Notes. "For example, if trial t's seque nce is FGEBCAD, and trial t + I ' sequence is GACBDFE,
there are two pairwise bidirectional ITRs. For fwther details, see Murphy ( 1979) and Murphy
and Puff ( 1982).
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Appendix N

Object Noun Master Sets
Notes on the Object Classifications
Caveat. The lists below do not constitute an exhaustive sampling of everyday
objects. The items were obtained from a small number of university students who
completed a limited set of free emission tasks, and were classified by a limited number of
previously-untrained judges within relatively brief classification session . The lists below
were not intended to be used for normative purposes, but are intended for use within the
present studies. Nevertheless, re earchers who are interested in these classifications are
welcome to contact the researcher for further information.

The Coding of the Object Sets. Above the listing of each object set (below) there
are general hape and general semantic classification labels. Whereas the classification
labels provided within the lists (Tables N l-4) show the specific level of classification, the
general or broader level classification labels are provided prior to each list. The general
level classifications were based on participants' groupings of similar specific categorie
(i.e., sorting of stacks, as described in the instructions for master list sorting, Appendix
C). The general classifications capture the judges' mergers of specific categorie . Items
classified as unique (i.e., not included in categories of two or more objects) are labelled
under hape category by object name, or by an abbreviation or some di tinctive label.
Objects for which a clear size judgement could not be obtained, or for which a size
judgement was problematic (e.g. , extremely large objects), are labelled with"-----." Note
that some objects of extreme size were assigned to higher than 9 or less than I.

~-

--

- - - - - - - -- - -- - - --

-------------
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Classification Decisions in the Scoring of FE List Output Clustering. As was
mentioned in the Methods section regarding the scoring of inter-item transitions as either
cluster, switch, or filler, it was necessary to take into account information (such as shape
similarity ratings, and the FE participant's classifications) in addition to that provided by
the master list sorts below. This was important particularly because the classifications
produced from the relatively small set of objects provided in an FE output list might not
be the same as those produced from the larger master list sets in some cases. It must also
be kept in mind that some specific exemplar information, provided by the FE
participant's sketch-drawings of certain objects, may indicate slightly different forms
than those possibly imaged by the readers based on the labels given below.

Long Objects
Shape Classification
FLSLRect (Flat Slab Rectangular): RecFlatl, RecFlat2, RectSlab.
LbdRect (Long Board-Like Rectangular): BoardSh, BoardLg, BrdLgThk.
LCyl (Long Cylinders): CylLong, CyiLgThn, CylLgHlw, CylLngPt, CylLgRnd.
RcktPddl (Racket/Paddle): PaddleWd, PaddlReg, PaddlLac, PaddleSpo, PaddlSpa,
Padd!Dbl.
String: StrngThn, StrngThk.
Strip: StripThn, StripBrd.
Other Categories (not merged): BarRect, CylMed, Bottle, Tongue, PryCrow, Knife,
Lizard, Boat, LongGun, RectSki, ArmLeg, DecidTree, Flat2DRc.
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Semantic Classification
FoodBev: Food, FoodUtns, Beverage.
BldgMtPt (Building Materials, Parts): BldgPart, BldgMatr.
StatiArt (Stationery. Art-Related): Statiom, ArtRelat.
Other Categories (not merged): FumAppl, Bldgs, Wood, TooiFstn, SewUtMat, Clothing,
BathPers, BodyPart, Animals, PlantsRe, Sport, Weapon, Musical, Electric, PublUtil,
Walking, Vehicle, String.

Table Nl

Long Objects Master Set
Long Object

Shape

Semantic

Size

bench
candy bar (Mars)
carton
chimney
drink box
eraser
fridge
power bar (electrical)
semi's trailer
skyscraper
train
carpet in hallway
driveway
field
highway
road
roadway or path
sidewalk
fence slat/picket
hardwood floor (board/strip)
handle on fridge
shelf (one "board" of)
siding

BarRect
BarRect
BarRect
BarRect
BarRect
BarRect
BarRect
BarRect
BarRect
BarRect
BarRect
Flat20Rc
Flat20Rc
Flat2DRc
Flat20Rc
Flat20Rc
Flat2DRc
Flat20Rc
BoardLg
BoardLg
BoardLg
BoardLg
BoardLg

FurnAppl
Food
carton
BldgPart
Beverage
Stationr
FumAppl
Electric
Vehicle
Bldgs
Vehicle
BldgPm1
PublUtil
Sport
PublUtil
PublUtil
PublUtil
Pub!Util
BldgPart
BldgPart
FumAppl
FurnAppl
BldgPart

7
2.5
4 .5
8
2.5
1.5
7
3
9
9
9
8
8.5
9
9
9
9
8.5
5.75
5.5
4
5.5
7
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board
see-saw
ruler
yardstick/metre stick
rail (flat rectangular)
joiner between flooring surfaces
gum (stick type)
street name sign
running board (on truck)
chair leg
2x4 of wood
post (in a fence)
shingle
large window
mirror
glass (sheet)
piece of plywood
plexiglass
sheet of paper
poster (flat, on display)
framed art
picture
circuit board
piece of cardboard
bill (money)
boxes flattened
solar panel
cupboard door
table
table top
door
electrical outlet cover
light switch cover
box of Smarties
candy bar
calculator
harmonica
remote control
slice of bread
ski
surfboard
canoe
kayak
boat
rifle
bazooka

BoardLg
BoardLg
BoardLg
BoardLg
BoardLg
BoardLg
BoardSh
BoardSh
BoardSh
BrdLgThk
BrdLgThk
BrdLgThk
RecFlatl
RecFiatl
RecFiatl
RecFlatl
RecFlatl
RecFlatl
RecFiatl
RecFlatl
RecFlatl
RecFlatl
RecFlatl
RecFlatl
RecFlatl
RecFiatl
RecFlat2
RecFiat2
RecFiat2
RecFiat2
RecFlat2
RecFlat2
RecFiat2
RectSiab
RectSlab
RectSiab
RectSiab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSki
RectSki
Boat
Boat
Boat
LongGun
LongGun

BldgMatr
Sport
Stationr
Stationr
BldgPart
BldgPart
Food
PublUtil
Vehicle
FurnAppl
BldgMatr
fencepst
BldgPart
BldgPart
BldgPart
BldgMatr
BldgMatr
BldgMatr
Stationr
ArtRelat
ArtRelat
ArtRelat
Electric
pcardbrd
moneybll
boxsfltg
sol panel
FurnAppl
FurnAppl
FurnAppl
BldgPart
Electric
Electric
Food
Food
Stationr
Musical
Electric
Food
Sport
Sport
Sport
Sport
Sport
Weapon
Weapon

6
7
3
4.5
6
4.5
1.25
4.5
5.75
4
6
6
5.75
7
5.5
6.5
7.5
7
3.5
5
5.75
5.75
4
5.5
2.5
5.5
6
5.5
7
7
7
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
3
5.5
6.5
7.5
7.5
9

5
6.5
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baseball bat
beer bottle
glass bottle
straw
pipe (copper)
pipe (e.g., household)
PVC pipe
bamboo
flute
conduit
culvert
tube (rigid)
clarinet
recorder
wiener
cucumber
french bread
body of airplane (fuselage)
fishing rod
car antenna
CB antenna
carrot
toothpick
signaling tower
screw
nail
spike
pick (straight bar)
drilling rod
needle (sewing)
pm
knitting needle
golf tee
javelin
a now
jousting lance
missile
pen
pencil
pointer
drumstick (for drum)
grounding rod
oscilloscope probe
artist's paint brush
wand (conductor' )
magic wand

CylBottl
CylBottl
CylBottl
CylLgHlw
CylLgHlw
CylLgHlw
CylLgHlw
CylLgHlw
CylLgHlw
CylLgHlw
CylLgHlw
CylLgHlw
CylLgHlw
CylLgHlw
CylLgRnd
CylLgRnd
CylLgRnd
CylLgRnd
CylLgThn
CylLgThn
CylLgThn
CylLngPt
CylLngPt
CylLngPt
CylLngPt
CylLngPt
CylLngPt
CylLngPt
CylLngPt
CyiLngPt
CylLngPt
CyiLngPt
CyiLngPt
CylLngPt
CyiLngPt
CylLngPt
CylLngPt
CyiLngPt
CylLngPt
CylLngPt
CylLngPt
CylLngPt
CylLngPt
CylLngPt
CylLngPt
CylLngPt

Sport
Beverage
Beverage
FoodUtns
BldgMatr
BldgMatr
BldgMatr
Wood
Musical
Electric
PublUtil
tube
Musical
Musical
Food
Food
Food
Vehicle
Sport
Vehicle
Vehicle
Food
FoodUtns
Bldgs
ToolsFst
ToolsFst
ToolsFst
ToolsFst
ToolsFst
Sewing
Sewing
Sewing
Sport
Sport
Weapon
Weapon
Weapon
Stationr
Stationr
Stationr
Musical
Electric
oscllscp
ArtRelat
Musical
mag iwand

5
3.5
3.5
2
4.5
5.5
6
4.5
4

s
8

3.5
4.5
4
2.5
3.5
4
9

5.5
4
4
2.5
I
9
I

1.25
2

5.5
5
1
L

2.75
I

5.5
4
6.5
7
2
2
4
3
5
3
2.75
3
3
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CN tower
cinnamon stick
light pole
steel pole
chopstick
office bulb (tube)
closet bar
railing!
rail on staircase
stick
handle (e.g., of broom)
broomstick
tree trunk
basketball net post
volleyball post
piece of chalk
pole
telephone pole
cigarette
flagpole
tree branch
walking stick
street lamp
screwdriver
paper towel roll
piece of firewood
shampoo bottle
marker
test tube
glass (tall, drinking)
JUg
juice container
Q-tip
kayak paddle
shovel
spoon
badminton racket
tennis racket
violin
guitar
guitar case
Iacross stick
oar
paddle
spatula (spreader)
spatula (flipper)

CyiLngPt
Cy!Long
CyiLong
CylLong
CylLong
CylLong
Cy!Long
CylLong
CylLong
CylLong
CyiLong
CyiLong
CylLong
CylLong
CylLong
CylLong
CylLong
CylLong
Cy!Long
CylLong
CylLong
CylLong
CylLong
Cy!Med
CylMed
CyiMed
CylMed
CylMed
Cy!Med
Cy!Med
Cy!Med
CyiMed
PaddlDbl
PaddlDbl
PaddleSpo
PaddleSpo
PaddleW d
PaddleWd
PaddleW d
PaddleWd
PaddleWd
PaddlLac
Padd!Reg
PaddlReg
PaddlSpa
PaddlSpa

Bldgs
Food
Pub! Uti!
steel pi
FoodUtns
BldgPart
BldgPart
BldgPart
BldgPart
Wood
ToolsFst
ToolsFst
PlantsRe
Sport
Sport
Stationr
PublUtil
PublUtil
cigarett
flagpole
Wood
Walking
PublUtil
ToolsFst
FoodUtns
Wood
BathPers
Stationr
testtube
Beverage
Beverage
Beverage
BathPers
Sport
ToolsFst
FoodUtns
Sport
Sport
Musical
Musical
Musical
Sport
Sport
Sport
FoodUtns
FoodUtns

9
2
8
6.5
2.25
5
5
6
6.5
4
5.5
5.5
7.5
6.5
6.5
2
6.5
8
1.5
7
6
5
8
3
4
5
3.5
2.25
2.25
3.5
4.5
4.5
1.5
6
5.5
2.5
5
5
5
5.75
5.75
5.5
6
5.5
3
3
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fruit roll-up
boarder material
scarf
sod (laid out)
paper banner
measuring tape (tape portion)
ribbon
belt
whip
dog leash
tube (unspecified, flexible)
hose
dog's tail
person's spine
elephant trunk
slug
centipede
worm
snake
eel
beans talk (mythic, "Jack and ... ")
rope
licorice
spaghetti noodle
thread
coat hanger
shoelace
hair (strand)
fishing line
jump/skipping rope
cable
coaxial cable
cord
extension cord
house wiring
wire (unspecified)
telephone/power line
string
telephone cord
sock
tongue
arm
elephant leg
leg
finger
treel (palm)

StripBrd
StripBrd
StripBrd
StripBrd
StripBrd
StripThn
StripThn
StripThn
StripThn
StripThn
StmgThk
StmgThk
StrngThk
StrngThk
StrngThk
StrngThk
StrngThk
StrngThk
StrngThk
StrngThk
StrngThk
StrngThk
StrngThn
StrngThn
StrngThn
StrngThn
StrngThn
StrngThn
StrngThn
StrngThn
StrngThn
StrngThn
StrngThn
StrngThn
StrngThn
StrngThn
StrngThn
StrngThn
StrngThn
Tongue
Tongue
Arm Leg
Arm Leg
ArmLeg
Arm Leg
DecidTree

Food
BldgPart
Clothing
PlantsRe
paperbnr
ToolsFst
Sewing
Clothing
Weapon
dogleash
tube
Toolsfst
BodyPart
Body Part
BodyPart
Animals
Animals
Animals
Animals
Animals
PlantsRe
String
Food
Food
Sewing
Clothing
Clothing
Body Part
Sport
Sport
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric
PublUtil
String
Electric
Clothing
BodyPart
BodyPart
BodyPart
BodyPatt
BodyPart
PlantsRe

2.5
5
4.5
5.75
5
4
3.5
4.5
5
4
3.5
5
3.5
5
7
1.25
1.5
1.5
4
4.5

9
5
2.25
2
1
4
3.5
l
2
5
4
4.5
4
4
4.5
3
7
2
4
3.5
2.5
5
7
5.5
2.25

9
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tree2 (deciduous)
pry bar
crowbar
breadknife
butterknife
knife (small handle)
knife (unspecified)
sword
scissor blade
lizard (gecko)
alligator
airplane
baseboard (quarter round)
bathtub
bedrail on pick-up truck
bobby pin
bridge
cane
celery stick
couch
crutch
curtain rod
drapes
faucet
fingernail
flower (rose, one stem)
flower vase
fork
giraffe neck
golf club
hairbrush
hammer
handsaw
hockey stick
ladder
ladle
limosine
Oh-Henry bar
paper clip
pocket comb
railway
rake
road guard
saxophone
slide
toothbrush

DecidTree
PryCrow
PryCrow
Knife
Knife
Knife
Knife
Knife
Knife
Lizard
Lizard
airplane
basebrdq
bathtub
bedrailp
bobbypin
bridge
cane
celrystk
couch
cmtch
curtrod
drapes
faucet
fingnal
flower
flowrvs
fork
giraffen
golfclub
hairbrus
hammer
handsaw
hckystck
ladder
ladle
limosine
ohhenryb
paperclp
pocktcb
railway
rake
roadgurd
sax phon
slide
toothbm

PlantsRe
ToolsFst
ToolsFst
FoodUtns
FoodUtns
FoodUtns
FoodUtns
Weapon
Stationr
Animals
Animals
Vehicle
BldgMatr
BathPers
Vehicle
BathPers
PublUtil
Walking
Food
FurnAppl
Walking
BldgPart
BldgPart
BldgPart
BodyPart
PlantsRe
PlantsRe
FoodUtns
Animals
Sport
BathPers
ToolsFst
ToolsFst
Sport
ToolsFst
FoodUtns
Vehicle
Food
Stationr
BathPers
PubiUtil
ToolsFst
PublUtil
Musical
Sport
BathPers

9
4
4.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
5
3
3
7
9
6
7
5.5
1
9
5
2.25
7
5.5
5
7
3
1

3
4.5
2.5
7.5
5
2.5
3.5
4.5
5.5
7.5
3
8.25
2.5
1
2.5
9
5.5
8
5
7.5
2.25
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tower (electrical)
tree3 (spruce)
trumpet
uti! ity knife
windshield wiper
wrench

tower
treecon
trumpet
utilknif
wndwipr
wrench

Pub! Uti!
Plant Re
Musical
ToolsFst
Vehicle
ToolsFst

280

9
9
4.5
2.5
4
3

Flat Objects
Shape Classification
Disks: Disks, DisksThk, DisksCrv.
FLRSLR (Flat and Slab Rectangles): RectThn 1, RctThnFlx, RectThn2, RctThnFlx2.
SlabThk (Thick Slab Rectangles): RctSlbFlx, RectSlab.
Other Categories (not merged): Paddle, Shoe, Knife, Strips, Fish, Kite, Triangl, Rlong,
Table, Ski , Flat2D.

Semantic Classification
FoodReKU (Food-Related, Kitchen Utensils): Food, FoodUtns.
BldgPtMt: BldgPart, BldgMatr.

Other Categories (not merged): SportGam, Weapons, ArtPictu, ElectrEn, Furnitur,
ClothLin, Bathroom, Plants, Animals, BodyPart, Optics, ToolsFst, PocketTh, Vehicle,
Water, Street, Musical, Stationr, Electric.

Organization by Shape Similarity

Table N2

Flat Objects Master Set
Flat Object

Shape

Semantic

Size

burger flattener
button (on shirt)
CD
coin
cookie
cymbal
dime
DVD
frisbee
garbage can Iid
lillypad
loonie
manhole cover
matl
nailhead
nickel
paint palette
pancake
penny
ptzza
plate
quarter
tortilla shell
twonie
capacitor
landmine
le ns of glasses
lens of magnifying glass
rock (rounded, flat)
shield
bottle cap
box of chocolates
Cert
clock (circular)
poker/casino chip
puck
screw head
tuning knob on radio
flat fish (unspecified)

Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks
Di ks
Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks
Disks
DisksCrv
DisksCrv
DisksCrv
DisksCrv
DisksCrv
DisksCrv
Disk Thk
DisksThk
DisksThk
DisksThk
DisksThk
DisksThk
DisksThk
DisksThk
FishSh

FoodUtns
ClothLin
ElectrEn
PocketTh
Food
Musical
PocketTh
ElectrEn
SportGam
FoodUtns
Plants
PocketTh
Street
BldgPart
ToolsFst
PocketTh
ArtPictu
Food
PocketTh
Food
FoodUtns
PocketTh
Food
PocketTh
ElectrEn
Weapons
Optics
Optics
rockFlat
Weapons
FoodUtn
Food
Food
clock
SportGam
SportGam
ToolsFst
ElectrEn
Animals

3.00
1.00
3.00
1.75
2.25
5.00
1.00
3.00
5.00
5.50
3.75
1.75
6.50
6.50
0.50
1.75
4.50
4.25
1.00
5.50
5.00
1.75
4.00
1.75
0.50
4.50
2.25
2.25
2.50
6.50
1.75
5.00
1.00
4.00
1.75
3.25
0.50
1.00
5.00
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flat fish (with stinger)
front lawn
patio
wall
kite
stingray
butterknife
knifel (dinner)
machete
saw
sword
badminton racket
frying pan
key
ping pong paddle
snowshoe
tennis racket
bed (mattress and Boxspr)
mattress
paddle float
phone book
school agenda
wallet
aluminum foil
bill (money)
blanket
carpet
construction paper
curtain
envelope
flag
flooring
garbage bag
linoleum
paper (standard sheet)
plastic sheeting
postage stamp
rug
Saran wrap
sheet (bed sheet)
table cloth
tin foil
towel
wax paper
welcome mat
Ziploc bag

FishSh
FI2DRect
FI2DRect
F12DRect
KiteSh
KiteSh
KnifeSh
KnifeSh
KnifeSh
KnifeSh
KnifeSh
Paddle
Paddle
Paddle
Paddle
Paddle
Paddle
RctSibFix
RctSlbFix
RctSlbFix
RctSibFlx
RctSlbFlx
RctSlbFix
RctThnFlx
RctThnFix
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFlx
RctThnFix

Animals
Plants
BldgPart
BldgPart
SportGam
Animals
FoodUtns
FoodUtns
Weapons
ToolsFst
Weapons
SpottGam
FoodUtns
PocketTh
SportGam
SportGam
SportGam
Furnitur
Furnitur
SpottGam
Stationr
Stationr
PocketTh
FoodUtns
PocketTh
ClothLin
BldgPart
Stationr
BldgPart
Stationr
flag
BldgPmt
FoodUtns
BldgPart
Stationr
BldgMatr
Stationr
BldgPart
FoodUtns
ClothLin
ClothLin
FoodUtns
ClothLin
FoodUtns
BldgPart
FoodUtns

5.00
9.50
9.00
9.00
6.00
6.50
3.00
3.00
5.50
5.50
6.00
5.50
5.00
1.50
4.25
5.50
5.50
8.50
8.50
6.00
5.25
4.25
3.50
4.50
2.50
8.50
9.00
5.50
8.00
3.75
6.50
9.00
6.50
4.50
8.00
1.00
9.00
4.50
8.00
8.00
4.50
6.50
4.50
6.50
3.00
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breads lice
brochure
magazine
mouse pad
newspaper
oven mit
brick
cabinet top
counter top
fence slat
gum (stick type)
lumber
mantle
piece of board (long)
piece of wood (2x4)
ruler
see-saw
shelf
sidewalk (one section)
slide
step
strip of hardwood floor
tailgate on truck
top of bar (for serving drinks)
l 'x 1' cement slab
audio cassette
bar of soap (hotel)
bar of soap2
binder
binder (full)
bookl
box of Smarties
calculator
candy bar
cell phone
cementslab2
chair seat
cutting board
domino
DVD player
Etch-a-sketch
flat screen TV
flat screen display/monitor
giftbox
Jenga block
keyboard

RctThnFlx2
RctThnFlx2
RctThnFlx2
RctThnFlx2
RctThnFlx2
RctThnFlx2
RectBlock
RectLong
RectLong
RectLong
RectLong
RectLong
RectLong
RectLong
RectLong
RectLong
RectLong
RectLong
RectLong
RectLong
RectLong
RectLong
RectLong
RectLong
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab

Food
Stationr
Stationr
ElectrEn
Stationr
FoodUtns
BldgMatr
Furnitur
Furnitur
BldgMatr
Food
BldgMatr
BldgPart
BldgMatr
BldgMatr
Stationr
SportGam
Furnitur
Street
SportGam
BldgPart
BldgPart
Vehicle
Furnitur
BldgMatr
ElectrEn
Bathroom
Bathroom
Stationr
Stationr
Stationr
Food
Stationr
Food
ElectrEn
BldgMatr
Furnitur
FoodUtns
SportGam
ElectrEn
SportGam
ElectrEn
ElectrEn
giftbox
SportGam
ElectrEn

3.50
4 .25
5.00
4.50
5.00
4.50
3.50
7.50
8.25
6.50
1.75
7.00
7.00
7.00
6.00
3.00
8.00
7.00
8.50
7.50
5.50
6.50
7.50
8.25
5.50
3.50
2.25
2.75
5.25
5.25
5.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.50
6.00
5.50
5.50
1.75
5.50
5.50
6 .50
5.50
5.50
2.00
5.00
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laptop computer
LCD display (monitor)
luminescence display
project box
scoreboard
Sony digital recorder
textbook
VCR
VHS/video tape cassette
bank card
board game
bus pass
circuit board
cooking pan
credit car
glass pane
glasssheet
ID card
index card
licence plate
magnet
mirror
pan
picture (photo)
placemat
playing card
plexiglass sheet
project box cover
putty palette
razor blade (paint scraper)
sheet of metal
steel plate
tray
trowel for plaster
window
CD case
clipboard
door
DVD case
end (tab) of zipper
end of slot screwdriver
floppy disk 3.5"
gyprock (drywall, sheet)
key chain tab
kitchen tile
notebook/exercise book

RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectSlab
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThn l
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThnl
RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2

ElectrEn
ElectrEn
ElectrEn
Electric
SportGam
ElectrEn
Stationr
ElectrEn
ElectrEn
PocketTh
SportGam
PocketTh
ElectrEn
FoodUtns
PocketTh
BldgPart
BldgMatr
PocketTh
Stationr
Vehicle
magnet
BldgPart
FoodUtns
ArtPictu
FoodUtns
SportGam
BldgMatr
Electric
ToolsFst
ToolsFst
sheetMet
metalPla
FoodUtns
ToolsFst
BldgPart
ElectrEn
Stationr
BldgPart
ElectrEn
ClothLin
ToolsFst
ElectrEn
BldgMatr
PocketTh
BldgMatr
Stationr

5.75
5.75
1.75
5.00
7.50
3.00
5.50
5.50
4.00
2.25
5.50
2.25
5.00
5.00
2.25
7.50
7.50
2.25
3.00
4.50
2.00
6.00
5.00
3.50
4.50
2.25
7.50
4.50
4.50
1.75
4.50
5.00
4.25
7.50
3.75
5.00
8.25
3.75
0.50
0.50
3.00
8.50
1.75
3.75
5.00
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painting
picture frame
plywood (sheet)
ramp (toward doorway)
roof top
sheet of cardboard
shingle
srgn
table topl
table top2
tile
bottom/sole of shoe
flip flop
ski
snowboard
ironing board
skateboard
surfboard
toboggan
rope (error)
spaghetti (error)
bacon
belt
seatbelt
sock
strip/ribbon on lampshade
tapeworm
air hockey table
bench
coffee table
desk
Japanese table
piano stool
picnic table
ping pong table
pool table
table
guitar pick
slice of pizza
badge
carpenter's square
chassis of trailer
fingernail
floor (20)
fork

RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2
RectThn2
ShoeSh
ShoeSh
SkiSledN
SkiSiedN
SkiSledW
SkiSledW
SkiSledW
SkiSiedW
String
String
Strips
Strips
Strips
Strips
Strips
Strips
TableRct
TableRct
TableRct
TableRct
TableRct
TableRct
TableRct
TableRct
TableRct
TableRct
Triangul
Triangul
badge
carpntrsq
chassisT
fingmal
floor2D
fork

ArtPictu
ArtPictu
BldgMatr
BldgPart
BldgPart
sheetcrdb
BldgMatr
Street
Furnitur
Furnitur
BldgMatr
ClothLin
ClothLin
SportGam
SportGam
ClothLin
SportGam
SportGam
SportGam
ToolsFst
Food
Food
ClothLin
Vehicle
ClothLin
Furnitur
Animals
SportGam
Furnitur
Furnitur
Furnitur
Furnitur
Furnitur
Furnitur
SportGam
SportGam
Furnitur
Musical
Food
badge
ToolsFst
Vehicle
BodyPart
BldgPart
FoodUtns

5.50
5.50
8.50
8.50
9.50
6.00
6.00
6.50
8.25
8.25
3.75
4.00
4.00
6.50
6.50
7.50
5.50
7.50
7.50
5.50
2.25
2.50
4.00
5.00
3.75
3.00
2.75
7.50
8.00
7.50
8.00
8.25
7 .00
8.50
8.50
8.50
8.25
1.75
3.50
2.50
5.50

l.OO
9.00
3.00
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French bread (loaf; error)
goalie stick
graduation cap
hood of a car
ice surface on pond (20)
iron
ladder
LCD TV screen
leaf
I ipstick (en·or)
bathmat
roof of a car
screen (on a door or window)
shirt
s ide view of pencil (2D)
spatula (flipper)
top of spatula ( ·preader)
steak
stop sign
tongue
trunk of a car
washboard
water surface (2D)

fmchbrd
goalstck
gradcap
hood car
ice. urf2D
Iron
ladder
lcdTVscr
leaf
lipstck
Oval
roofcar
screen
shirt
sidvjewp
spatulaF
spatuTop
steak
stops ign
tongue
trunk car
washbord
watersrf2D

Food
SportGam
ClothLin
Vehicle
Water
ClothLin
ToolsFst
ElectrEn
Plants
Bathroom
Bathroom
Vehicle
BldgPart
ClothLin
Statiom
FoodUtn
FoodUtns
Food
Street
BodyPart
Vehicle
ClothLin
Water

5.00
6.50
4.50
8.00
9.50
4.00
8.50
6.50
2.25
1.75
6.50
8.50
6.50
6.00
1.75
3.00
2.25
3.75
5.50
3.00
8.00
6.25
9.50

Round Objects
Shape Classification
Spherical/Spheroid: Spheroid, SphCmplx, SphLong, SphLong2, Sphdntpl, SphTaper,
Sphlrreg, SphSemi.
Bulbs/Bottles: Bulb, BulbBott.
Cylinders: CylindM, CylindLl, CylindKn, CylindLr, Cylindsh, CyiCupSh, Cy!Cup,
CylindBt
Long Cylinders: CylindL2, CylindL3, CylindLp.
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Bowls: Bowl, BowlElon.
Disks: Disk, DiskVFl, DiskTh2, DiskTh3, DiskRnd, DiskTapr.
Rings: Rings, RingFlat, RingBand, RngThFlx, RingThck, RingFram, RingElon, RingElFr
Other Categories (not merged): SpiralFl, String, FltJ·drop, CircLn2D, Circ2DRg,
Circ2DDk.

Semantic Classification
FoodBv: Fruit, Vegtbls, Bredmeat, Sweets, Foodcont, Bevergs, Condimnt.
AutoVehS: Vehicle (airplane), Automotv, Bike, Street.
Other Categories (not merged): Kitchenu, Medphysi, Opticvis, Lights, Sewknitt,
Jewellry, Pocketth, Weapons, SafetyRe, Sprtgame, Bathpers, Bodypart, Pets, ShapeNam,
SymblPic, Vegplant, Stationr, Applelec, Bldgpart, Entelect, Musical , Clothing, Geologic,
Containr, Toolmech, Celestia, Yard.

Table N3

Round Objects Master Set
Round Object

Shape

Semantic

Size

ball bearing
ball in computer mouse
ball joint (for trailer)
ball of chalk
ball of wool
ball of yarn
ball on earring stud
ball point of ball point pen
baseball
basketball
beach ball
bead
bee-bee
blueberry

Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid

Toolmech
Entelect
Automotv
Sprtgame
Sewknitt
Sewknitt
Jewellry
Stationr
Sprtgame
Sprtgame
Sprtgame
Jewellry
Weapons
Fruit

0.75
1.75
3.50
4.00
4.25
4.25

l.OO
0.50
3.50
5.75
6.00

l.OO
0 .50

l.OO
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bouncing ball (small, rubber)
bubble
cannon ball
chicken ball
dogberry
doorknob2
Earth (extra large)
eyeball
faucet/tap handle
glass dome (at Disney)
globe
gobs topper
golf ball
grapefruit
gum ball
hamster ball
little bubble in bubble tea
magic 8-ball
marble
medicine ball
micelle (extra small)
microphone top
moon (extra large)
musketball
orange
pea
pearl
ping pong ball
planet (extra large)
pool ball
rockl(round)
scoop of ice cream
snowball
soccerball
softball
sphere
star (extra large)
street hockey ball
stressball
sun (extra large)
tangerine
tennis ball
the world (extra large)
volleyball
head (person's)
cantaloupe

Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
Spheroid
SphCmplx
SphLong

Spngame
Water
Weapons
Bred meat
Fruit
Bldgpart
Celestia
Bodypalt
Bathpers
Sprtgame
Celestia
Sweets
Sprtgame
Fruit
Sweets
Pets
Bevergs
Sprtgame
Sprtgame
Sprtgame
Medphysi
Entelect
Celestia
Weapons
Fruit
Vegtbls
Jewellry
Sprtgame
Celestia
Sprtgame
Geologic
Sweets
Sprtgame
Sprtgame
Sprtgame
ShapeNa
Celestia
Sp1tgame
Sprtgame
Celestia
Fruit
Sprtgame
Celestia
Sprtgame
Bodypart
Fruit

2.50
2.00
5.00
2.75
1.00
3.50
2.50
2.75
9.50
6.00
1.75
2.50
3.75
1.75
4.50
0.50
3.75
1.50
6.00
2.75
2.00
3.50
1.00
1.50
2.50
3.50
2.75
3.50
3.50
5.75
3.50

3.50
3.00
3.50
3.50
5.50
5.25
5.00
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grape
honeydew melon
kiwi
lemon
lime
watermelon
candy
football
apple
plum
tomato
onion
turnip
egg
Easter egg
Kinder surprise
balloon
potato
motorcycle helmet
fish bowl
light fixture
pear
light bulb
bell
drop of water
beer bottle
bottle of pop
Pepsi bottle
wine bottle
bowling pin
can of soup
canned food
can of Pepsi
can of pop
drink can
thermos
cylinder
battery
capstan on guitar (for string)
bane!
keg
oil drum
Pringle chips container
Rollo chocolate (whole roll)
roll of paper towel
telescope

SphLong
SphLong
SphLong2
SphLong2
SphLong2
SphLong2
SphLong2
SphLong2
Sphdntpl
Sphdntpl
Sphdntpl
SphTaper
SphTaper
SphTaper
SphTaper
SphTaper
SphTaper
Sphlrreg
SphSemi
SphSemi
SphSemi
Bulb
Bulb
Bulb
Bulb
BulbBott
BulbBott
BulbBott
BulbBott
BulbBott
CylindM
CylindM
CylindM
CylindM
CylindM
CylindM
CylindM
CylindM
CylindM
CylindM
CylindM
CylindM
CylindLl
CylindLl
CylindLl
CylindLl

Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Sweets
Sprtgame
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Vegtbls
Vegtbls
Bredmeat
Sweets
Sweets
Sprtgame
Vegtbls
SafetyRe
Pets
Bldgpart
Fruit
Lights
Musical
Water
Bevergs
Bevergs
Bevergs
Bevergs
Sprtgame
Foodcont
Foodcont
Bevergs
Bevergs
Bevergs
Kitchenu
ShapeNa
Entelect
Musical
Containr
Containr
Containr
Sweets
Sweets
Kitchenu
Opticvis

1.75
5.00
3.50
3.50
3.50
5.75
L.75
5.00
3.50
3.25
3.50
3.50
5.00
3.25
2.75
3.25
5.25
3.50
5.75
5.00
5.00
3.50
3.50
4.75
0.50
4.00
4.25
4.25
4.50
5.00
4.25
4.25
4.25
4.25
4.25
4.50
2.50
1.00
7.00
7.00
7.50
4.50
3.25
5.00
6.25
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roller (for hair)
log
silo
water tower
mushroom
flashlight
doorknob (standard)
microphone
gear hift
handle (e.g., on a bike)
screwdriver
bread loaf
Subway sub
finger
stereo
airplane
marshmallow
roll of toilet paper
tree branch
closet rod
pillar
exhaust pipe
lever to control wipers, etc.
street pole
fence pole
drill bit
cigarette
metal pipe
dancing pole
straw
cannula (extra small)
spoke
syringe
needle
javelin
pen
nail
screw
cup2 (child's)
pot
yoghurt container
cupl
cup3
glass

Jar
beaker

CylindLI
CylindLl
CylindLl
CylindLl
CylindKn
CylindKn
CylindKn
CylindKn
CylindKn
CylindKn
CylindKn
CylindLr
CylindLr
CylindLr
CylindLr
CylindLr
Cylindsh
Cylindsh
CylindL2
CylindL2
CylindL2
CylindL2
CylindL2
CylindL2
CylindL2
CylindL2
CylindL2
CylindL2
CylindL2
CylindL3
CylindL3
CylindL3
CylindLp
CylindLp
CylindLp
CylindLp
CylindLp
CylindLp
CylCupSh
CylCupSh
CylCup
CylCup
CylCup
CylCup
CylCup
CylCup

Bathpers
Vegplant
Containr
Containr
Vegtbls
Lights
Bldgpart
Entelect
Automotv
bike
Toolmech
Bredmeat
Bred meat
Bodypart
Entelect
Vehicle
Sweets
Bathpers
Vegplant
Bldgpart
Bldgpart
Automotv
Automotv
Street
Yard
Toolmech
cigarett
metal pip
dancingp
Bevergs
Medphysi
bike
Medphysi
Sewknitt
Sprtgame
Stationr
Toolmech
Toolmech
Kitchenu
Kitchenu
Foodcont
Kitchenu
Kitchenu
Kitchenu
Kitchenu
Medphysi

2.50
8.00
9.00
9.00
2.50
4.00
3.50
2.75
4.00
3.50
3.25
5.00
4.50
2.50
6.00
9.00
2.50
4.25
5.75
5.75
8.00
5.75
2.75
8.00
7.00
1.75
2.50
5.00
7.00
2.50
2.50
2.50
1.00
7.00
2.50
1.75
1.75
3.50
5.75
4.25
4.25
4.25
4.25
4.25
4.00
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medication bottle
thimble
dryer drum
washer drum
pail
salt shaker
coffee press
bullet
toothpaste tube
bowl
dish
drain (catch piece)
contact lens
shin pad
satellite dish
roast pan
Skydome
bathtub
limited slip differential
pancake
pita bread
ptzza
coaster
cookie sheet
pan
plate
platter
glasses lens
frisbee
trampoline
thumbtack top
mHTOr
window
CD
DVD
record
hubcap
OZ FM car sticker
cookie
circular tea bag
button (of shirt)
com
dime
loonie
nickel
penny

CylCup
CylCup
CylCup
CylCup
CylCup
CylindBt
CylindBt
CylindBt
CylTaper
Bowl
Bowl
Bowl
Bowl
Bowl
Bowl
BowlElon
BowlElon
BowlElon
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
Disk
DiskYFl
DiskTh2
DiskTh2
DiskTh2
DiskTh2
DiskTh2
DiskTh2
DiskTh2
DiskTh2

Medphysi
Sewknitt
Applelec
Applelec
Containr
Condimnt
Kitchenu
Weapons
Bathpers
Kitchenu
Kitchenu
Kitchenu
Opticvis
SafetyRe
Entelect
Kitchenu
Sprtgame
Bathpers
Automotv
Bredmeat
Bredmeat
Bred meat
Kitchenu
Kitchenu
Kitchenu
Kitchenu
Kitchenu
Opticvis
Sprtgame
Sprtgame
Stationr
Bldgpart
Bldgpart
Entelect
Entelect
Entelect
Automotv
ozfmcars
Sweets
Bevergs
Jewellry
Pocketth
Pocketth
Pocketth
Pocketth
Pocketth

2.75
1.75
7.00
7.00
5.25
2.75
4.50
1.75
3.25
4.50
4.50
3.25
1.00
4.25
8.00
6.00
10.00
7.50
4.50
4.75
4.50
6.00
3.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
5.50
2.75
5.00
8.00
1.00
6.25
6.25
4.25
4.25
5.25
5.75
3.75
2.75
3.00
1.00
1.75
1.00
2.00
1.75
1.50
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quarter
twonie
checker
poker chip
weight plate
turntable
manhole cover
pulley (wheel)
top of a stool
bottle cap
lid
tea Iight candle
puck
sandbox
animal's water bowl
thermostat dial
earphone piece
headphone earpiece
' tereo dial
drum
tire2
clock
Smartie
camera lens
bumper boat
discus
soapl
rock2 (flat)
p1e
Reese's peanut butter cup
stovetop burner
thermostat coil
measuring tape
shoelace hole
wrist band (athletic)
bangle
eaning (hoop type)
nose ring
ring
key chain ring
basketball hoop rim
hula hoop
washer (fastener)
watch
watch bracelet
bracelet

DiskTh2
DiskTh2
DiskTh2
DiskTh2
DiskTh2
DiskTh2
DiskTh2
DiskTh2
DiskTh2
DiskTh3
DiskTh3
DiskTh3
DiskTh3
DiskTh3
DiskTh3
DiskTh3
DiskTh3
DiskTh3
DiskTh3
DiskTh3
DiskTh3
DiskTh3
DiskRnd
DiskRnd
DiskRnd
DiskRnd
DiskRnd
DiskRnd
DiskTapr
DiskTapr
Spira!Fl
Spira!Fl
Spira!Fl
Rings
Rings
Rings
Rings
Rings
Rings
Rings
Rings
Rings
RingFiat
RingBand
RingBand
RngThFix

Pocketth
Pocketth
Sprtgame
Sprtgame
Sprtgame
Entelect
Street
Toolmech
tpfstool
Bevergs
Kitchenu
Lights
Sprtgame
Sprtgame
Pets
Applelec
Entelect
Entelect
Entelect
Musical
Automotv
clock
Sweets
Opticvis
Sprtgame
Sprtgame
Bathpers
Geologic
Sweets
Sweets
Applelec
Applelec
Toolmech
Clothing
Sprtgame
Jewellry
Jewellry
Jewellry
Jewellry
Pocketth
Sprtgame
Sprtgame
Toolmech
Jewellry
Jewellry
Jewellry

1.75
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.75
5.75
6.50
4.50
6.00
1.75
3.00
2.50
3.50
7.00
4.50
2.50
1.50
2.00
2.25
5.50
6.50
5.00
1.00
2.50
7.50
5.00
3.50
2.75
5.25
2.75
5.00
2.50
3.50
0.75
3.50
3.25
2.00
1.50
1.50
2.00
6.00
6.75
1.50
3.25
3.25
3.25
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necklace
bagel
Cheerio
doughnut
Life Saver
Iife-preserver
car tire
bearing (whole unit)
nut (fastener)
feiTis wheel
meiTy-go-round l
meny-go-round2
hamster running wheel
bike wheel
steering wheel
bike gear
belt buckle
picture frame
tennis racket head
axon (extra small)
blood vessel (extra small)
surgical tube
copper w1re
wmng
cable cord
telephone cord
guitar string
hose
chain link fence
flower petal
leaf
skating rink
track
roundabouts in Europe
bottom of coffee cup
belly button (outline of)
letter "o"
zero
traffic light (outline)
bull's eye (outline)
pupil
watch face
circle
smiley face
knee brace
basketball netting

RngThFlx
RingThck
RingThck
RingThck
RingThck
RingThck
RingThck
RingThck
RingThck
RingFram
RingFram
RingFram
RingFram
RingFram
RingFram
RingFram
RingEl on
RingEl on
RingEIFr
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
Leaf
Leaf
CircLn2D
CircLn2D
Circ2DRg
Circ2DRg
Circ2DRg
Circ2DRg
Circ2DRg
Circ20Rg
Circ2DDk
Circ20Dk
Circ2DDk
Circ2DDk
Circ2DDk
kneebr
bsktnet

Jewellry
Bredmeat
Bred meat
Sweets
Sweets
SafetyRe
Automotv
Toolmech
Toolmech
Sprtgame
Sprtgame
Sprtgame
Pets
bike
Automotv
bike
Jewellry
Bldgpart
Sprtgame
Medphysi
Medphysi
Medphysi
Bldgpart
Bldgpart
Entelect
Entelect
Musical
Yard
Yard
Vegplant
Vegplant
Sprtgame
Sp1tgame
Street
Kitchenu
Bodypart
SymblPic
SymblPic
Street
Sprtgame
Bodypart
Jewellry
ShapeNa
SymblPic
SafetyRe
Sprtgame

3.25
3.75
1.00
3.75
1.25
6.50
6.50
2.50
1.00
9.50
8.00
8.00
4.50
6.50
6.00
4.25
3.25
6.00
5.75

3.00
2.50
2.50
3.00
2.50
2.50
4.50
1.75
2.50
9.50
9.50
9.50
3.50

l.OO
4.25
1.75
1.00
1.75

4.25
5.75
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fuse
spnng
conveyer belt
guitar soundhole
toilet bowl
bulldozer scoop (en·or)
loofa
cave (round example)
hurricane
banana
jack (e.g., for headphones)
cupholder in car
pylon (FR)
snowcone (FR)
witch's hat (FR)
wreath (FR)

fuse
spnng
convbelt
guitsndh
toiltbwl
blldz ·cp
loofa
cave
hurrican
banana
jackaudi
zcuphold
FR-Cones
FR-Cones
FR-Cones
FR-Cone

Applelec
Toolmech
Toolmech
Musical
Bathpers
Toolmech
Bathpe rs
Geologic
hurrican
Fruit
Entelect
Automotv
Street
Sweets
Clothing
wreath

294

1.75
3.50
7.50
4.25
6.75
8.00
3.75
8.00
3.50
1.25
4.00
6.00
4.25
5.75
6.00

Note. Ite ms marked "(FR )'' were not generated by the FE pa1tic ipants, but were added for the
purpose of obtaining class ification information for the subsequent FR experiment.

Straight Objects
Shape Classification
BCLPk (Block-Cuboid, Block-Long, Block-with-Peak): BlckCube, BlcLong l. BlockPk.
SRthick (Slab thick Rectangular): SlabThck, SlabFlxb, SlabLong.
FRSRthin (Flat and thin Slab Rectangular): SlabThnl , SlabThn2, FlatThin, FlatFlex,
Ribbed (flat rectangular).
LbdSRLbd (Long Board, Slab Rectangular Long Board): BlcLong3, BoardLng.
VLbdExtB (Very Long Board, Extremely long Block): BlcLong2, windshield wiper.
TableLike: TableStr, BenchLg.
Other Categories (not merged): 20Rect (Rect2D), Stair, Triangle, Knife, CarTruck,

Organization by Shape Similarity
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Frames, Cage, Cylindr (Cylinder, beveled).

Semantic Classification
FoodBvCU (Food, Food Containers and Utensils, and Beverages): Food, FoodCont,
FoodDisp, FoodUtns.

Drug: DrugRecr, DrugMed.
Applianc: ApplncsK, ApplncsL.
Furnitur: FumBdrm, FurnGen.
BldgPtMt: BldgMatr, BldgPart, BldgOut.
Building: Bldgs, BldgPubl, BldgPyrm.
ElectEnt (Electronics and Entertainment): ElctrCmpt, ElctrnA V, ElctrAcc, ElctrCom.
TranVelzP: VehcL StrtSign.
Other Categories (not merged): Tools, PersHygn, ClothngR, SportGam, Stationr, Money,
Death, Music, Symbolic, Picture, Garbage, Animal, Boxes.

Table N4

Straight Objects Master Set
Straight Object

Shape

Semantic

Size

bench
park bench
side bench
AC adapter
amplifier
box (general, unspecified)
cardboard box 1
child's block
die
dishwasher

BenchLg
BenchLg
BenchLg
BlckCube
BlckCube
BlckCube
BlckCube
BlckCube
BlckCube
BlckCube

FurnGen
BldgPubl
SportGam
ElctrAcc
ElctrnA V
Boxes
Boxes
SportGam
SportGam
ApplncsK

4 .75
5.00
6.00
1.75
4 .00
4.00
4.00
1.75
1.00
5.50
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dryer
Game Cube
garbage can2
ice cube
monitor (standard, not "flat")
night table
safe
stove/oven
sugar cube
TV
washing machine
aquarium
boat ("cabin" of large vessel)
book helfl
bookshelf2
box of tissue
breadbox
brick
building
bus (metro)
cabinet
candy bar
case of beer ( 12-pack)
casket
CD playerl
cement block
computer (mini tower)
cupboards
drawer
dresser}
dresser2
electric razor
elevator
filing cabinet
freezer
fridge
garbage bin (dumpster)
garbage can l
garbage can3
ink cartridge
juice box
locker
mailbox2

BlckCube
BlckCube
BlckCube
BlckCube
BlckCube
BlckCube
BlckCube
BlckCube
BlckCube
BlckCube
BlckCube
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl

ApplncsL
ElctrCmpt
Garbage
Food
ElctrCmpt
FurnBdrm
Money
ApplncsK
Food
ElctrnAV
ApplncsL
aquanum
Yehcl
FurnGen
FurnGen
PersHygn
FoodCont
BldgMatr
Bldgs
Yehcl
FurnGen
Food
DrugRecr
Death
ElctrnAY
BldgMatr
ElctrCmpt
FurnGen
FurnGen
FurnBdrm
FurnBdrm
PersHygn
BldgPart
FurnGen
ApplncsK
ApplncsK
Garbage
Garbage
Garbage
ElctrCmpt
FoodCont
locker
Stationr

5.50
3.50
4.25
1.25
4.00
4.75
4.75
5.50
1.00
4.25
5.50
4.50
8.00
5.00
5.50
3.00
3.75
2.75
9.00
7.00
4.75
2.00
3.75
5.50
3.25
3.75
4.00
5.00
3.75
5.50
5.50
2.25
6.50
5.25
5.50
5.50
6.00
4.25
4 .25
1.75
2.25
4.50
3.50
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mailbox3
microwave
milk carton
school
shipping container box
shoebox
shower
stereo
stereo speaker
toaster
toaster oven
toolbox
train car
Tupperware container 1
TV stand
vending machine
piano key
skywalk
post
bam
church
garage
house
house frame
shed
2x4 of wood
windshield wiper (rubber strip)
bookmark
diving board
fence slat
floorboard
level
lumber
razor (blade)
ruler
shelf! (one "board" of shelf)
siding (one piece)
stair (one tread piece)
stick gum
street name sign
strip of hardwood flooring
warf
window sill
wooden plank
baby's crib

BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLongl
BlcLong2
BlcLong2
BlcLong3
BlockPk
BlockPk
BlockPk
Block.Pk
BlockPk
BlockPk
BoardLng
BoardLng
BoardLng
BoardLng
BoardLng
BoardLng
BoardLng
BoardLng
BoardLng
BoardLng
BoardLng
BoardLng
BoardLng
BoardLng
BoardLng
BoardLng
BoardLng
BoardLng
BoardLng
Cage

Stationr
ApplncsK
FoodCont
Bldgs
Boxes
ClothngR
BldgPart
ElctmAV
ElctmAV
ApplncsK
ApplncsK
Tools
Vehcl
FoodCont
FurnGen
FoodDisp
Music
BldgPubl
BldgPubl
Bldg '
Bldgs
Bldgs
Bldgs
BldgPart
Bldgs
BldgMatr
Vehcl
Stationr
SportGam
BldgOut
BldgMatr
Tools
BldgMatr
PersHygn
Stationr
BldgPart
BldgMatr
BldgPart
Food
StrtSign
BldgMatr
warf
BldgPart
BldgMatr
FumGen

3.50
4.25
3.00
9.00
6.25
3.25
5.50
3.75
4.00
3.50
3.75
3.75
7.00
2.75
4.50
5.50
1.75
8.00
6.50
9.00
9.00
8.50
9.00
8.50
8.00
4.25
2.75
2.00
4.50
4.25
4.50
3.25
5.00
1.25
2.25
4.25
4.50
4.25
1.00
3.75
3.50
8.00
4.00
4.50
5.50
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cage
car
truck
light pole
pencil
area rug
crazy carpet
envelope
flag
floor mat
ham slice
mat
money (bill)
pamphlet
piece of paper
poster
stamp (postage)
ticket
towel
business card
computer screen
credit card
folder
knife blade3 (rectangular)
licence plate
mllTOr
motherboard
name tag
pan
photo
playing card
shingle
signl
sign2
speed limit sign
theatre screen
window
chain link fence section
picture frame
knife! (breadknife)
knife2 (butterknife)
basketball court
ceiling
driveway
outline behind basketball net
patio

Cage
CarTruck
CarTruck
Cylindr
Cylindr
FlatFlex
FlatFlex
FlatHex
FlatHex
FlatFlex
FlatFlex
FlatHex
FlatFlex
Flat Flex
FlatFlex
FlatFlex
FlatFlex
FlatFlex
FlatFlex
FlatThin
FlatThin
FlatThin
FlatThin
FlatThin
FlatThin
FlatThin
FlatThin
FlatThin
FlatThin
FlatThin
FlatThin
FlatThin
FlatThin
FlatThin
FlatThin
FlatThin
FlatThin
Frame
Frame
Knife
Knife
Rect2D
Rect2D
Rect2D
Rect2D
Rect2D

cage
Vehcl
Vehcl
BldgPubl
Stationr
BldgPart
SportGam
Stationr
Symbolic
BldgPart
Food
BldgPart
Money
Stationr
Stationr
Picture
Stationr
ElctrnA V
PersHygn
Stationr
ElctrCmpt
Money
Stationr
Tools
Vehcl
BldgPart
ElctrCmpt
Stationr
FoodUtns
Picture
SportGam
BldgMatr
StrtSign
StrtSign
StrtSign
ElctrnA V
BldgPart
BldgOut
Picture
FoodUtns
FoodUtns
SportGam
BldgPart
BldgOut
SportGam
BldgOut

6.75
6.75
6.75
1.75
6.50
4.25
2.75
4.75
4.25
2 .50
4.25
2.00
2.75
3.00
4.25
1.00
1.25
4.25
2.00
3.50
2.00
3.25
1.75
3.00
4.00
3.25
1.75
3.50
2.00
2.00
3.75
4.00
4.75
4.00
7.50
4.50
5.50
3.75
2.50
2.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
4.00
7.50
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tennis court
vent cover
washboard
bed
mattress
bar (for serving drinks)
bar (granola)
box of spaghetti
calculator
CD ROM unit
cell phone
counter top
digital voice recorder
keyboard
RAM chip
remote control
sidewalk
audio tape case
block of cheese
book2
box of cereal
box of cookies
briefcase
cardboard box2
china cabinet
eraser
fusebox
game console
Hall's cough drop
mailbox!
match box
MP3 player
Playstation2
sandbox
sandwich
Sponge Bob Square Pants
tape recorder
tombstone
Tupperware container2
VCR
video tape (VHS) cassette
wallet
X-Box
binder
bookl
CD player2

Rect2D
Ribbed
Ribbed
SlabFixb
SlabFlxb
Slab Long
Slab Long
Slab Long
Slab Long
Slab Long
Slab Long
Slab Long
Slab Long
SlabLong
Slab Long
SlabLong
Slab Long
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThck
SlabThnl
SlabThnl
SlabThnl

SportGam
BldgPart
ApplncsL
FumBdrm
FurnBdrm
FumGen
Food
FoodCont
Stationr
ElctrCmpt
ElctrCom
FurnGen
ElctrCom
ElctrCmpt
ElctrCmpt
ElctrnAV
BldgPubl
ElctrnA V
Food
Stationr
FoodCont
FoodCont
Stationr
Boxes
FumGen
Stationr
ElctrAcc
ElctrCmpt
Food
Stationr
DrugRecr
ElctrnAY
ElctrCmpt
SportGam
Food
ElctrnA V
ElctrnAV
Death
FoodCont
ElctrnAV
ElctrnAV
Money
ElctrCmpt
Stationr
Stationr
ElctrnAV

8.00
3.50
3.75
5.50
5.50
5.50
2.00
3.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
4.75
2.00
3.50
L.OO
2.50
5.00
2.00
2.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.75
4.00
6.00
1.00
3.75
3.50
1.00
3.50
L.25
2.00
3.50
5.50
2.75
3.00
4.50
2.75
3.75
2.75
2.00
3.50
3.25
2.75
2.75
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cement slab
cigarette package
cutting board
domino
DVD player
laptop computer
monitor ("flat")
pizza box
textbook
base of microscope
base of pool table (slate)
CD case
chalkboard
chessboard/checkerboard
cracker
cupboard door
door
DVD box
DVD case
exercise book
floor tile
floppy disk 3.5"
game cassette
gum pack (Excel)
gyprock (drywall)
mini disk
mouse pad
pop tart
school desk (top)
tile
tooth
bleachers
steps/staircase
air hockey table
bed frame
coffee table
computer desk
deskl
table
tool bench
billiard rack
guitar pick
shark tooth
triangle
yield sign
baseball dugout

SlabThnl
SlabThnl
SlabThnl
SlabThn 1
SlabThnl
SlabThn 1
SlabThnl
SlabThnl
SlabThn 1
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
SlabThn2
Stair
Stair
TableStr
TableStr
TableStr
TableStr
TableStr
TableStr
TableStr
Triangle
Triangle
Triangle
Triangle
Triangle
basbldug

BldgMatr
DrugRecr
FoodUtns
SportGam
ElctrnA V
ElctrCmpt
ElctrCmpt
FoodCont
Stationr
bsmicrsc
SportGam
ElctrnAY
Stationr
SportGam
Food
FumGen
BldgPart
ElctrnAY
ElctrnAY
Stationr
BldgMatr
ElctrCmpt
ElctrCmpt
FoodCont
BldgMatr
ElctrCmpt
ElctrCmpt
Food
Stationr
BldgMatr
Animal
SportGam
BldgPart
SportGam
FumBdrm
FurnGen
FumGen
FurnGen
FumGen
Tools
SportGam
Music
Animal
Shape
StrtSign
SportGam

3.75
2.00
3.25
1.25
3.75
3.50
3.75
3.75
3.25
2.50
6.00
2.75
6.00
3.50
1.50
4.00
5.50
2.75
2.75
3.25
3.25
2.00
2.00
2.00
6.00
2.00
2.75
2.00
3.75
2.75
1.00
8.00
6.00
5.25
5.50
4.75
4.75
4.75
5.50
5.50
3.25
1.00
1.00
4.00
7.00
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Organization by Shape Similarity

blade of grass
carpenter's square
chair
comb
couch
car chassis
cross
door frame
Empire State Building
hockey stick
medicine bottle
clock tower at MUN
pair of pants
pinball machine
A-frame house
pyramid
radiator grill
shopping cart
skateboard
staple
stop sign
paddle (straight-sided)
treadmill
doorstop

bldgrass
carpntsq
chair
comb
couch
crchassis
cross
doorfram
empStBld
hockeyst
medbottl
muclockt
parpants
pbllmach
pnsm
pyramid
radgrill
shpgcart
sktboard
staple
stopsign
strpaddl
tredmill
wedge

bldgrass
Tools
FumGen
PersHygn
FumGen
Vehcl
Symbolic
BldgPart
Bldgs
SportGam
DrugMed
BldgPubl
ClothngR
SportGam
Bldgs
BldgPyrm
Vehcl
shpgcart
SportGam
Stationr
StrtSign
SportGam
SportGam
BldgPart

1.00
3.25
4.50
2.00
5.50
6.75
5.50
10.00
4.00
2.00
7.00
4.25
5.50
9.00
4.50
4.75
3.75
1.00
4.00
4.25
5.50
1.75
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